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ABSTRACT 

From 1992 to 2000 I led the Kambari Language Project in developing and promoting 
new terms in three languages of the Kambari language cluster in Niger State, Nigeria. 
The three languages are Cishingini (Agwara Area Kambari), Tsikimba (Auna-Wara Area 
Kambari) and Tsishingini (Salka Area Kambari). The Kambari co-languages are 
classified as Niger-Congo, Benue-Congo, Kainji. We sought to create indigenous 
terminology in four domains: government/political terms, medical terms, religious 
terms and metalanguage/literacy terms. In this work I have documented and critically 
analyzed the factors contributing to the success or failure of term development and 
promotion in the four domains. 

I have examined the theoretical foundations of terminology development, largely 
based on the work in Yoruba as delineated by Awobuluyi and Bamgbose, and introduce 
a new term in the discipline, neoterms. Neoterms form the distinct subset where 
terminology and neologisms intersect. Neoterm development is viewed as a unique 
form of translation, wherein the translator is not attempting to convey an entire 
message, but only a single word or concept, and thereby loses control of the discourse 
context in communication. The study contributes to solving the problem of neoterm 
development by proposing methods of enhancing first-exposure recognition of the 
terminological meaning of the neoterm, drawing on the work of Lakoff and others in 
set formation theory, and by selecting term strategies based on the profiles of the 
projected user groups. I have provided a set of need-based decision matrices to guide 
language development decisions in the area of neoterm formation. These matrices 
contrast the factors of communication setting, the percentage of the population 
expected to use the neoterm, and the nature of the concept being conveyed. 

All language developers face the challenge of promoting the newly developed 
terminology. In addressing this challenge I introduce a sociological distinction between 
text-oriented and oral-oriented communities, and explain Sperber and Wilson’s 
Relevance Theory of human communication (as presented by Gutt) which emphasizes 
the role of the communicative context in comprehension. These theoretical 
considerations lead me to propose Kambari oral literature forms as a vehicle to publicly 
promote the developed neoterms. I trust that documenting this pioneer effort will 
provide other language developers with an innovative model they can replicate as part 
of their program to achieve public acceptance of their work. 
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Obj object 
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PL plural 

PP prepositional phrase 

PRO pronoun 

REL relative pronoun 
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S subject 
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Pronunciation Guide 

Except where indicated by formal linguistic notation, examples given in this 
dissertation are in the standard Kambari orthographies. The three orthographies share 
a common alphabet that is highly consistent in its phonetic correspondences. The 
reader may achieve adequate oral reproduction of any data example by applying the 
following information. 

Orthography IPA value  Orthography IPA value 

a a  l l 

a ə  m m 

b b  n** n 

ɓ ɓ  o* ɔ \ o 

c tʃ  p p 

d d  r r 

ɗ ɗ  s s 

e* ɛ \ e  sh ʃ 

f f  t t 

g ɡ  ts ts 

gb ɡb  u u 

h h  v v 

i i  w w 

j dʒ  y y 

k k  z z 

kp kp  Ꞌ ʔ 
*see notes below re: Salka pronunciation 

**Word final <n> is realized as vowel nasalization. 

When two vowels occur with an intervening word division, pronounce only the 
second vowel. Tone plays a very small role in the semantic interpretation of spoken 
Kambari. The standard Kambari orthography does not mark tone, and that procedure is 
followed in the orthographic data here. In the formal linguistic data, tone is indicated 
as a convenience to the reader. 

When two phones are listed in the above chart, the vowel quality expressed varies 
in Salka Kambari. It is controlled by a form of restricted free variation. Any speaker 
may use either quality at any time without affecting the meaning of the word. 
However, when a mother-tongue speaker mixes the phonetic qualities within a single 
word, the first (lower) phone listed in the chart will always precede the second phone 
listed, e.g. [ɛt̀èlè] but not *[etɛlɛ] or *[etɛle] ‘bone-PL’. 
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The nasal phonemes are realized by the homorganic nasal form when immediately 
preceding another consonant, whether within a word or across orthographic word 
divisions. In the environment of double-articulated stops [kp] and [gb], the bilabial 
element selects /m/ for the nasal phoneme: [kupasamgbanai] ‘crossing over’; [ŋgono] 
‘kings’ is written /ngono/.
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1 
Introduction 

1.1 Scope of work 

This work comprises a critical study of the development and dissemination of sets of 
terms created by the Kambari Language Project (KLP) for use in the Salka Area 
Kambari [tsw], Agwara Area Kambari [asg], and Auna-Wara Area Kambari-speaking 
communities. The decisions regarding the domains for term development, the selection 
of which terms to create, and the choice of volunteer personnel to participate in the 
fieldwork activities were the responsibility of the KLP staff. 

As the study focuses on the development and dissemination of new terminology, 
areas such as language choice, orthography development, phonological theory, etc. will 
be addressed only in relationship to their impact on term formation or distribution. 

The three languages are members of the Kambari language cluster. The selection of 
an autonym to use for each language is nearly impossible due to overlapping and 
contradictory terms and definitions when surveying speakers across the language 
cluster. KLP has selected the following designations: Salka Area Kambari: Tsishingini 
[tsw], Agwara Area Kambari: Cishingini [asg], Auna-Wara Area Kambari: Tsikimba 
[kdl]. However, as these autonyms are not universally acknowledged or utilized in the 
literature, I will use abbreviated geographical reference names— Salka, Agwara, and 
Auna. 

1.2 Background information on the Kambari Language Project 

1.2.1 The Kambari language cluster 

The Kambari language cluster, located in the northern portion of Nigeria’s Middle Belt, 
near the western border of Nigeria, comprises nine languages according to Crozier and 
Blench (1992:64–65). See maps below. Further survey is needed to confirm or 
elaborate the distinctions given there. The cluster is classified as: Niger-Congo, 
Atlantic-Congo, Volta-Congo, Benue-Congo, Kainji, Western Kainji, Kambari Group 
(1992:64). The area is located approximately from Mokwa to Rijau, and westward to 
the Benin border. It includes the area around Lake Kainji. Some speakers of Agwara can 
be found across the Benin border. The traditional kingdom of Bussa is located inside 
this region, but the Busa language is not part of the Kambari cluster. The KLP has 
undertaken language development in three of the nine languages of the Kambari 
cluster. 

1.2.2 Research before the Kambari Language Project 

Hoffmann worked under a research fellowship from the West African Language Survey 
project in 1961–62 and produced two published papers and some personal notes, based 
mainly on data taken from a Salka speaker from Raba. They touch on sub-points of the 
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overall grammar and phonology of Salka: word list data (1964), analysis of noun 
classes (1963), and some of the vowel contraction processes (1965). There was no 
attempt at any form of language development at that time, but only to document the 
structures of the language. 

Mierau worked on Agwara in the mid-1960s. His hand drafts (1967) made available 
to me served as a reference to documents for the historical presence of Kambari 
structures. 

Crozier spent time during the early 1980s in Salka. His PhD (1984) at the University 
of Ibadan, dealt primarily with verbal features of Salka as revealed by study of natural 
story-length texts. As with the two previous scholars, no serious language development 
was undertaken at that time. 

Ojeniyi was an undergraduate in the Department of Linguistics and Nigerian 
Languages at the University of Ilorin. His essay (1991) deals with aspects of the 
phonology of Agwara. Lovelace’s 1992 M.A. thesis on Tsuvaɗi focuses on discourse 
level grammatical features. 

Rev. Father Timothy Carroll was stationed in Agwara for a number of years in the 
1980s and early 1990s, and developed an orthography, published sections of the Bible 
and a primer series. KLP approached Father Carroll in the early 1990’s offering to 
cooperate in the design of the orthography, the translation and literacy program. When 
Father Carroll demonstrated his desire to work independently of KLP, the Executive 
Committee of KLP decided for a number of reasons to continue its separate efforts. 

When separate language development efforts are undertaken in the same language, 
the question arises as to why they do not merge into a single program. It was felt that 
the work by Father Carroll and his associates would not meet the overall need for 
literacy among the Agwara. Since both efforts were reaching different groups, there 
was no reason to dissolve the KLP work in Agwara or to attempt to pressure the 
Catholic people to join KLP. KLP felt its own work should move forward, seeking to 
address some of the challenges noted in the Catholic approach. (See Janie P. Stark 
(2000) for a detailed analysis of the orthographic issues.) The Catholics have published 
some books in Agwara, but no formal linguistic description has been undertaken. 

While Tsuvaɗi is part of the Kambari cluster, it is located on the eastern edge of the 
cluster, well removed geographically from the languages active in KLP. Lovelace’s 
study grew out of the efforts of the Christian Reformed Church (CRC) to undertake 
Bible translation for this group of people. Translation work continues under the CRC 
program. The language is not one under consideration here, and the work does not deal 
with topics relevant to the present study, no further mention of this work will be made. 

Of the three languages under consideration in this study, the only published 
linguistic descriptions deal with Salka and these represent only partial descriptions. 
None represents language development efforts. In Agwara, linguistic research was 
conducted, but there are no publications. Auna was undocumented prior to this work 
and the work of Janie Stark (2000). 
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Figure 1. Map of Nigeria, adapted from Barbour et al (1982) 

See next page for insert. 
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Figure 2. Map of the Kambari area 

1.2.3 History of the Kambari Language Project 

1.2.3.1 Survey. During 1988-91, Janie P. Stark and I compared dialects via a 
combination of word list comparisons, sociolinguistic questionnaires, and personal 
observation. What follows is a summary of our findings. 

1.2.3.2 What is my mother tongue? A family’s historical association to a major town is 
more important than actual linguistic structures in determining which language they 
called ‘their language’. From village to village there are small changes in the 
phonological and grammatical systems: travel of only one or two kilometers will 
produce identifiable linguistic differences, and people can recognize the dialects of 
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given villages around them. Geographic intermixing of the co-languages1 occurs on a 
widespread basis, yet individual families (and their neighbors) will continue to identify 
which variety they speak based on their perception of their ‘home town’ even after 
living outside of that home town for several generations. 

Based on the criteria of mutual intelligibility and speaker perception of language 
group membership, there are three distinct Kambari languages in the area of the 
survey: Salka, Agwara, and Auna. There are more Kambari cluster co-languages in the 
overall region, but outside the specific survey area. The survey covered the territory 
west of the Sokoto/Kontagora road, between Kontagora and Yelwa-Yauri, extending to 
the Benin border. 

1.2.3.3 Linguistic features. The three languages share a similar underlying structure: 
phoneme inventory, grammatical framework and word formation rules are similar. The 
three languages differ in the way they apply certain processes, frequency of certain 
phonemes, prevalence of a given grammatical structure, and the semantic content of 
the lexical items. Cognate counts were based on survey data (J and J. Stark 1988) using 
the Swadesh 500 wordlist, modified for regional appropriateness, and lexical items 
from text analysis (adding approximately 600 words to the survey material). This study 
produced the following percentage values: 39% AGW-SAL, 56% AGW-AUN, and 31% 
SAL-AUN. The three languages exhibit a large number of linguistic cognates which had 
a difference in semantic content significant enough to cause misunderstanding. This 
concept has been discussed as ‘faux amis’ or ‘false friends’. (Hayward & Moulin 1983; 
Malone 1985) One example of this is paɗa, phonologically identical in all three 
languages. In Auna and Agwara, the word is used as the transitive verb ‘to silence, to 
calm’, the action of a mother caring for a fussy baby. In Salka the word means ‘to 
slaughter, to cut’, clearly not the action of a mother to her child. 

1.2.3.4 Multilingualism. The speakers in the area are multilingual, as is common 
throughout Nigeria. Residents in the geographical area may be mother-tongue speakers 
of neighboring languages, i.e. Boko, Reshe, Dakakari, Busa, etc. They may also be from 
the major language groups of Nigeria. The Kambari residents are themselves 
multilingual, with varying skills in Hausa, English, and other languages present in the 
community. Age group and education levels are primary factors controlling an 
individual’s linguistic repertoire. 

Among people whose first language is Kambari, older people (60 years & up) prefer 
to use Kambari, yet are able to function socially in Hausa; they have very little English 
fluency. 

Career age people (35–60) involved in professional activities such as politics, 
medical care, and engineering, have both fluent English and Hausa. While the various 
Kambari co-languages were their mother tongue as children, a low frequency of mother 

                                                   
1 Co-language is a term developed by Janie P Stark (2000) to refer to the various members of the same 
language cluster. They are varieties that are separate languages by the tests of lack of mutual 
intelligibility, cognate count, etc., but which share a sense of ethnic unity. 
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tongue use as adults has eroded proficiency in Kambari for many of the professional 
group. 

Rural adults (35–60) are fluent in the appropriate Kambari and use it in the home 
nearly exclusively. They are fluent in Hausa, and use this as a language of wider 
communication. Some may know a small amount of English. Language choice is made 
on the basis of communication domains and participant skill. Hausa is the primary 
language of use in any situation where one is not sure that the other speaks the same 
mother tongue. Both Kambari and Hausa are used around the home, but Kambari has a 
clear advantage in this domain. Kambari is used with other mother-tongue speakers for 
the purposes of traditional religious activities and local political discussions. Hausa is 
used when one of the listeners may not understand the variety of Kambari controlled 
by the speaker, for trading in the market, and for area-wide political discussions. 
Christian religious services are conducted in Hausa, with announcements and 
occasional songs or messages in the various Kambari co-languages. Islamic services are 
conducted in Arabic with exhortations in Hausa. Hausa serves as the home language in 
inter-tribal marriages if they occur at the local level. Inter-tribal marriages among those 
who have left the area for education and business may use English in the home in 
addition to Hausa. 

Young adults (20–35) with mother tongue Kambari speak some English, varying 
from barely any command of the language to excellent, depending on the level of 
education. English is seen as a positive skill and is taught in schools. They undertake 
courtship, home activities, interaction with babies, etc., all in their mother tongue, 
with varying degrees of interlarding of Hausa. Their fluency in Hausa varies in different 
domains. Rural young adults have lower fluency in, and a lower desire for, English. 

Children with first-language Kambari have passive Hausa skills until they begin 
playing with neighbor children around ages 4–6. They have no English skills until they 
have completed some years of advanced schooling around ages fifteen to eighteen. 
Since many do not attend school to that point, there are many who never gain a 
working knowledge of English. 

1.2.3.5 Social factors. Varying proportions of the population in all three of the language 
communities follow Christianity, Islam, and African Traditional Religion (ATR). 
Estimates by local people are that the Salka population is largely Christian, with a 
smaller Muslim percentage and the ATR element smaller yet. The Agwara population is 
reported to be nearly evenly divided among the three religions. The Auna population 
has a large percentage of Muslims, with ATR next in size, and a small Christian 
element. 

Village heads (kings/chiefs) are chosen by village elders from among the male 
blood relatives of the existing king, who can be (but is not often) unseated during his 
lifetime. Kingship is not automatically passed to the eldest son of the former king. 

For Agwara Kambari, most of the people live in small villages of 100–200 people 
where nearly all of the residents are related to each other, i.e. members of the same 
extended family by either blood or marriage. Villages are separated by a kilometer or 
two from the neighboring villages. In the remembered past (my estimate is roughly 150 
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years ago), Kambaris lived in large walled cities. The walls are still visible in places 
throughout the area. These cities were abandoned in favor of small, scattered villages 
during Hausa/Fulani jihads when horse-mounted warriors found the cities easy and 
rich targets for take-over. The small villages were situated such that the raiders could 
not easily corral all the people. Many Salka and Auna Kambari people also live in 
scattered villages, but a larger overall percentage of these populations live in larger 
towns. The non-rural portion of the Kambari population resides in the larger towns of 
the district, such as Agwara, Auna, Nasko, Salka and Wara. 

The primary occupation of the population is agriculture. Guinea corn and millet 
farming provide the most of the family food supply and some cash crop sales. They 
grow maize for food and for sales, while groundnuts are almost exclusively grown as a 
cash crop. The Kambari basic diet is millet ‘tuwo’ and soup from local vegetables. Goat 
is the most common meat eaten in a Kambari home, and some people keep cattle and 
chickens. Low cash incomes from farming are offset to some degree by the fact that 
most families produce all or nearly all of their own food needs. 

Nearly all of the marriages are among speakers of the same language variety. A few 
will marry from neighboring language groups, and fewer still find marriage partners 
from outside the geographical area during advanced schooling. 

1.2.3.6 Development factors. Government primary schools operate in most towns and 
some villages, government secondary schools are located in the larger towns. While 
primary education (in English, with Hausa as a bridge language in some cases) is 
available to anyone who really wants it, costs, distance, and lack of interest contribute 
to the fact that many people do not obtain a formal education. Obtaining secondary 
education and beyond requires increasing commitment by the entire family to support 
an individual who wants advanced schooling. 

There are no reliable literacy statistics: I estimate that around 50% of adults are 
functionally literate in Hausa, the percentage being significantly higher for men than 
for women. English literacy is much less, representing a small portion of the 
population. 

Population figures are difficult to obtain. The 1991 census did not track ethnic 
membership, and even the given overall population figures shown for the area are 
disputed locally. I estimate between 90,000–150,000 speakers for each of the three 
languages, giving an aggregate between 270,000–450,000. 

1.2.4 Language project formation and activities: 1992–2000 

Interest in language development grew among Kambari speakers during the language 
survey period (1988–1990). In the survey we contacted influential people throughout 
the area to obtain their views on language development for the Kambari co-languages. 
As a result of these discussions, community leaders called a general meeting in Yauri, 
Kebbi State, on March 15, 1992, to discuss forming a committee to oversee language 
development. A decision was taken to pursue a multi-language project including three 
of the Kambari co-languages (Salka, Agwara, and Auna) under one umbrella 
committee. The founding concept includes expansion into other Kambari co-languages 
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as the resources of the project permit. A caretaker committee was formed and directed 
to recruit full time workers, raise funds, and establish a permanent committee of 
volunteer members to provide leadership to the development efforts. 

The caretaker committee selected staff for the development of Agwara and Auna. 
This committee also requested my wife and me to serve as technical advisers to assist 
them in analysis and development efforts, a position we have been honored to fill since 
that time. A second meeting held in Yauri on January 2, 1993, elected a standing 
committee with Mr. J.S Jatau as Chairman. This committee has served continuously 
since that date. In 1994, staff for Salka joined KLP, and since that time work has 
progressed in Salka as well as the original two languages. 

Linguistic work in this period included the basic phonological and grammatical 
analysis, a preliminary orthography, and a number of test publications to test the 
community’s acceptance of KLP materials. 

From 1994 to 2000, KLP held various area workshops on topics such as translation 
techniques, how to write in the languages, and, of special interest to this study, 
punctuation factors in the Kambari co-languages. Pilot literacy efforts using sample 
primers began in 1996. 

In 1998–99, KLP accepted additional staff from the three languages, and in 
January–March 1999, started more than 30 literacy classes in the three languages, with 
a total of over 800 students. In January–March 2000, the number of classes expanded 
to over 170, with a student total of over 3000 among the three language groups. 

At the time of this writing (July 2000) KLP has established a stable orthography for 
each of the three languages. KLP publications include primers for each of the 
languages, back transition primers to help Kambari speakers who read Hausa learn to 
read their own languages (Walter 1986), various folktales and original stories in the 
languages, and materials intended for use by the Kambari Christian community. 

1.3 Summary 

The Kambari language cluster is located toward the northwestern corner of Nigeria’s 
Middle Belt. The Kambari Language Project serves three of the Kambari co-languages, 
namely, Salka, Agwara, and Auna. The region is multilingual and is ethnically mixed, 
consisting of the various Kambari groups, Hausa, and other language groups. Within 
each local Kambari population use of the mother tongue continues in the home and 
community, Hausa is a lingua franca for inter-ethnic communication, and English is 
spoken by a relatively small (although growing) portion of the population for purposes 
of government and higher education. Government financed primary and secondary 
education, in English, is available, but not all families value formal education enough 
to ensure their children attend the schools. The majority of the people engage in hand 
agriculture as their primary economic activity. Three major religions exist in the area, 
African Traditional Religion, Islam and Christianity. Islam and Christianity make 
extensive use of Hausa in their religious activities. 
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Since 1992, the KLP has actively sought to develop the three co-languages 
mentioned. It has trained local people to do linguistic analysis, prepared and tested a 
workable orthography for each language, held area workshops on various aspects of 
language development, and published a number of items in each language, including 
materials for use in literacy classes. In our role as technical advisers, Janie Stark and I 
have shared the responsibility for and supervision of the phonological and syntactic 
analysis, the development of the orthographies, the training of the KLP staff, and the 
coordination of literacy classes and community mobilization for language development. 
None of this would have been possible without the insights, dedication and efforts of 
the KLP Trustees, Executive Committee, and staff. 
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2 
Terminology Theories 

2.1 Terminology as language planning 

Since 1969, people interested in addressing language-related problems in society have 
utilized a concept of language planning that divides the work into two areas, status 
planning and corpus planning (Kloss 1969:81). Status planning deals with who will 
speak a given language, and in what social settings that language is to be used. Corpus 
planning deals with changes internal to the language itself. 

Terminology development is part of corpus planning and in fact, Bamgbose (1991), 
in his summary of activities undertaken in corpus planning, lists terminology as the 
first point. ‘Corpus activities relate to steps taken to ensure that the language itself is 
modified to conform to the demands made on it by its functions. Such activities 
include: 1. Vocabulary expansion, which also includes terminology creation and 
standardization of variants of existing terms’ (1991:110). The priority of terminology 
development is seen in its being one of the aims and objectives of BAKITA, the 
Tanzanian organization for the promotion of Kiswahili: ‘…to co-operate with relevant 
sectors and/or institutions in providing simple translations of technical terminology;’ 
(Massamba 1989:64). 

People naturally need to talk about the ideas, items and events of their existence. As 
new items, concepts and activities come into a society the need for new words comes 
with them. As Emenanjo (1989) points out, many of these new elements come about 
via the spontaneous interaction of one group of people with another. In other instances, 
a group of people intentionally set out to develop the language. 

In every language which hopes to reach the standards of the more developed languages 
of the world in terms of metalanguage, this goal is achieved through two mutually 
complementary sets of activities: planned and spontaneous. In Nigeria planned 
modernization is seen in and through the activities of language academies, boards or 
societies, learned language societies and cultural organizations of societies.… 
Spontaneous modernization on the other hand is seen in and through the activities of the 
print and electronic media, identifiable “word-smiths” in creative and non-creative 
writing and faceless and anonymous “word-smithery” in the activities and language of 
traders, motor-park touts, and even men and women of the underworld. (1989:221) 

People can attempt to use a certain language in an area of life previously reserved 
for a different language (status planning). Such intentional efforts should include 
consideration of the best ways to express the names of items, actions and concepts 
unique to the new activity (corpus planning). This looking ahead for what words to use 
is what is meant by terminology planning. It seems fair to say that terminology 
planning is driven by status planning, and that for either to succeed, both activities 
must be undertaken. In this regard, I look at terminology planning in detail in hopes 
that the information presented here will help those involved in status and corpus 
planning activities to be more successful in their endeavors. 
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2.2 Word-formation strategies 

A number of word-formation strategies exist in languages around the world and are 
thus available to language planners involved in terminology development. Included 
among these, but not limited to them, are: 1) coining new words using existing 
phonological patterns, 2) borrowing words and adapting them to the phonological 
system of the target language, 3) borrowing words and preserving the source-language 
phonology as much as possible, 4) compounding by forming new words comprised 
entirely of existing target-language words, 5) compounding which mixes target-
language words and borrowings, 6) applying existing derivational strategies to existing 
target-language words not yet active in that form, 7) applying existing derivational 
strategies to borrowed words, and 8) utilizing descriptive phrases. 

Linguistic studies allow the language planners to determine which word-formation 
strategies are active in a given language. If research determines which strategies are 
active regarding the treatment of recently introduced concepts, the data becomes 
directly relevant to those who are developing terminology. The principle of conforming 
innovations to existing patterns to enhance acceptability should be applied to 
terminology. If, for example, a number of spontaneous new words are formed by 
compounding existing words with borrowings, language planners can give priority to 
that strategy in the formation of neologisms. Yoruba, for instance, can document 
descriptive phrase neologisms such as ìwé–ìròhìn ‘newspaper’ and borrowings such as 
ýílè ‘shilling’ and télô ‘tailor’ (Awobuluyi 1994:29–30). 

The question arises of how to identify recently introduced words currently in use 
throughout the community. Technology, as it rapidly penetrates each corner of the 
world, provides one avenue. If television was unknown in an area twenty-five years 
ago, and is now commonplace, the researcher can be sure of a new term. However, 
concrete items are easily described with borrowed words. The process seems to go 
something like this: ‘You have brought a new thing that does something new to us but 
known to you. What do we call it? What do you call it? We can use the same word.’ As 
both the item and its function are new, and the item and its use are on hand to be seen 
and experienced, there is very little cognitive load on the term itself. Thus, while the 
names of recently introduced technological items are easily obtained, they are the 
weakest evidence available on which to build a terminology theory for a given 
language. 

The acceptance of loanwords for concrete nouns is widely familiar, so I shall limit 
myself to a single example from the Kambari area. Tape recorders, tape players and the 
common cassette tapes that these machines utilize, fall into the area of introduced 
technology. Perhaps, in standard Hausa, there is a different word, but certainly in the 
local variety of Hausa and in all three of the Kambari co-languages, kaset is the basic 
lexical item to refer to cassette tape itself, and to the machines which play them even 
though it violates two Kambari phonological constraints—that prohibiting any two 
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different [-hi] vowels co-occurring in the one word—and that prohibiting word final 
consonants.2 

Recent additions to the lexicon of a language which fall outside of the realm of 
technological nouns would provide a more appropriate clue for active terminology 
formation. But such research requires a very detailed knowledge of the local language 
situation and history, and in fact may be beyond the reach of anyone who is not both a 
trained linguist and a native speaker. Awobuluyi (1994) and Emenanjo (1989) serve as 
models for others to follow in this area. 

Another opportunity for a researcher to find recently introduced terms occurs if 
there has been a change in the religious preference of part of the community in the 
near past. However, here again the data is subject to a caveat, which hampers its use in 
the search for indigenous active terminology strategies. Religion is always undertaken 
as a very serious activity by mankind. A person who embraces a new religion will exert 
all his resources to do things in the proper manner according to the teaching of the new 
religion, extending this desire into the manner of expressing its concepts in his own 
language. A great deal of religious interaction occurs as someone from one society, and 
hence a speaker of another language, attempts to explain his beliefs in what is for him 
or her a second language. In addition, the listener is often listening in what is for him 
or her a second language. The speaker, uncertain of how to express a complex concept 
in his second language, may simply use terms from his first language, trusting to 
context to carry sufficient meaning to the hearer. Even assuming the context is 
sufficient, and the hearer fully understands the concept expressed by the foreign term, 
he in turn must then decide how to express the concept in his first language. Using the 
foreign term is often seen as the surest way of getting the information right. 

A fairly innocuous example, at least as far as theological content is concerned, can 
be found in the 1932 version of the Hausa Bible, where the word ‘tent’ is tent. Genesis 
12:8 finds Abram on the move: ‘From there he went on toward the hills east of Bethel 
and pitched his tent, with Bethel on the west and Ai on the east’ (NIV). Even without 
any knowledge of Hausa, a reader can spot the ‘translation’ of the word tent in the 
following passage: Daga chan kuma ya ¸aura zuwa dutsen da ke gabashin Beth-el, ya kafa tent 
nasa, da ya tura Beth-el a yamma. (1932). Due to the fact that the translators were unsure 
how to express the idea of tent, the term was taken directly from the first language of 
the translators, and continues to be read in churches today.3 One is tempted to ask how 
it came about that in a language and culture so closely tied to the nomadic cattle-
herding Fulani lifestyle, the translators could not find an indigenous term for the 

                                                   
2 The easy acceptance of loan words for concrete nouns, while widespread, is not universal. Gylfason 
(1985) documents the stringent rejection of this strategy in Icelandic. Gylfason cites example from the 
same field, modern technology: ‘…the computer. In Icelandic, it is tölva: the root being tala ‘number’, 
but the brilliance of tölva is that it rhymes with, and so is suggestive of, only one older noun which is 
völva ‘Sybil’.’ Thus indicating the length to which Icelandic was willing to go to avoid borrowing, 
creating a term that can only claim a single word as the precedent for the phonological shape of the 
neologism. 
3 Later translations of the Bible into Hausa have sought out more indigenous options, such as alfarwarsa 
‘herding hut’ (1979). 
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temporary dwelling of people as they travel with large herds of cattle, goats and sheep! 
Nonetheless, the point is that the chance of getting things wrong by using the wrong 
word is such a great risk that converts often prefer to use the exact words used by those 
who taught them. Thus loan words abound in recently adopted religions, and are often 
seen as safer than trying to express a concept in the local language, even when the 
borrowed term is completely void of conceptual content to the majority of the converts. 

Given the limitations on the two most available sources of data regarding active 
term formation strategies, what is left to the researcher? First, in the two areas of 
technology and religion, where terms have been adopted using non-borrowing 
strategies, those terms can be given greater consideration than the borrowed forms. 
Secondly, access to a thorough knowledge of local history will help the researcher 
identify other areas that may be rich in recently coined words for the language. Finally, 
an extensive knowledge of the derivational strategies of the language gained by study 
of the standard lexicon provides a framework for consideration of the data gained in 
other areas. 

2.2.1 Bamgbose (ed.) Yoruba metalanguage 

The book Yoruba Metalanguage (1984) is primarily a listing of terms developed by the 
Yoruba Studies Association of Nigeria. The introduction by the editor lists five main 
strategies utilized by this group: composition, semantic extension, dialect borrowing, 
special coinage, and loanwords (Bamgbose, 1984:viii). 

2.2.1.1 Composition. For Bamgbose, composition is primarily the forming of a single 
word (normally a noun) from an entire sentence. The native speaker can capture the 
essence of the original sentence and thus understand the word. For example, àfúnnupè 
‘constricting the mouth in order to pronounce’ is created from A máa Â fún çnu pè é  ‘we 
habitual habitual constrict mouth pronounce it’, and is used for the Yoruba linguistics 
term ‘fricative’ (1984:ix). 

2.2.1.2 Semantic extension. Bamgbose considers that semantic extension occurs when a 
word representing a concrete item or known concept is used in an unmodified form for 
a new concept that has a metaphorical relationship to the original meaning of the 
word. For example àpólà ‘a piece from a mass’ (e.g. a piece of wood broken from board) 
becomes ‘a phrase’, a phrase being conceptually a part from a sentence (1984: xi). 

2.2.1.3 Dialect borrowing. Bamgbose describes dialect borrowing as a word present in 
one dialect, but not in others, being selected to become a language-wide term for a new 
concept. The Yoruba project reported here made light use of this strategy, listing only 
two examples (1984: xii). 

2.2.1.4 Coinage. Coinage is the creation of new words which follow natural 
phonological patterns but, prior to their creation, no other meaning had been ascribed 
to that combination of sounds. Bamgbose lists lénù ‘be superfluous’ and ibá ‘manner’ 
(1984: xiii). However, these do not represent pure coinage, as the terms are built from 
existing words that have at least a metaphorical connection to the new concept. The 
word lénù is built from lé ‘exceed’ and nù ‘be lost’, and some of the concept 
‘superfluous’ can be seen in ‘exceeds being lost’. 
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2.2.1.5 Loanwords. The use of loanwords, or borrowing, is the acceptance of a word 
from another language to represent the original concept in the target language. 
Loanwords can be phonologically modified to reflect natural sound patterns of the 
receptor language, or an attempt can be made to preserve (to some degree) evidence of 
their foreign origin. The Yoruba Studies Association chose the former method in their 
terminology development. For example, Bamgbose lists fóníìmù ‘phoneme’ (1984: xiii). 
The orthographic conversion of English <ph> to Yoruba <f> is not a phonological 
change, but the addition of vowels to exchange the final syllable of the English source 
[-nim] for the bi-syllabic coda of the Yoruba term [-niimu] (tones omitted) shows true 
phonological adaptation. The assigned tonal structure is also an adaptation to the 
phonological structure of Yoruba. 

2.2.2 Awobuluyi ‘Lexical expansion in Yoruba’ 

Awobuluyi (1992) lists range extension, composition, coinage, internal borrowing, and 
external borrowing as methods of developing new terms. 

2.2.2.1 Range extension. The terminology strategies that Awobuluyi lists as various 
types of range extension are bound together in that ‘they do not bring about any 
increase in the number of individual terms in a language. Instead, they merely add to 
the expressive power of those terms’ (1992:21). 

Awobuluyi divides the range extension concept, dealing first with register 
extension. He describes this almost as a passive or transparent terminology 
development method, i.e. the original and the intended concept so closely match that 
the new term seems to be a simple translation of the foreign word. The unnoticed fact 
is that the word is being used in a new, technical sense that had not previously been 
available in the lexicon of the language. An example is êwõn ‘node’ whose original 
meaning describes an aspect of plants; that is it operates in the field of botany. The use 
of êwõn by Yoruba linguists to describe a point on a syntactical display has moved the 
term into a new field. It added a usage in the area of linguistic terminology and thereby 
extended the linguistic registers in which the term can be utilized (1992:18). 

Meaning extension is separated from range extension by a greater difference in the 
actual concepts. For example, àtç ‘display tray’ is used for ‘chart’ in linguistics. The 
basic concept of a flat surface on which items are distributed in a way they can be 
easily seen is similar enough to suggest range extension, yet the differences are great 
also. In a chart, the ‘tray’ is paper, not any of the natural materials of a traditional àtç. 
Furthermore, items cannot be lifted off a chart, nor are the items on a chart for sale. 
These differences make it more appropriate to treat àtç ‘chart’ as an instance of 
meaning extension (1992:19). 

Extension of distribution is an increase in the number of places in the grammatical 
structure of a language at which a particular word may occur. For instance, Yoruba 
allows àì- ‘negative’ to be prefixed to a verb to form a noun: àìlö ‘not going’ (from lö ‘to 
go’). Prior to the term development efforts, only one or two adjectives occurred using 
ái-. This limited derivational strategy was expanded by Yoruba language planners to 
develop a number of ‘negative’ adjectives. One example is àìránmúpè ‘oral’ derived from 
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àránmúpè ‘nasalized’. Thus the distribution of àì- was extended, becoming a general 
strategy for forming ‘negative’ adjectives. 

Awobuluyi lists ibá ‘manner’ under range extension (1992:20), while Bamgbose 
considers it a coinage (1984: xii). The range extension seems a more satisfactory 
category as the word bá had existed with virtually the same meaning in other Yoruba 
contexts, i.e. bá yìí ‘in this manner’. 

2.2.2.2 Composition. According to Awobuluyi, composition is a strategy where new 
terms are ‘created for that language by combining some of its morphemes, words, or 
even phrases’ (1992:21). 

One method of composition listed by Awobuluyi is that of description. Description 
most commonly involves using existing words that capture one or more of the 
attributes of the new concept. It may describe the (i) function or purpose, (ii) manner 
of production or application, (iii) appearance, (iv) behavior, and (v) peculiar 
characteristics (1992:22). One example from Awobuluyi is çfun-ìkôwé ‘chalk’ (literally 
‘white substance for writing’) where the Yoruba neologism describes both the 
appearance and purpose of the item. 

Translation is a second method of composition, which Awobuluyi subdivides by 
‘word translation’ and ‘feature translation’ (1992:23). Word translation involves finding 
a near semantic match and allowing it to carry the meaning of the new concept. Thus, 
ìgbésókè ‘raising’ in the linguistic sense is literally ‘lifting up’. Translation in this sense 
may be a form of register extension if it uses existing words, or distinct from it when 
the term is created by an original combination of existing morphemes. Feature 
translation involves componential analysis (Nida 1975) of the new concept and of 
existing morphemes in the target language to establish a ‘best match’ for the new 
concept. Awobuluyi gives the example of translating the linguistic term ‘argument’ as a 
term by reduction to the semantic components of ‘(i) statement and (ii) justification’ 
(1992:23), and provides the Yoruba term àwíjàre which he back-translates as ‘that 
which is said to justify oneself or show that one is right’. 

Composition involves utilizing regular morphological processes of the target 
language and existing morphemes of the language in new, unique combinations that 
create new terms. Examples from Awobuluyi include nominalization, i.e. àtamõ ‘clitic’ 
made up of à- ‘noun prefix’ and ta mõ ‘stick on to’, and complete sentences which 
assume the function of a single word, i.e. ônà-másösê ‘expressway’ (literally, ‘road of 
don’t alight from vehicles’). 

2.2.2.3 Coinage. Awobuluyi describes coinage as ‘terms made up in a patently artificial 
manner, without employing any of the regular and permissible word-formation 
processes in a language.’ (1992:26) Taken literally, this statement would result in 
coined words that in no way resemble natural words, a concept his following examples 
contradict. ‘…there are quite a number of potential monosyllabic and monomorphemic 
words that do not at present occur in the language. For example, bé, be, bè; bën, bçn, 
bên; and bín, bin, bìn.’ (1992:26) However, these words do conform to the regular and 
permissible word patterns of Yoruba, as the language does allow monosyllabic verbs. 
Coinage, then, could be better described as following regular patterns (phonological 
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and derivational) of the language to produce a unique string of naturally arranged 
phonemes. Coined words look and sound like natural words in the target language, but 
are not recognized as meaningful words until the general population acquires the 
knowledge of the newly assigned meaning. Coinage can be said to fill a gap in the 
natural lexicon of the language. 

An example of coinage occurred in America during the early 1990s. American 
children engaged in a newly created game that entailed winning or losing small plastic 
disks to one’s opponent. These disks, made of different colors with various images, 
became items to be collected, and new ones were issued from time to time by the 
manufacturer. Such disks, as a specific item, had never existed before, and thus there 
was no lexical item to describe them. The name that gained widespread acceptance was 
pog. At that time, pog was a gap in the natural lexicon of English, which has bog, jog, 
fog, and dog. The phoneme /p/ is allowed word initial, so pog was a previously 
unutilized natural string of phonemes within the lexicon of English. 

2.2.2.4 Internal borrowing. Internal borrowing, a situation where a word used in a single 
dialect is selected for language-wide use as a specific term, was used sparingly in the 
Yoruba development discussed by Awobuluyi. He does, however, call for research and 
preparation of lists of dialect-unique terms that can serve as a resource for later use of 
this strategy (1992:26). 

2.2.2.5 External borrowing. The Yoruba project described by Awobuluyi elected to use 
external borrowing, i.e. ‘adopting items from languages not closely related to the 
receiving language’ when it seemed a pedagogical advantage to do so (1992:27). There 
was a relatively small portion (approximately ten percent) of words borrowed from 
English, and phonological modifications were instituted to allow these words to 
conform to natural Yoruba phonological patterns. One example is kólõônù ‘colon’ in 
which the phonetic relationship to the source and the phonological changes are clearly 
seen. 

2.3 Types of terminology studies 

The majority of terminology studies in published literature deals with one of the 
following concepts. 

1. The effort to promote the acceptance and use of a certain term from among a 
number of existing terms for a single concept (Jastrab 1985). 

2. An effort to seek consensus for a consistent form or a more specific definition of a 
term in general use, especially across modern major languages (Nedobity 1989). 

3. Analysis of effort to establish widespread acceptance of a term for a new concept 
or item. Initially the term (or name of the item) is the prerogative of the 
conceiver/inventor. In later stages of acceptance, the choice of terms is driven by 
market forces among the users. A recent example is the linking of computers to each 
other in a world-wide network. This system was originally touted in the United States 
as ‘The Information Superhighway’ (a descriptive phrase). As the concept moved into 
daily use, ‘internet’ or just ‘the net’ gained sway, and ‘The Information Superhighway’ 
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is rarely used today. In a further extension of the metaphor, a company selling access 
service to this computer network was initially referred to as an ‘on-ramp’ (to ‘The 
Information Superhighway’), but the computer industry publications have dropped that 
term in favor of ‘ISP’ ‘Internet Service Provider’. While this particular term 
development has not been analyzed in published literature, articles dealing with other 
sets of terms are common. 

4. Efforts to develop research tools for study of a specific aspect of terminology. For 
example, Thomas (1993) writes on the selection of head words (key words) for use in 
computerized medical-terminology data banks. 

The vast majority of these studies deal exclusively with developed, major world 
languages. 

The creation of terms in a target language for concepts known and expressed in 
another language is a form of translation. The topic has not been well developed in the 
literature, but has received a degree of attention from scholars engaged in language 
development for the world’s minority languages and from those working in translation. 
A typical example is the work in weather terms for Jamaican Creole by Blake and 
Devonish (1994). 

Much of the literature on translation theory and methodology addresses the 
translation of complete documents, where the purpose of translation is to accurately 
convey the overall meaning of the entire text. In contrast, term translation seeks to 
create a single word (or phrase) that will become a lexical item in the inventory of the 
target language. Translation seeks primarily to convey a specific message, whereas 
term translation seeks to create a new word. 

2.4 Definitions 

2.4.1 Definition of terminology 

The American Heritage Dictionary (AHD) (1992) defines terminology as ‘1. The 
vocabulary of technical terms used in a particular field, subject, science or art; 
nomenclature. 2. The study of nomenclature.’ It goes on to define term, in the sense 
relevant to this study, as ‘A word or group of words having a particular meaning.’ 

A term, then, is a word that has a particular or specialized meaning when used 
within the context of a certain field of knowledge or human activity, and which may 
have other meanings when used in other contexts. The word cow exists in general 
English to represent a domesticated bovine, the animal we all know by that name. 
However, in veterinary texts, cow becomes a term that refers specifically to an adult 
female of the species, and stands in contrast to bull, heifer, calf, etc. 

2.4.2 Definition of neologism 

The AHD defines neologism as ‘1. A new word, expression, or usage. 2. The creation of 
new words or senses.’ AHD makes no mention of a meaning that is unique in a 
specialized context nor of intentional efforts to create the neologism. It is simply a new 
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word that comes about however it comes about. However, I will show that this 
definition is inadequate. 

2.4.3 Built words versus stored words 

Accepting the widely known Transformational-Generative model of language, a person 
has access to two types of words: 1) those stored in the lexicon as complete words (or 
phrases), and 2) those that are assembled from stored morphemes via grammatical 
rules such as word-formation rules or phrase structure rules. Morphologically-complex 
words that are frequently used may be stored as whole words even though they 
conform in shape and source morphemes to built words. The distinction lies in the 
process by which the word is interpreted. A stored word is understood by a direct 
linking of its phonological shape to its semantic content. A built word is understood by 
combining the semantic content of its component morphemes at the moment of 
interpretation. 

With the vast number of morpheme combinations available to speakers of a given 
language, it follows that some of the allowable combinations of morphemes have never 
occurred in natural speech, and others have not occurred frequently enough to become 
established as lexical items which are processed in human communication without 
reference to the structural rules that created them. As an example of this, I can cite 
unridged in the phrase an unridged farm. The words kapaɗa (Agwara) and kapaɗi 
(Auna) describe a type of Kambari farm that is cultivated without making the soil 
ridges that are common in Nigerian hand agriculture. Unridged is certainly not stored 
as a single concept in the lexicon of most English speakers in the same manner that 
undone is stored. Nonetheless, unridged is clearly understood by the process of word 
formation, attaching the negative prefix un- to the adjective ridged (which is itself a 
derived word). However, kapaɗa and kapaɗi are certainly stored as single lexical items 
in the mental lexicon of the mother-tongue speaker of Agwara and Auna. 

With that in mind, it is fair to ask if every unique combination of morphemes at the 
word level is a neologism. In the strictest application of the AHD definition, yes: 
neologisms are simply unique, acceptable combinations of rules and morphemes. 
However, to treat all occurrences of built-word communication as neologisms is both 
intuitively unsatisfying and empirically impractical. Collecting a representative sample 
of the instances of communication where receivers rely on the built-word interpretation 
process would be overwhelming. In addition, it would provide no particular insights on 
the structure of neologisms since no distinction is made between neologisms and 
naturally occurring combinations of morphemes in the language. Neologisms gain their 
unique position in linguistic analysis when the term is applied to those items which are 
in the process of becoming lexical items (stored words) for a wide portion of the 
population. 

For example, De Wenzer cites both xeriscape and armpitlike in his article 
‘Logogenesis’ (1995). Xeriscape ‘low water-need landscaping’ has become a common 
word in American English, fully incorporated in the lexicon and processed by most 
speakers as a lexical item. Armpitlike, while understandable, is only understandable as a 
combination of its morphemes. The word armpitlike is nothing more than natural 
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communication that is processed by accessing the standard grammatical knowledge 
and lexicon of a native speaker. The word xeriscape is a neologism in the sense as I 
have refined it, while armpitlike is not. 

This approach to neologisms leaves itself open to questions regarding how to 
determine when an individual speaker ceases to decode an utterance by applying rules, 
and when he or she begins to accept the item as a complete meaning package. In other 
words, how can you tell when a person quits treating a given instance of 
communication as a built item and begins to treat it as a lexical item? Furthermore, 
supposing a technique for determining an individual speaker’s process path for a given 
term is available, one asks, how much of the population needs to process the element 
in question as a stored word before it merits inclusion in the list of neologisms, or 
before an item on the list of neologisms has been accepted by enough people that it 
should no longer be considered a neologism? 

A separate, but no more empirical, test for neologisms would be if a speaker can 
remember a time when a given word was unknown, or so rarely used as to be 
unknown. By this test, computer terms in English would be neologisms, whereas by the 
percent-of-the-population test, many of the terms would be so widespread as to no 
longer merit inclusion as neologisms. 

Phillips’ Ph.D. dissertation A Sociolinguistic Perspective on English Neological Processes 
(Phillips 1982:3) dealt with the question of determining a neologism for inclusion in 
the data from a text-based perspective, based on old versions of dictionaries and recent 
media publications. Phillips compiled the neologism data by examining current 
published and broadcast news media material, and extracting items which struck the 
researcher as new or innovative. Reference was then made to older published materials 
to confirm the selection. 

The text-based approach is also the basis for determining neologisms in dictionary 
making for the major languages. ‘The OED (Oxford English Dictionary) has always 
based its selection of new words on the collection of printed data.’ (Paton 1995:81) The 
text-based approach is prima facie ineligible for use in oral-only situations. 

For the purpose of examining the distribution of neologisms in a community which 
is oral-language oriented, this study uses two tests to identify neologisms. The first test, 
if a word is recognized by speakers as new in their lifetime, (as in kaset ‘cassette’) will 
be the basis for consideration of existing natural strategies for forming neologisms. The 
second test, if words are known to be created in the process of this research, will 
provide the data for further analysis. 

2.4.4 Neoterms 

As seen in the AHD definition in 2.4.1, terminology is not limited to new words. 
Terminology studies include various aspects of the study of well-established words. 
Neologism studies look at any type of word or usage that is new to the language, many 
of which fall outside the definition of terminology as ‘technical terms’. However, there 
are many instances in which the two definitions can be appropriately applied to the 
same word. This is the area of this study for which I have coined the term ‘neoterms’: 
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A neoterm is a word with a specific meaning in relation to a field of human endeavor, 
which is recognized by speakers of the language as being a new word (or new usage of 
an existing word) in their vocabulary. 

The need for studies in the field of neoterms is brought out by Okeke when he 
states: ‘We concluded by asserting that presently Igbo cannot sufficiently transmit 
modern scientific cultures but that it can transmit them when challenged to do so on 
the condition of being well prepared through elaborate research to cope.’ (1989:86) 

Neoterms represent the intersection of the set of neologisms and the set of 
terminology lexemes in a given language, as illustrated in Figure 3 below. 

Figure 3. Neoterm graphic 

The word word, is not a neologism, i.e. it is not new to English, neither is it a term 
in the sense that it has a specialized meaning in a technical context. It is therefore 
outside the area enclosed by either the neologism set or the terminology set in figure 3. 
Syntax is a term, utilized in a special field of study, but it is not new. Syntax is 
therefore placed in the terminology section of the diagram indicated by right pointing 
arrows. Frozen yogurt is a word (in the sense that a fixed phrase is a single lexical item), 
a neologism which came into the lexicon of the speakers of American English in the 
1970s. However, it could not be classified as a term due to its broad usage in daily life. 
Therefore, frozen yogurt is placed in the neologism section of the diagram indicated by 
left pointing arrows. Neoterm qualifies as both a neologism and a term, and as such it 
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must be placed in the area of the diagram that represents the area where these two sets 
of word overlap, where the arrows point both left and right. 

As an example of terminology creation, we can say that neoterm is composition. It is 
an original, unique combination of existing morphemes from the English lexicon: neo- 
‘new, recent’ (AHD) and term. The intended meaning of the term may be directly 
deduced from the primary semantic content of the component morphemes. It follows 
completely natural phonological patterns for English. It also follows existing 
morphological patterns (neologism, Neolithic). It is anticipated that it will be primarily 
used by a relatively small portion of the English speaking population, i.e. those 
interested in the fields of terminology and language planning. Many of the final users 
of the term will be second-language English speakers. Nearly all of the anticipated 
users will have a university degree or higher. This information illustrates factors that 
should be considered for each neoterm during the formation process. 

2.5 Summary 

In chapter 2 we have looked at the theoretical background for the study of the 
terminology of development. Terminology formation is one activity in the larger 
activity of language planning. I have examined various methods of developing 
terminology, and illustrated them from the work of the Yoruba scholars Bamgbose and 
Awobuluyi. I coin a technical term, neoterm, to label new items of terminology, and 
have shown that neoterm studies are an underdeveloped area in published studies 
dealing with terminology. 
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3 
Communication Theories 

3.1 Neoterm development as translation 

Developing neoterms is a form of translation. Information originally expressed in one 
language must be expressed in another. This is undeniably translation. Translation is 
communication, for those responsible for the activity are seeking to communicate 
something. 

Nonetheless, neoterm development differs significantly from the primary activities 
of translation as it is normally understood. Translation involves the effort to 
communicate the meaning of an entire text in another language. Questions such as the 
original meaning of metaphors in the mind of the author and in the mind of the 
original audience come up. How do you express that meaning in the target language? 
Do you use the real-world elements from the original metaphor? Do you seek a popular 
metaphor in the target language with similar meaning, even if its components differ 
widely from the source metaphor? There are many more questions of this nature. 
Translation, in dealing with entire texts, has as a resource the information in the 
immediate context of the discourse, and so any single word will be interpreted in light 
of that particular context. With the goal of communicating the meaning of the entire 
original text, single words are chosen based on how they work with the other words 
chosen. None of this occurs in the creation of neoterms. 

A neoterm is a translation of a specific concept, not an entire message or text. The 
immediate discourse context in which a given use of a neoterm occurs is beyond the 
control of the translator of the term. If indeed the neoterm is widely accepted (as is the 
hope of its creator) the vast bulk of occurrences will be completely beyond the 
awareness of the term creator. 

The fact that neoterm development is translation, yet translation with very unique 
constraints, makes it imperative to consider the nature of communication itself in the 
process of term development. Such consideration can provide guidance on how terms 
may be created to minimize the difficulties raised by the lack of control of the context 
inherent in the more common translation activities. 

3.2 Relevance Theory 

Sperber and Wilson (1986) have developed Relevance Theory to account for how the 
receiver of a communication event determines what meaning to assign to that 
communication. The present discussion is based on Gutt’s presentation of Relevance 
theory (1992). 

Relevance theory expresses the idea that any utterance (written or spoken) is 
interpreted by: 1) of all the possible meanings, that which is most relevant to the 
context of the utterance; 2) that which is arrived at with the lowest ‘processing cost’; 
and 3) that which is most significant (relevant) to the life of the receiver of the 
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communication at that moment. What is significant (relevant) will be determined by 
the receiver in his or her own mind. 

Regarding processing cost, the easiest type of communication to interpret would be 
that which depends on stored words, i.e. established lexemes. The receiver first looks 
for a meaning generated by stored words, i.e., the semantic content of the lexemes. The 
second level of cost is meaning derived from built words. If stored meaning fails to 
meet the relevance criteria the receiver attempts to analyze the communication based 
on the grammatical rules of word formation and the stored semantic content of the 
individual morphemes and structures. Finally, if the first two methods fail to provide a 
relevant interpretation, the receiver attempts to use metaphorical associations to 
provide a relevant meaning. 

Metaphorical-association meaning is derived at a high level of processing cost. If 
metaphor does not provide relevant meaning in the time the receiver chooses to devote 
to interpretation, the communication is simply disregarded. It is important to note here 
that stored meaning may be of a metaphorical nature. If so, the processing cost is no 
different from that of any other stored item. It is the processing of unique, original 
metaphorical meaning that requires effort on the part of the receiver. 

Informally stated, the relevance factor, in interpreting an utterance, works along 
these lines. First, the reader or hearer (the receiver), determines the possible 
interpretation of the communication based on the lowest possible processing cost. The 
receiver then checks to see if that interpretation has relevance, i.e. some degree of 
importance, to himself. If so, the interpretation is deemed adequate, and no further 
meaning sense is sought. If the lowest processing-cost interpretation does not contain 
adequate relevance to the receiver, that is to say, it makes sense semantically but not in 
that particular communication event, the receiver looks for a relevant meaning moving 
step by step up the processing-cost scale until a relevant meaning is found. 

The process would be as if the receiver says to himself: ‘The speaker thinks he is 
saying something that has relevance to me. I will therefore find, from among all the 
possible meanings of his utterance, the one that has the most relevance to me and 
consider it the meaning he intended to convey.’ The second phase is: ‘Of all the 
possible meanings of his utterance, I will select the one which fills the above relevance 
criteria and also requires the lowest processing cost in my decoding process.’ 

Relevance theory holds that communication is interpreted against the entire 
knowledge background of the receiver, i.e. his cultural knowledge, his past interactions 
with the sender, and a myriad other factors, including previous communication. 

For example, if you meet me around eleven o’clock one morning, and I tell you that 
inside of two hours I will be having lunch with someone who either is or isn’t a 
blackmailer, you will have to assign meaning to that statement. Regarding the absolute 
truth-value of the phrase, I could use it for any lunch appointment I might have. Every 
individual in the human race will fit into one of the two categories I state, those who 
are blackmailers and those who are not blackmailers. However, you would be fully 
justified in the following assumptions (among others): 1) I have reason to believe my 
lunch mate is involved in blackmail. 2) I want someone to be aware of the situation in 
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case a problem develops during the encounter. 3) I expect you to check up later, and to 
initiate a rescue effort if I fail to return from the lunch appointment. These assumptions 
are necessary for you to be able to justify my statement; that is, to determine how what 
I said would be relevant to you. Furthermore, you would undoubtedly speculate on 
whether I had a hidden secret and was being threatened with blackmail or if I was 
representing someone else in blackmail negotiations. In short, the basic truth-value 
information of the statement acts only as the initial kernel of understanding the 
communication. 

To illustrate the impact of the background information on the interpretation, let me 
posit a setting for the above conversation. A mutual friend has auditioned for a part in 
a local theatre production of a melodrama. The role that person is interested in is the 
evil villain, who cheats and blackmails everyone he meets. Your knowing that the cast 
assignments were announced the previous night, and knowing I often have lunch with 
our mutual friend, your interpretation of my statement will be quite different. You 
would assume I was telling you that I would soon know if our friend had been granted 
the part that he wanted in the play. 

The implication for the creation and dissemination of neoterms is that people will 
assign meaning to the term when they hear it according to the principles of relevance 
theory. The receiver accepts the lowest processing-cost meaning that makes sense in 
the setting that is relevant to the hearer. Once the term in question becomes a stored 
word in the lexicon of an individual, it is, in that person’s idiolect, no longer a neoterm, 
but has become simply part of the jargon associated with that particular area of 
activity. 

It is now apparent that the workload of processing neoterms falls into one of the 
two higher cost paths, determining meaning via deciphering built words, or via 
understanding original metaphors. Two further possibilities are not mentioned in Gutt’s 
presentation. The first unmentioned process is raw guesswork at the meaning of the 
term based on the overall context. This omission is not surprising, as it is a factor of 
dealing with single words, and Gutt was relating relevance theory to the broader 
concept of translating an entire message. In the setting of interpreting neoterms, I 
would assign guesswork a higher processing cost, surpassing metaphor in the effort 
required by the receiver to arrive at the desired interpretation. The second 
unmentioned process is research. Research may be as uncomplicated as asking a 
question of someone nearby, or as complex as seeking published authorities and 
professional opinions. Research comprises the highest possible processing cost in 
communication. Figure 4 represents the sequence of a hearer’s processing a 
communication received. 

Relevance theory states that the meaning must make sense in the specific linguistic 
context of that particular communication event. It is this factor that allows neoterms 
formed by existing words in a separate field of activity to be assigned meaning in the 
new field of activity. For example, ugesu (Salka) and kabaꞋin (Agwara) are both farming 
terms that refer to an area that is to be worked in a single work session without 
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Figure 4. Communication processing costs 

stopping to take a break in the middle. The literal (original) definition would make 
absolutely no sense (it would have no relevance) in a discussion between prospective 
literacy teachers and their trainer when the topic is teaching reading. The lexical 
meaning is rejected by the hearer on the basis of lack of relevance in the current 
communication event. The built meaning is not available as the words are 
monomorphemic.4 The words are primarily seen by Kambari speakers as single lexical 
units, not built words in the sense of words normally processed via word-formation 
rules. The listener then seeks a metaphorical meaning that is relevant to the discussion. 
A paragraph is a section on the page made up of rows that the reader must ‘work’ in a 
single session without stopping, if he or she is to correctly understand the meaning of 
what has been written. There is both visual similarity and similarity of action to 
stimulate a metaphorical interpretation that results in the intended neoterm meaning, 
paragraph. 

The interpretive process outlined here coincides with the mental processes 
suggested by Heine and Claudi (1986) regarding cognitive distance. They propose a 
linear sequence of conceptual levels, from more concrete to more abstract, along which 
metaphorical interpretation proceeds: 

…cognitive distance can be defined in terms of some basic, “prototypical”, categories of 
conceptualization plus the relationships holding between them. This relationship appears 
to be linear in nature and proceed from the least distant (to the right) to the most distant 
category (to the left), exhibiting the following sequence of items: 
 Quality�Process�Space�Object�Person 
This structure is unidirectional and implicational, whereby a less distant category (e.g. 
Object) may be used as a metaphorical vehicle for any category located to its left (i.e. 
either Quality, Process, or Space). (1986:369) 

                                                   
4 Technically, the Kambari nouns are all made up of two morphemes, a noun class identifying prefix and 
a nominal root. In chapters 4 and 5 I will look at how this construction can be utilized in neoterm 
formation, but for the illustration of Relevance Theory, they can be treated as monomorphemic. 
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KLP selected ugesu and kabaꞋin to represent ‘paragraph’ in the respective languages. 
The words draw their terminological meaning from a metaphor of activity universally 
known in the community. In regard to cognitive distance, this could be considered as 
one object being metaphorically expressed by another object, a possibility not 
discussed by Heine and Claudi. However, it certainly fits the spirit of their claim: a 
widespread, familiar object would have lesser cognitive distance than the newly 
introduced object. The association from farm section to paragraph, if not immediately 
apparent to the listener, can easily be explained. Once the concept is understood, the 
visual similarities between a paragraph and the farm section act to reinforce the 
metaphor and make incorporating the new meaning relatively easy. 

There is a further advantage found in the example of ugesu and kabaꞋin which 
relevance theory helps us appreciate and utilize. Meaning is determined based on the 
lowest processing cost in relation to the entire communication setting, including 
knowledge of previous communication events. Ugesu and kabaꞋin draw on agriculture 
for their metaphorical source. The association of literacy neoterms and agriculture as a 
metaphorical source becomes part of the communication setting of anyone who has 
learned the Kambari terms for ‘paragraph’. This fact allows the language planners to 
anticipate a lower processing cost for other literacy neoterms with an agricultural 
metaphor-based meaning. KLP took advantage of this processing boost in selecting the 
term for ‘indent’ at the start of a paragraph. Solongu (Agwara) refers to an irregular 
border, such as when a rock causes the farm section to have a bulge or an indentation. 
Using solongu for ‘indentation’ allows the listeners previous knowledge of the strategy 
of agricultural metaphor to come into play in the processing of this neoterm. 

Relevance theory establishes that all interpretation is based on some form of 
existing semantic content of the words used in communication. Even at the highest 
processing-cost level given by Gutt, interpretation via metaphor, the interpretation 
begins from existing lexical meaning. Thus loanwords and terms formed from lexical-
gaps are at a distinct disadvantage; they have no established lexical content from which 
the receiver may begin the interpretation process. 

Utilizing the insights gained from relevance theory, language planners can reduce 
the workload of the receiver in determining meaning of a neoterm. Language planners 
can help automatic recognition of neoterms by selecting terms which have a degree of 
semantic content in the lexicon of the targeted users. Without this, first exposure to the 
term leaves the receiver with only the options of guess-based interpretation or possibly 
undertaking a form of research such as asking questions, consulting reference material, 
etc. These activities require such high processing costs that Gutt does not even consider 
them. Structuring sets of neoterms around a limited number of metaphorical themes 
can also reduce the workload placed on the receiver. Such strategies, which lower the 
processing cost to the target users, will improve the acceptance rate of the term and 
reduce the time period required for lexical incorporation. 

3.3 Set formation theory 

In Women, Fire and Dangerous Things, Lakoff (1987) provides a categorization theory for 
human groupings based on prototypes. Lakoff takes the position that group 
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membership is not based on a common, shared trait between all members of the set, 
but on the fact that all members of a set are related in some manner to the prototype 
member. The nature of the relationships between any set member and the prototype 
may not be the same type of relationship as that exhibited by other members of the set. 
Some members of the set may not be related directly to the prototype, but be related to 
members that are related to the prototype. This chaining of membership links can 
extend considerably, producing sets with members that apparently (and in fact) have 
nothing in common except that they are members of that set. 

Lakoff’s position is that, while membership in a set is not based on a shared 
characteristic, neither is it ad hoc. Membership factors can be discerned by examining 
the various members of a given set and expressed in a small set of statements regarding 
the nature of allowable relationships. Membership is motivated by the nature of 
allowable relationships within a cultural system. The concept of motivation not only 
explains set membership, it also allows the explanation of correct interpretations of a 
text which seem beyond its intrinsic linguistic content. 

What all this adds up to is this: The objectivist paradigm assumes that the meaning of 
the whole is a computable function of the meanings of the parts plus the syntactic 
relationship between the parts. This is simply wrong. There are a variety of reasons, but 
the one that I think should be stressed most is that the objectivist theories lack a concept 
of motivation. The meaning of the whole is often motivated by the meanings of the 
parts, but not predictable from them. (Lakoff 1987:148) 

This motivated meaning, that which is beyond the sum total of the lexical and 
syntactic information, represents information conveyed at a high processing cost in 
terms of relevance theory, but if a ‘motivated’ metaphorical meaning occurs frequently 
for a given string of morphemes, it will become a lexically-stored item and therefore 
carry a low processing cost. Lakoff’s comment reminds us that communication that 
carries a high processing cost is not intrinsically bad, or even unusual. His statement 
above, ‘This is simply wrong.’ appears to be based on the position that so much of 
natural human communication requires interpretation beyond the sum total of its parts 
that the truth of his statement should be self-evident. I agree. In fact, the higher 
processing cost communication is often the intent of the originator, and is often 
respected and applauded by the receiver. 

When terminology development and dissemination is viewed in this light, the use of 
metaphor in term development becomes a natural language strategy. The recognition of 
set membership by chaining to a central concept puts another tool in the hands of those 
developing neoterms. Once the nature of the sets and chaining relationships becomes 
explicit via analysis, those patterns and the related subconscious psychological realities 
in the minds of the mother-tongue speakers may be intentionally employed in the 
formation of the neoterms. This is an especially relevant factor for languages that use 
noun classes. If it is possible to formulate the new terms along the lines that control the 
natural set membership of the noun classes, another link to automatic recognition and 
rapid lexical assimilation is in place. Appendix E, on the structure of Kambari, will 
explore possible explanations of the Kambari noun class system. Section 5.2.1 deals 
with the neoterms created by KLP—terms analyzed in light of their conformity to or 
violation of the relationships governing membership in the noun classes. 
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3.4 Oral-oriented communities 

During the years I have been involved with Kambari-speaking communities, I have 
come to consider them as oral-oriented communities. My definition of an oral-oriented 
community is: 

An oral-oriented community is one in which the storage and exchange of information is 
primarily by one person speaking to another. 

I first began to consider this concept after reading about oral societies in ‘Oral 
communication in an oral society’ (J 1993).5 The opposite type of community I would 
refer to as a text-oriented community. 

An illustration from my personal experience will serve to introduce the concept of 
oral-oriented communities. One day while I was in Salka, I received a letter regarding 
KLP activities. The sender had selected a young man to act as courier and had fully 
briefed the young man to elicit the necessary information from me in conversation. The 
sender instructed this young man to remain in Salka until he could speak to me 
personally. The written letter covered all the necessary points of interest between the 
sender and me, and I prepared a written reply to each question in the letter. Had we 
been operating in a text-oriented community, any method of delivery would have been 
adequate. The messenger would have needed only the address information and no 
more, and could have been told to wait for a reply. All of this could have been 
accomplished with no face to face conversation between the messenger and me, yet it 
was apparent that to do so would not be proper. To simply hand an envelope to the 
messenger would not meet the expectations of the sender of the letter. The messenger 
patiently waited until he could speak directly to me, and asked questions until he had 
received in oral form the entire content of what I had written. The actual information 
exchange was oral, and the written letters only served to reinforce the more important 
oral exchange. 

A further illustration of an oral orientation in the community came to my notice in 
relation to business activities and the settling of disputes. Any time a contract is made, 
such as a land purchase or a financial loan, all the negotiations are done in direct 
conversation in the presence of witnesses for both sides. A paper is written up after the 
discussion. So far, the process seems much the same in either a text-oriented or an oral-
oriented community. It is when a dispute arises that the difference becomes clear. In a 
text-oriented community, the document is first produced, then, if that does not satisfy 
the parties concerned, the witnesses are called to testify. This is normally only done if 
the document’s veracity is challenged or a claim is made that the document did not 
reflect the agreement. In an oral-oriented community, the first action to settle a dispute 
is to call the witnesses to the agreement. If, after they have presented their evidence, 
the dispute remains unsettled, the documents are called upon as evidence. In short, for 
a text-oriented community, witnesses reinforce the real agreement which is the paper 
document. In an oral-oriented community, paper documents reinforce the real 
agreement, which is what was said at the time the agreement was made. 

                                                   
5 This article was published under the author’s initials only. 
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Oral-oriented communities depend on the medium of speech to preserve and 
disseminate information. Text-oriented communities depend on written documents for 
the same purposes. In a text-oriented community, published references are the primary 
authority for questions regarding what is the right meaning of a word, and the primary 
resources for seeking information as to unknown concepts or meanings of words. Oral-
oriented communities are accustomed to utilizing people themselves for the same 
purposes. Members in an oral-oriented community learn first and foremost by 
interaction with other humans. A new skill is acquired via apprenticeship or 
observation in an oral-oriented community. When a member of a text-oriented 
community desires to acquire a new skill, he or she first looks to an instruction manual, 
a ‘How-To’ book, or perhaps a training class with a textbook. K J, referring to an 
unspecified African culture, indicated the enduring nature of the orality of a society: ‘It 
would be a mistake to think of these people in terms of a pre-literate society. They will 
never become a literate society, though the number of readers should increase 
substantially, particularly among the young. This society is, and will always remain, an 
oral society.’ (J 1993:8) 

For the communities I have worked in, K J’s position seems a bit strong, but I do 
believe a fair statement would be that the oral element will always be an essential part 
of the cultural fabric of these communities. 

I believe USA is a text-oriented society, and I recognize I am a product of that 
society. Coming to understand the operation of, and how to operate in, the oral-
oriented communities of the Kambari-speaking people, has been, and continues to be, a 
learning process filled with missteps and occasional success. The experience has led 
directly to my current research. Language planning, such as developing new terms, is 
normally undertaken by people who either come from a text-oriented society, or who 
have had extensive education in a text-oriented environment. Hence, language planners 
tend to depend on written documents for the establishment and promotion of the 
linguistic changes they are endeavoring to establish. The tendency toward reliance on 
text is further reinforced when the language development efforts are focused on 
creating a writing system for the language (as they quite often are). In such a case, the 
language planners need to create an effective writing system, and they also need to 
create a role for the written language in the preservation and dissemination of 
information. However, swept up in our past experience with text-oriented living and 
our current focus on writing and written material, we must always be on guard against 
overlooking oral resources. 

A society without a written form of the mother tongue is almost by necessity an 
oral-oriented society. Every society has a method of preserving and exchanging 
information. If language planners can utilize existing channels (i.e. oral medium 
channels) to promote the proposed changes, a significant step toward making those 
changes more culturally acceptable will have been achieved. Furthermore, the changes 
can ‘run ahead’ of the level of community involvement with the written form of the 
language. Such benefits make it imperative that serious language planning include a 
role for oral literature in the overall master plan of language development, including 
dissemination of neoterms. 
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3.5 Oral literature 

The purpose of language planning is to change language behavior. In particular for 
terminology planning, the purpose is to introduce neoterms into the lexicon of the 
language. That is to say, the created words should ultimately be used in natural speech 
by the target group. We have seen that the context of communication and the 
metaphorical associations play a large part in natural language use. While the final use 
of most neoterms will be in spontaneous conversation, the element of contextual 
control and anticipation of metaphorical usage that is part of oral literature provides 
the language planner a powerful tool for introducing the neoterms to the target user-
group. 

Much has been written about oral literature. Folktales, poetry, songs, historical 
narratives, and extended fictional narratives have all been analyzed under this heading. 
Even so, I have been able to find no overarching definition of oral literature that 
includes all the elements various authors address. Not every form of oral 
communication can be called oral literature. An everyday conversation is not literature, 
even though it is oral. The performance of songs, dramas, or poetry cannot be 
automatically considered oral literature, as the contents of the texts are often created 
first in written form and thus are, to some extent, shaped by factors of written language 
before the performance. Furthermore, I maintain that the term ‘literature’ carries with 
it an intrinsic element of being available to the public. A love poem that is performed 
by a lover only to his beloved in private, and never elsewhere, fails to meet the 
requirement of literature. I therefore propose the following criteria to determine if a 
given text can be classified as ‘oral literature’. 

1. It has to be composed orally. 
2. It has to be composed for the purpose of oral public presentation. 
3. It has to be repeatable (at least in its essential elements). 
4. It has to be performed publicly on multiple occasions. 

A given society will have preferred structures for the oral literature it embraces. It is 
not my purpose to survey oral literature forms, but simply to draw attention to the 
desirability of creating the oral texts for term introduction along the lines of the 
popular oral literature existing in the community. A lengthy epic narrative in oral 
verse, which features an introduced term, would be poorly received in a society that 
did not know or recognize that form of oral literature. On the other hand, if the target 
community embraces a leader-echo style of oral literature, a skilled composer could 
create new songs based on the introduced terms. In a leader-echo form, the leader 
approaches the same topic from a number of slightly different paths, while the group 
echo repeats the basic concept between each stanza of the leader. Suppose the refrain 
contains the neoterm, and the leader focuses on a variety of ways of expressing the 
meaning of the term, all done in a manner that is enjoyable and culturally natural. The 
power of such a repeatable piece of oral literature in spreading the desired meaning 
would indeed be great. 
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In chapter 6, on the neoterm dissemination efforts of KLP, I will look at the nature 
of Kambari oral literature, and analyze the attempts made to harness these oral forms 
for the purpose of spreading the neoterms through the community. 

3.6 Summary 

In chapter 3 I have presented neoterm development as a form of translation, with 
special requirements based on the difference between translating the meaning of a 
complete text with its entire context under the control of the translator, and creating a 
term whose usage context will be beyond the control of the creator. I have applied the 
concept of processing cost, in Sperber and Wilson’s Relevance Theory, to the creation 
of neoterms and shown that Lakoff’s set formation theory, which draws on prototypical 
members and chained relationships, has implications in the development of 
terminology, especially so for noun class languages. I have used concept of oral-
oriented and text-oriented communities as the basis of urging language planners to 
include a role for oral literature in language development. The chapter closes with a 
brief look at some of the possibilities of oral literature in terminology dissemination. 
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4 
Structural Features Influencing Neoterms 

In appendix E I present a description of Kambari phonological and grammatical 
structures. In this chapter I extract those structural features that impact the selection of 
neoterms. 

4.1 Phonology and neoterms 

The most significant phonological factor of Kambari, as regards neoterm formation, is 
the vowel co-occurrence restrictions which identify the boundaries of phonological 
(also orthographic) words. The predominance of CV syllables, the vowel elision 
process, and word length also play significant roles in the neoterm discussion. 

4.2 Noun classes 

Noun classes can be seen as having a generalized conceptual (semantic) value, which, 
while not apparent in all the members of the noun class, nonetheless has a 
psychological reality to the native speaker. A similar treatment of Chumburung noun 
class factors can be found in Hansford and Hansford (1989:46ff). 

Utilizing concepts from Lakoff (1987), these factors will play a crucial role in 
terminology formation and dissemination. For now, the reader should keep in mind 
that the links to the central concept involve a variety of mental linking strategies. It is 
not quickly apparent how the various items are associated with the central concept, nor 
have I been able to identify a core concept for each class. Appendix E presents the data 
for the noun classes that have yielded to analysis, and this factor will be more fully 
developed when the formation of neoterms is discussed in chapter 5. 

All three languages utilize as a noun a nominal sense of a word derived from a verb 
by the ‘ING’ morpheme. (Agwara) 

(1) /kù-bàná /� [kùbáná] 
 ING-go 
 /kù-èné /� [kènè] 
 ING-see 

These same forms can also be used as verbs.6 

(2) / ù  kùbáná ta / 
 He going PERF ‘He is going.’ 

                                                   
6 Professor Awobuluyi drew my attention to the fact that Swahili uses the ku- prefix to mark infinitives. 
The ku- of Kambari cannot be considered infinitive as it accepts both a subject and aspect markers. In 
nominal constructions, it generates a ku noun class marker. The gerundial role of ku- is similar in both 
languages. 
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4.3 Syntactic considerations 

The basic unit of oral communication is a single thought (a noun phrase, a proposition, 
a clause, a response), typically expressed as grammatically complete statements, and 
the speaker rarely, if ever, attempts to isolate the grammatical information, such as 
ownership, attribute, aspect, or definiteness, from the ‘hard content’ nominal and 
verbal information. Because of this, the phonological and syntactic elements of the 
language become crucial in the process of terminology formation. For instance, the 
distinction between a single word composed of a collapsed noun phrase and a noun 
phrase that is frequently repeated in identical form may not be apparent, or even 
relevant, until the language has undergone graphization. 

The implications of word division will be discussed in detail in chapter 5 on 
terminology formation. For now it is sufficient to simply enumerate the phonological 
and syntactic factors that are relevant in the formulation of neoterms. 

4.4 Vowel co-occurrence restrictions 

The Kambari vowel co-occurrence restrictions function to mark the boundaries of 
phonological words in that a phonological word may not have more than one type of  
[-hi] vowel within it. This restriction, combined with syntactic factors and Marlett’s 
treatment of unstressed morphemes that are syntactic words but interact 
phonologically with their environment (1999:50–51), constitute the basis for word 
division determination in the Kambari orthographies. Marlett (1999) points out that a 
good portion of our intuition regarding word divisions actually comes from our 
exposure to written forms, and such ‘words’ as the, an or or violate many of the 
presumptions used for determining word boundaries. I have come to think of word 
boundaries from three separate perspectives, each of which may produce different 
statements defining a word for a given language. The three are: phonological words, 
syntactic words, and orthographic words. This allows analysis of many functor 
morphemes as phonologically bound words, described by syntax and separated by 
spaces in the orthography, and limits affixes to derivational and inflectional 
morphemes. 

4.5 Content and grammatical words 

The distinction between hard content words and grammatical words was crucial in 
determining orthographic word divisions in the standardization process of the Kambari 
co-languages. The basic nouns, verbs and adjectives in a language are content words, 
while the grammatical words (function words) are those that indicate various 
relationships between the hard content words (Radford 1997:37). The presentation of 
the syntax in this study and the various examples presented in orthographic form 
illustrate the distinction between content and grammatical words. Terminology 
creation, a form of language planning, is concerned with introducing new content 
words into the lexicon of the native speaker. The present study, concerned as it is with 
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neoterms, makes use only of existing grammatical words and constructions of Kambari. 
It does not seek to enhance the grammatical inventory available to the native speaker. 

4.6 Semantic content factors 

A further element in word division decisions involves native speaker intuition 
regarding the semantic content of a linguistic item: is it viewed as a single entity, or as 
multiple semantic components? If the former, then it is likely to be a single word; if the 
latter, it is a phrase (Van Dyken and Kutsch Lojenga 1993:7). An example would be the 
basic word for food (tuwo and soup) in Agwara, ilikulyaꞋa. The content words which 
provide the component parts of the word (ili ‘thing’ and kulyaꞋa ‘eating’) match exactly 
the content words in the noun phrase ili i kavura ‘something used in fishing’/‘thing of 
fishing’. The former is a single word based on the perception of the native speaker of 
food as a single semantic element. The latter is a phrase as it could refer to a net, a 
trap, a hook, or a spear. It is this semantic perception that primarily determines the 
writing of ilikulyaꞋa as a single word. 

Syntactic evidence is somewhat ambiguous for this example. A single noun and a 
noun phrase fill the same slot in the clause structure. The word ilikulyaꞋa is of the vu- 
noun class, the class where most items exist only in the plural form, as is the case for ili 
‘thing’. Since neither the single word nor the clear noun phrase has a singular form, no 
appeal can be made to the behavior of the singular or plural forms, such as the NCM 
generated. However, one can argue for the single word interpretation from two points. 
The first is that of semantic redundancy: U lyaꞋi ilikulyaꞋa ‘He ate food/tuwo’ would be 
repetitive if it were U lyaꞋi ili i kulyaꞋa ‘He ate a thing for eating’. The stronger argument 
comes from parallel expressions: U lyaꞋi ilikulyaꞋa is structurally and conceptually 
parallel to U soꞋi mini ‘He drank water’ where mini ‘water’ is undoubtedly a single word. 
An instance that is closer in the linguistic frame utilized, but less compelling from the 
point of conceptual parallelism, is U ɗikai ilikulyaꞋa ‘He carry-CMPL food’ and U ɗikai 
mini ‘He carry-CMPL water’. 

One of the strategies of terminology formation is to establish a strong semantic link 
between a descriptive phrase and a single concept. This, in effect, turns a 
grammatically complete phrase into a single content word in the lexicon of the native 
speaker. The term developers may choose to leave the orthographic form as a phrase, 
establishing an idiomatic meaning for the phrase, or, if allowed by the word-formation 
rules of the language, they may choose to write the neoterm as a single word. 

4.7 Derivational morphology 

When dealing with derivation in Kambari, one is tempted to set up a lexical category 
ROOT, and create all the necessary nouns and verbs from a set of derivation rules. It is 
beyond the scope of this study to explore the theoretical implications of that proposal, 
but the linguistic reality of recognizable roots jumping from class to class is a powerful 
tool in neoterm formation. 
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4.7.1 Verbal nouns 

‘Good’ is a verb in Kambari. (Agwara) 

(3) /ù  ɡáʔán tá / 
 3Sg be.good PERF ‘It is good.’ 

The concept of goodness can be expressed from a derivational process, a circumfix u—i 
creates ugaꞋin ‘goodness’. 

(4) /ùɡàʔìn u tùka ta ùyòʔò / 
 goodness NCM bring PERF joy ‘Goodness brings joy.’ 

I refer to words created by this strategy as verbal nouns. 

4.7.2 Ku-verb nouns 

As noted earlier in the verbal morphology discussion, ‘ING’ forms of verbs can act as 
ku- class nouns. 

4.7.3 Verb-based derived nouns 

Certain nouns, by the nature of their meaning, seem more closely tied to a verbal 
concept than others do. In this category are the names of the doers of an action. Here is 
where root transfer from the verb category to the nominal categories becomes very 
active. (Agwara) 

(5) /cìmbá/ ‘farm’ 
 /kàcímbì/ ‘farmer’ /kùcímbà/ ‘farming’ (the activity) 
 /vùcímbà/ ‘farming’ (the profession) 

4.7.4 Noun-class based derived nouns 

A survey of the nouns listed by noun class quickly reveals recurring nominal roots 
across the classes. These noun-derived nouns are a rich source for neoterms, as there 
are many potential words which may be utilized with a large degree of semantic 
content intact. The root -ton- expresses the concept ‘follow’, and serves as the basis for 
the following words: (Salka) 

(6) toni ‘follow’ (verb) 
itoni ‘following’ (group of people who follow) 
ntonale ‘following’ (verbal noun with reciprocal suffix,  
   as in ‘Following is a way of life.’) 
ootoni ‘follower’ 
tsutoni ‘obedience’ 

4.7.5 Collapsed noun phrases 

Collapsed NPs form the basis for a set of words best described as ‘something for 
VERBing’. The most frequently occurring member of this set is ilikulyaꞋa ‘food’ from ili i 
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kulyaꞋa ‘thing NCM eating’ (Agwara). The second most common type of noun based on 
collapsed NPs (or even collapsed clauses) is traditional names. 

(7) /sùlàɗá/ from  /às͍ùlà ͍ á ɗà/ 
  God NCM EQ ‘It is God (who did it)’ (Salka) 

 /ʃìlákàlá/ from /kàʃìla kà lá / 
 God NCM surpasses (Auna) 

 /sanɡamaʃì/ from  /vù sánɡá tá màʃì má va/ 
 you stop PERF crying NCM my (Agwara) 
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5 
Developing the Terms in Kambari 

In analyzing the terminology formation process undertaken by KLP, social factors as 
well as linguistic structures are relevant. The linguistic structure of Kambari is 
described in appendix E. As all of the structural information relevant for the discussion 
of terminology formation is represented in standard Kambari orthography, I will use 
that orthography for the remaining data to enable the reader to focus on the relevant 
structures, introducing relevant social factors as needed. 

5.1 The selected terms 

Which terms were selected for development during the KLP terminology project, why 
they were selected, and how they were selected, provides insights for further work in 
terminology within the Kambari co-languages and for others as well. 

The Kambari terminology project initially sought to develop terms in four areas: 
medical care, modern government, metalanguage (in the sense of special terms needed 
to discuss language), and religion. The general process for selecting terms was to seek 
out Kambari mother-tongue speakers who are professionals in the chosen fields, 
interview them for terms that they felt were needed in their professional activities, and 
develop Kambari terms based on their recommendations. By seeking terms in this 
manner, the KLP terminology development project followed established community 
development procedure: begin with felt needs of the community.7 

5.1.1 Low interest areas 

Professionals in the areas of medical care and modern government felt no need to have 
any indigenous Kambari terminology developed. For a number of reasons, these 
professionals deemed direct borrowing from Hausa or English adequate. The first factor 
can be seen in the ‘who speaks to whom’ parameter. 

In the domain of government, nearly all the discussions of a professional nature 
involve non-Kambari-speaking individuals. Even when the participants are all speakers 
of the same variety of Kambari, they are also people who have been accustomed to 
discussion on these topics in Hausa or English when in other settings. They are 
comfortable in their Hausa and English abilities. Thus, the multi-ethnic nature of the 
majority of discussions on modern government establishes Hausa and/or English as the 

                                                   
7 The essential aspect of Community Development theory is captured in the word ‘begin’. Starting with 
areas that evidence a felt need, term development can achieve success more easily in that area, then 
proceed to areas of lower felt need from a position of strength based on the successful undertaking. 
Furthermore, Community Development writing advocates the cultivation of felt need as a primary step in 
instances where those desiring a specific cultural change detect little or no interest from the general 
populace. 
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appropriate language/s for use with this topic. This leads to a domain-based code-
switching even when the interlocutors are totally Kambari. 

The domain of medical care had a different dynamic in the factor of interlocutors. 
Much medical dialogue is directly between the practitioner and the patient. The 
conversations often occur where all involved can easily speak the same variety of 
Kambari. This would cause one to expect a desire for Kambari medical terminology. 
However, Kambari-speaking medical practitioners must shift to Hausa when dealing 
with any non-Kambari-speaking patient, and Kambari-speaking patients must often deal 
with non-Kambari-speaking medical practitioners. Further, Kambari-speaking medical 
personnel often have colleagues in the same facility who do not speak Kambari, and 
must be consulted on various cases. It becomes apparent that the overall set of 
interlocutors in the medical setting is so strongly multilingual that the Kambari-
speaking medical practitioners feel the development of Kambari specific terms would 
be superfluous. 

A further factor contributing to the lack of interest in Kambari terminology for these 
two domains is that both activities involve a large degree of interaction with 
individuals and organizations outside of the Kambari communities. Conformity to 
existing terminology in these larger communities facilitates professional interaction, 
training, and other activities in these areas when the larger community is involved. 

An element that should be pointed out is the overall level of Hausa bilingualism 
among Kambari-speaking people. Nearly every adult Kambari speaker has some degree 
of bilingual ability in Hausa. Most can greet, buy and sell, and exchange casual 
conversation. Many have a much larger command of the Hausa language. These factors 
allow the domain-based code-switching I have described. When communication of 
complex concepts is limited by the Hausa bilingualism level of a given individual, the 
Hausa skill of that individual is at least enough to allow the insertion of Hausa words 
into a Kambari sentence. Comprehension of this code-mixing is achieved by the 
receiver drawing on his or her knowledge of the Hausa lexicon and phonology 
reinforced by the grammatical and contextual knowledge provided by the Kambari 
structure. 

The nature of the items or concepts needing terminology in these two fields also 
contributes to the acceptance of borrowed forms. A ‘governor’ and an ‘election’, a 
‘clinic’ or an ‘injection’ are all individuals, items or events which are new to the 
culture. Nonetheless, each member of the Kambari-speaking communities has had 
personal involvement with these things. By this means the borrowed words have 
become self-defining in the same sense that a concrete noun is self-defining by the 
presence of the item itself. 

Tubiana mentions the factor of self-definition in his article on the economic 
vocabulary of Amharic: 

Since no information can be conveyed without the use of language, especially when it 
deals with abstract objects, new words had to be coined through borrowing or by other 
means and introduced into the live corpus of the lexicon of the language concerned. 
Obviously the same can be said in the case of concrete objects, but the meaning of a new 
word describing one particular concrete object is in no danger of controversy or 
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ambiguity since the object, being present has the power to prevent or end all 
misunderstandings. Let us add, for the sake of completeness, that a concrete object not 
actually present in the society that names it in its own language is nothing but an 
abstract notion. (1986:85) 

The low level of felt need for Kambari terminology in the domains of modern 
government and medical care can be attributed to the factors detailed above. In 
summary they are: 1) the multi-ethnic mix of the interlocutors, 2) the existence of a 
large non-Kambari-speaking professional community with which the Kambari-speaking 
individual must interact, 3) the bilingualism level of the Kambari-speaking public, and 
4) the self-defining nature of the items and concepts involved. As a result of this low 
interest level, the KLP terminology project did not advance beyond the inquiry stage in 
these two areas. 

5.1.2 High interest areas 

The areas of metalanguage (literacy terms) and religion received a very different 
response toward Kambari terminology. Professionals in both fields eagerly embraced 
the concept of indigenous terminology, and actively assisted KLP in its terminology 
project. 

Metalanguage terms were developed during the process of writing a primer series 
for Kambari literacy. KLP staff members and education professionals from the 
community took part in developing the terms. A terminology workshop held in Salka in 
July 1997 began the process. The resulting terms were refined with field-testing and 
reconsideration by the KLP working team. 

The primary factor contributing to the acceptance of metalanguage terminology is 
based on the interlocutor set. Kambari mother-tongue literacy is a self-selecting activity 
for Kambari speakers. Anyone participating in Kambari literacy is naturally a Kambari 
speaker, and in a single class, all will be of the same Kambari variety. Secondly, the 
topic in focus for the group is the Kambari language, and so the term development 
team felt it would be inappropriate, after gathering people for purposes of studying the 
language, to do so with a large inventory of borrowed words. 

Furthermore, the nature of many of the items and concepts involved require the 
users to form abstract mental perceptions. Such grammatical concepts as ‘subject’ or 
‘verb’, the distinction between ‘consonant’ and ‘vowel’ and the orthographic principles 
of punctuation, paragraphing, etc. all require abstract conceptual skills. It was felt that 
neoterms that provided a semantic hint via some degree of conceptual overlap would 
be more effective than terminology built on semantically empty strings of phonemes 
created by borrowing or filling lexical gaps. An example from the Agwara 
metalanguage terms is kayaꞋin ‘verb’ built by natural nominalization processes applied 
to the verb yaꞋan ‘do’. In fact, kayaꞋin ‘doer’ is recognized as a natural word, processed as 
a built word, by Agwara speakers. In everyday contexts, it is used to refer to someone 
who is a good worker, or the one doing something. The semantic overlap with ‘verb’ 
becomes apparent when one views the verb as the ‘doing word’ in the sentence. 
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In the area of religious terms, the selection and development of the terms resulted 
from work with the pastors and evangelists of the area, and hence dealt with Christian 
terminology. The Kambari Language Project would gladly work with professionals of 
other religious beliefs to develop terminology for their specific activities. However, at 
the time of the research for this study, the religious terminology was restricted to 
Christian terms. 

The primary factor influencing the decision to seek indigenous terminology came 
from the area of the semantic content of the desired terms. Religious terms are nearly 
all abstract concepts, or occasionally labels for religious ceremonies of other cultures. 
Even in the case of the ceremony names, the ceremony is to illustrate a religious truth, 
and the name of the event tends to underline the metaphorical meaning to the 
members of the term-source culture. 

Furthermore, professionals in this field see these abstract truths as important to 
proper living, and seek to persuade others of the value of the concepts involved. 
Therefore, the persuasive power of the language they use is important in their work. In 
a multilingual society, each language in the repertoire of the community has a different 
level of persuasive power. An argument that may be logically persuasive can be 
rejected not on its content or structure, but because of attitudes associated with the 
language in which it is presented. Such is the case for many Kambari individuals who 
reject education and religious conversion on the basis that to accept the changes 
requires accepting the Hausa language and culture. ‘We do not want to become 
Hausas,’ is a phrase often heard. 

The existing Christian activity in the Kambari area is predominantly carried out in 
Hausa. The professionals in the field received their training first in Hausa, and if they 
have received any advanced training, the language of instruction has been English. 
Their entire Christian experience has been in a language other than their mother 
tongue. Christianity has developed as a Hausa domain. At no point in the training of 
Christian professionals or lay leadership is there a systematic presentation of how to 
utilize their mother tongue in their ministry activities. A strong desire to faithfully 
convey the truths assimilated through years of study, combined with no formal training 
in mother-tongue ministry, result in most terminology being imported as borrowings 
from Hausa. The feeling seems to be that by using the Hausa word, the speaker can be 
sure not to distort the intended meaning. 

In this setting, the issue of persuasive power comes up. During a period of time 
about 150 years ago, the established Kambari cultural patterns were disrupted by Jihad 
wars in which political power was transferred to Hausa speaking people. In the 
intervening years, the actual wars have been forgotten, and the political structures 
have been reshaped by independence and national policies. Nonetheless, a feeling of 
Hausa as an aggressor language remains. Many of the Agwara people choose to live in 
tiny bush hamlets to avoid immersion in a Hausa-dominated culture. Kambari people 
develop a level of bilingual Hausa skill sufficient to meet their needs as members of a 
multiethnic community, but have a strong sense of cultural identity as Kambaris, which 
they do not want to lose. For the Kambari people, Hausa has a negative persuasive 
value, especially at the levels of worldview and moral behavior. 
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We can now see the dilemma facing Christian professionals. They have been trained 
in Hausa, and want to convey the truth accurately, factors that lead them to use Hausa 
borrowings for complex and abstract religious concepts. But they desire to have the 
maximum persuasive impact in the area of lifestyle, worldview, and moral behavior: 
factors that point to the need for ministry in the mother tongue. 

Before addressing this dilemma, we must look at the interlocutors involved in 
church activity. The multilingual nature of the community, and the Christian teaching 
that all ethnic groups are equal before God, lead to a large number of the public events 
in Christian life being attended by multilingual groups. In these settings, it is 
appropriate to use Hausa as a language of inclusion for all of those present, even when 
persuasive power and the ability to adequately convey abstract concepts are both 
reduced. Nonetheless, many activities of Christianity take place in homogenous groups 
of Kambari speakers. Rural churches often have a homogenous congregation at their 
meetings. Christian events in the home, such as namings and funerals are frequently 
linguistically homogenous groups. Pastoral counseling, praying with church members, 
and even an individual’s private prayers are all activities where the mother tongue can 
be used with no possibility of social offense to anyone. 

Kambari-speaking religious professionals have recognized the limiting effect of 
Hausa in conveying abstract truth adequately to many of their church members. They 
have also seen that the use of Hausa weakens the persuasive impact of their message on 
many individuals in the community. Thus, the opportunity to develop indigenous 
Kambari terminology came at a point when the projected users of the terms had a felt 
need for them. The community development principle of responding to felt needs 
resulted in a rich set of proposed religious terms, whereas the same principle applied in 
the field of medical terms produced the opposite result. 

5.1.3 Term selection factors 

Three decision factors—the set of interlocutors, the nature of the concepts, and the 
degree of felt need by the projected users of the terms—worked together to determine 
the areas of terminology development for the Kambari term project. The actual terms 
chosen may be found in appendix A and appendix B. 

Each of the areas mentioned can be utilized by language planners as a continuum 
scale for aligning various terminology strategies with specific terms that need to be 
developed. Each decision factor has two identifiable ends and any number of points 
between on which real world instances can be located. By pairing the concepts along 
the X and Y axes of a diagram, the relative influence of each parameter on the decision 
as to which strategy to use can be determined. 

The decision matrix charts which follow (figures 5, 6, and 7) can be considered 
using a cost/benefit type of criteria. Cost in this sense refers to the amount of effort 
required of the language planners in developing the term, and benefit being that which 
best serves the mother-tongue speakers. In this approach, the lowest effort option for a 
terminology choice would be to accept the source-language term intact, with no 
modification whatsoever, and this option is placed at the bottom of the vertical axis in 
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the charts, or to the left of the horizontal axis. In essence, this is requiring the target-
language speakers to employ code-switching whenever they need to express the 
intended concept. The highest effort option is to develop terms that are fully 
indigenous and utilize all the available elements of conceptual transfer discussed 
throughout this work, and is placed at the top of the vertical axis and the right of the 
horizontal axis. 

In the next three sections, pairs of the decision factors are illustrated. The Kambari 
factors are plotted on the charts, as are some sample words for illustration. The general 
terminology area is indicated by gray shading and labeled with all capital letters 
(KAMBARI MEDICAL TERMS). Sample words are placed in the shaded areas and are 
written in-between asterisks with bold-italic type (e.g. *IV-drip* in figure 5). 
Terminology recommendations for that section of the chart are indicated in light-italic 
type (e.g. loan/borrow O.K.) 

5.1.4 Speakers and settings parameters 

It is the consideration of the speakers and settings parameters that led to the decision 
by the KLP terminology project to cease, or at least to defer, efforts to develop 
neoterms in the domain of medical terminology. Figure 5 shows the use of the speakers 
and settings chart for plotting the factors of Kambari medical terminology. A term such 
as IV-drip would be used primarily by health workers, normally in a clinic, and 
frequently with speakers of other languages. Immunization is somewhat different as it 
can be expected to occur in a wider number of settings and used by more people. As 
can be seen, the items are charted in the section of loan/borrowing O.K., although to 
different degrees for the two terms. As this is the existing strategy being used without 
intervention of language planning, no need for special neoterm development was 
indicated. 

On this same chart, the factors for Kambari metalanguage terms are plotted. In 
seeking a term for word, the anticipated user group comprised nearly all the 
population, but primarily in conversation with other Kambari speakers, and the settings 
in which the concept of word could occur are infinite in number. The factors point to a 
strong preference for indigenous expressions; this in fact is the strategy followed in 
developing Kambari metalanguage neoterms. 
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Figure 5. Speakers and settings applied 

5.1.5 Users and content parameters 

The parameters of users and content accounted for decisions of KLP in the areas of 
governmental terminology and religious terminology. In these two areas, for the 
Kambari situation, it was appropriate in Figure 6 to label the lower vertical value 
‘frequently multi-ethnic/multilingual’, a slight change from Figure 5. As an example of 
governmental terms, the case of governor can be seen as a word used by all Kambari 
speakers, but also frequently with speakers of other languages. It is therefore placed 
toward the bottom of the vertical axis. Governor is a concrete item, a real person. This 
places it near the left of the horizontal axis. A governor serves a distinct function 
separate from that of local kings, and the application of the Kambari word mogono 
‘king’ to governor would not preserve that distinction. All these point to the acceptable 
use of borrowing. The Kambari co-languages use modified forms of the Hausa gwamna, 
itself a borrowing from English. 

In the religious domain, a term such as forgiveness is frequently used by Kambari 
speakers in conversation with non-Kambari speakers, but also frequently in direct 
counseling between themselves. This places forgiveness just below center on the vertical 
axis. The tangible/abstract quality of forgiveness is at the abstract end of the horizontal 
scale, placing the term in an area with conflicting indicators. In this instance, the 
nature of the semantic content led term developers to seek an indigenous expression, 
accepting that religious professionals would also use the Hausa term when in 
multilingual settings. 
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Figure 6. Speakers and content applied 

5.1.6 The parameters of setting and content 

In applying the setting and content parameters to the Kambari situation, it seemed 
reasonable to suppose that conversations about religious topics could occur virtually 
anywhere and at any time. Using the example of forgiveness, it remains on the right due 
to its abstract nature, but moves up the vertical scale since the anticipated use is in 
multiple settings. It also seemed likely that the majority of occurrences of 
metalanguage terminology would be in restricted settings such as literacy classes, 
writers’ workshops, and other highly language-oriented settings. Since a term such as 
subject is abstract, it falls on the right, while the anticipated settings place it low on the 
vertical scale (figure 7).  
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5.2 Conformity to and variation from natural structures 

It is possible when creating terms to do so in a way that the terms seem foreign or 
unnatural to a mother-tongue speaker. This comes about by violation of the 
phonological or grammatical conventions of the language. Conformity to and variation 
from the natural linguistic forms affect the acceptance rate of a given neoterm. The 
earlier discussion of Relevance Theory established that factors that reduce the 
processing workload of the receiver should be considered in the process of neoterm 
creation and the KLP terminology project has followed this principle. 

5.2.1 Kambari nominal structures 

5.2.1.1 Noun phrases used as terms. The standard Kambari noun phrase, Noun—Noun 
class marker—Modifier, is used in terminology frequently to form descriptive phrases 
which, with usage, become fixed lexical items with a terminological meaning. Some 
examples are: (Salka) 

(7) aadanshi o ucira 
 sentence8  NCM power ‘key sentence’ 

 malingata  ma asula 
 messenger  NCM God ‘angel’ 

 mokoɗo ma adanshi 
 cutting NCM speech ‘quotation mark’ 

These three examples are based on a description of the function of the introduced 
element. In a primer lesson, the key sentence has power as a teaching tool. An angel, 
while having other roles as well, certainly at times functions as a messenger delivering 
information from God. For quotation mark, the word mokoɗo, which is a nominal form 
of koɗo ‘cut’, is used in natural discourse to refer to a segment of a rope, tree branch, or 
other item that has been cut away from the original whole. Thus a quotation mark is 
seen as indicating ‘a cutting taken from speech’; a very effective description of what 
occurs when quoting someone. 

In this neoterm strategy, i.e. descriptive phrases based on function, a high degree of 
pre-established meaning is present even on the first encounter with the neoterm. The 
receiver is required only to fill in the appropriate metaphorical relationship (as in 
mokoɗo ma adanshi) or make the necessary semantic expansion required to derive a 
relevant interpretation. An example of what is meant by semantic expansion would be 
when a reader encounters the term malingata ma asula in which the activity involved is 
other than that which a malingata would normally undertake. 

Agwara data: 

(8) kagbati ka katagarda 
 piece NCM book ‘flashcard’ 

                                                   
8 Aadanshi ‘sentence’ is a neoterm created by forming a singular from adanshi ‘speech’, which hitherto 
had no singular form. 
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 macaka mi iɗani 
 stick NCM writing  ‘pencil’ 

 nlum ni iɗani 
 teachers NCM writing ‘biblical scribes’ 

The phrase nlum ni iɗani ‘scribes’ is a descriptive phrase based on function, as 
discussed above. The other two examples represent a different strategy, description of 
appearance. Kagbati is a piece broken off of something. A flashcard, used by a teacher 
in a classroom, looks very much like a piece broken off from a book. Had a function-
based strategy been employed the phrase would have been kagbati ka yotsongu and the 
gloss would have come out ‘piece for teaching’. A pencil not only looks like a stick, it is 
(nearly always) also made of wood. Macaka mi iɗani would be a natural phrase in the 
context of someone using a charred stick to decorate a house or a pot. 

Visually descriptive phrases draw on the similarities of appearance between known 
items and the introduced ones to assist the receiver in determining a relevant 
interpretation. 

Auna data: 

(9) kadyanshi ka shinga 
 speech NCM good ‘(the gospel message)’ 

 kazoli ka kala 
 servant NCM noun  ‘(pronoun)’ 

 mapeshe / mapeshe ma uwunja 
 twin ‘colon’ / twin NCM tail  ‘(semicolon)’ 

These Auna examples illustrate visual description: mapeshe ‘twins/colon’ draws on 
the similarity of the two dots in a colon, and mapeshe ma uwunja extends that imagery 
by including the tail of the comma portion of a semicolon. They illustrate functional 
description: kazoli ka kala describes the role of a pronoun in relation to the noun. They 
also illustrate quality description: kadyanshi ka shinga, ‘good speech’ expresses the belief 
on the part of those telling the message that its content is indeed good, the kind of 
thing that people are glad to hear. The parallel to the English synonym for gospel ‘the 
good news’ is not a direct result of translation (although that possibility cannot be 
completely denied), but rather the result of the fact that both languages used a noun 
phrase terminology strategy that focused on the quality of the element being described. 

All of these examples make use of existing lexical elements in standard Kambari 
constructions to label an introduced item or concept. All of them could, in appropriate 
contexts, occur in natural speech outside of their terminological usage. In such 
instances they would be processed by the receiver as built constructions. It is 
anticipated that on initial exposure to the phrases as terms, the receiver will initially 
process the item as a built construction, recognize a degree of incongruity between his 
or her initial interpretation and the existing context, and proceed to seek relevant 
meaning via the semantic links outlined above. 

It is expected that these phrases will become lexical phrases, stored in the lexicon of 
the speakers as a single item with the terminological meaning attached. With time, too, 
these phrases could be reduced to single words—a process of noun phrase reduction. In 
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oral usage, the distinction between the pronunciation of a single-word term based on a 
phrase and the phrase itself is very slight. As the neoterms come to function as lexical 
entries, those who write the languages may well drop out spaces and overlapping 
vowels to create single words. 

The noun phrase based strategy for creating neoterms provides a very low 
processing cost to the receiver. All the components are naturally occurring elements in 
the language, placed in entirely natural constructions. The neoterm phrases created in 
this manner depend upon the fact that the lexical (stored) meaning derived from the 
elements of the phrase would be nonsensical in the contextual environment for which 
the terminological meaning is intended. 

One strategy based on noun-phrases not utilized in KLP terminology project, but 
worthy of consideration in other instances of neoterm formation, is that of possessive 
noun phrase metaphors. Athapaskan (an Amerindian language) uses this strategy for 
naming automobile parts. 

(10) (chidí) bináá ‘car’s eyes’ (headlights) 
 (chidí) bijéi ́ ́ ‘car’s heart’ (car battery) 
 (chidí) bikee ‘car’s foot’ (tyre) 
  (Neundorf 1982:275) 

5.2.1.2 Natural nouns used as terms. A terminology strategy that is very similar to that of 
noun phrases mentioned above is the semantic extension of single nouns. From a 
linguistic perspective, since a single noun is the simplest form of a noun phrase, it 
could in fact simply be considered as the same strategy. In practice, it is different in 
that the flexibility of combining multiple concepts to evoke mental images is not 
available. Some examples will make this more apparent. 

(Agwara) 

(11) kashamkpatsu ‘stander’ (full stop/period) 
 kula ‘name’ (noun) 
 kishi ‘receiver’ (grammatical object) 

The first item, kashamkpatsu, is an example of an existing concrete noun used to 
label an item in a different field of human activity. The traditional use of kashamkpatsu 
is for an item that helps something to stand upright, such as the kick-stand of a bicycle 
or the iron ring tripod under a water pot. When something makes use of a kashamkpatsu 
it does not move, it stands still. This idea evokes the action of a reader when he or she 
reaches a full stop in a text. The reader ‘stands still’ for a brief period, then continues 
on. The imagery is especially powerful when set alongside the function of a bicycle 
kick-stand, motion interrupted by inactivity. 

Kula represents a term strategy perhaps best described as refinement. The basic 
meaning, ‘name’ in practical use, would have been utilized to describe words such as 
kanaka ‘cow’ as in kanaka kula ka ni kaꞋa ‘cow name NCM its it is’ (lit., cow is its name). 
It is the use of kula ‘noun’ in contrast to kayaꞋin ‘verb’ in the recently developed literacy 
materials that gives it the role of neoterm. Where practical, this strategy provides a 
nearly universal recognition of the neoterm, it simply means the same thing used in a 
slightly different way. A factor that may inhibit the use of this strategy is that the old 
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and new meaning may both function in constructions where the difference would be 
critical, causing excessive confusion. It remains to be seen if this is the case with the 
Agwara Kambari selection of kula for noun. However, after more than two years of 
public use in literacy classes, the number and nature of confusing contexts encountered 
has not been sufficient to instigate alteration of this term. 

The third example, kishi, uses an existing noun to express a new concept. A standard 
nominalizing circumfix k—i is applied to the verb isa ‘receive’, and palatalization 
occurs, producing kishi ‘one who receives something’. A possible natural use of kishi 
would be ayi ɗa kishi ki ikebe ‘he-EMPH is receiver NCM money’ (He is the receiver of 
the money). The neoterm usage draws on the fact that quite often the word being used 
as an example of this grammatical function is also in the role of receiver in the real 
world example. It should be noted here that at the stage of literacy instruction targeted 
by KLP at the time of this writing, the distinction between direct and indirect objects 
was not a part of the classroom curriculum. 

5.2.1.3 Created nominal neoterms. In addition to noun phrases and semantic extension of 
natural nouns, the KLP terminology project used three strategies to create original 
nouns: 1) moving a nominal root into a noun class where it had not previously 
functioned; 2) phrase reduction; and 3) derivation. 

1. Noun class shift. One of the neoterm strategies available to languages with noun 
class groupings in the lexicon is to carry an existing nominal root from its natural 
occurring class or classes, and place it into classes where it has not previously occurred. 
If the noun-class system has yielded to thematic analysis, (even to a partial extent) the 
combination of intrinsic information in the noun-class theme (see chapter 4) and the 
nominal root can be utilized to provide the receiver with multiple clues for 
interpretation of the neoterm. 

The following examples from Auna illustrate the movement of nominal roots into 
new classes. 

(12) matsumate ‘prophet’ (neoterm in ma- class ‘diminutive’) from 
 katsumate  ‘messenger’ (existing word in ka- class ‘default’) 

(13) magbashi ‘object’ (neoterm in ma- class ‘diminutive’) from 
 kagbashi ‘servant’ (existing word in ka- set ‘default’) 

(14) ukuna  ‘sentence’ (neoterm in u- class ‘-ness’) from 
 kakuna ‘talking’ (existing word in ka- class ‘default’) 

One of the positive aspects of class shift is that the neoterm is in complete 
conformity to the phonological inventory of the language. While it is possible to 
envisage instances where the combination of naturally occurring morphemes would 
violate word level phonological constraints, in the KLP terminology project this factor 
did not arise. Of even greater significance is the relationship between pre-known 
meaning of the morphemes and the intended meaning of the neoterm. 

In the first example, matsumate from katsumate, the original term comes from the 
default noun class, and the neoterm is in the class that is themed around diminutive. 
While a prophet is normally a full grown adult, and in that sense not diminutive, he or 
she is also under the authority of the sender, and the broadest sense of diminutive can 
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be seen to apply. When the nominal root tsumate is transferred to the ma- class, 
additional meaning is added, since the ma- class is the diminutive noun class. The noun 
class shift into the ma- class signals the receiver to expect something a bit different 
from katsumate. 

The second example, magbashi from kagbashi, duplicates the class shift direction 
from that described above: a nominal root is moved from the default noun class to the 
diminutive noun class. Here the intended meaning of the neoterm is highly removed 
from the concept of the source noun. ‘Grammatical Object’ differs from ‘servant’ in 
nearly every aspect. What, then, is the semantic link which is expected to trigger 
recognition of the intended meaning? The relationship lies in the manner in which the 
direct and indirect objects are controlled by the verb. That is similar to the way a 
servant is controlled by the master. 

The relationships involved in the magbashi/kagbashi pairing are not as transparent to 
the receiver as they are in the previous one; nonetheless, the relationships here are 
significant. The KLP terminology team felt that the concept of grammatical object 
would need explanation regardless of the label assigned to it. The relationships 
outlined here provide a vivid metaphor that is easily remembered. Such a metaphor 
may not aid first-exposure recognition, but it will certainly aid retention and second 
exposure recognition. These factors should significantly shorten the time required for 
lexical incorporation of the neoterm. 

A final pair of examples, ukuna from kakuna, shows the movement of a nominal root 
from the default class to the ‘-ness’ class. In the earlier discussion on noun class themes, 
the u- class was one of the most difficult to cover under a single concept. The pairing 
here works due to the extreme closeness of meaning between the original lexical item 
and the neoterm. A sentence is in fact a unit of speech. It is reasonable to state that the 
sentence is the most common unit of speech in natural language use. Once the concept 
of ‘sentence’ is clear in the mind of the receiver, the label ukuna has a high automatic 
correlation to that concept. 

2. Noun phrase reduction. Noun phrase reduction involves combining the elements 
of a natural noun phrase into a single word. Thus, all the various noun phrase factors, 
such as functional description or physical description are available to the neoterm 
developer in this strategy also. Because they are built from existing morphemes, NP-
reduction neoterms also carry the high recognition factors previously mentioned. The 
KLP terminology project freely employed this strategy. In addition, as mentioned 
earlier, some of the neoterm noun phrases may be converted to single words with 
widespread use. 

(Agwara) 

(15) makumitoni ‘disciple’ from 
 maku ma itoni 
 child NCM following 

 kpakulinga  ‘office’ from 
 kpaꞋa ku ulinga 
 house NCM work 
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(Auna) 

(16) ikasakorongi ‘spelling’ from 
 ikasa i ikorongi  
 calling.IT NCM writing ‘call letters one by one’ 

 ugbaɗuma ‘exclamation mark’ from 
 ugbaɗa u uma 
 shaking NCM life 

(Salka) 

(17) aakpatalima ‘blackboard’ from 
 aakpata a lima 
 plank NCM black9 

 iliyazuva ‘glottal stop’ from 
 ili a zuva 
 thing at up 

 iliyabunda ‘plural’ and ilita ‘singular’ from 
 ili i abunda  and ili i ta 
 thing NCM plenty thing NCM one 

Unlike previously mentioned strategies, NP-reduction can generate forms that do 
not appear entirely natural. To begin with, Kambari has relatively few words longer 
than three syllables, yet our examples range up to six syllables. Thus the word length of 
NP-reduction neoterms, while not completely unnatural, is at least a marked structure 
in the lexicon of the language. Furthermore, the phonological constraint prohibiting 
different [-hi] vowels from co-occurring within a word can easily be violated in terms 
created via NP-reduction. 

The phonological violation is not without precedent in the languages. All three have 
proper names formed by either NP-reduction or sentence reduction. These forms will 
allow violation of vowel co-occurrence restrictions. 

(Auna) 

(18) Shilakala from 
 Kashila ka la God NCM surpasses 

(Agwara) 

(19) Shilekana from 
 Kashile ka na God NCM REL ‘it is God (implied ‘who did it’)’ 

These forms show a mixing of [-hi] vowels within a single word. The same pattern 
appeared in the examples of NP-reduction neoterms. 

While some NP-reduction terms violate vowel co-occurrence restrictions, it is also 
true that the NP-reduction terms have reflected other phonological patterns of 
Kambari. Kpakulinga will illustrate this. The noun kpaꞋa obtains the final syllable –Ꞌa by 
a predilection for two syllable words in the language. By itself, kpa feels incomplete to 

                                                   
9 Note that in this term, the noun phrase reduction results in a single word that violates the vowel co-
occurrence restrictions of Kambari phonology, yet still follows patterns found in proper names. 
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a native speaker. However, in stream speech, the –Ꞌa is frequently dropped. Another 
phonological pattern in Kambari is that when two vowels come together, the first 
vowel elides (V1 V2 � V2). Thus our example derived from the source phrase kV ulinga 
is rendered kulinga ‘office’ in the neoterm. 

The Auna term ikasakorongi violates both of the above mentioned phonological 
rules. The vowel co-occurrence violation is considered minor in light of the behavior of 
naturally existing reduction strategy lexemes. The elision violation occurs when the 
underlying -ai i- sequence of ikasai ikorongi surfaces as a (i.e. V1 V2 V3 � V1). This is 
perhaps a more serious phonological faux pas, but a strong tendency to palatalize the 
sequence <si> is part of the phonology, and this provides a justification for violating 
the natural elision pattern (V1 V2 � V2). In this instance, the palatalization would 
have created a phonetic form too far removed from the sounds conveying the original 
concept to be of any use in term recognition. The *ikashi portion of *ikashikorongi was 
felt to be so different from the source ikasa, that the hearer/reader would fail to see the 
intended semantic link with the neoterm meaning. 

From among the other examples, the forms beginning with ili- are of special 
interest. Ili ‘thing’ or ‘something’ is extremely common in descriptive noun phrases. 

(Salka) 

(20) ili i lyuci 
 thing NCM town 
 ‘(any item more common in towns than in rural homesteads)’ 

Furthermore, common lexical nouns exist that are based on this type of noun phrase. 

(Auna) 

(21) ilikulya ‘food’ from 
 ili i kuly thing NCM eating 

Ili-based noun phrases are very flexible descriptive tools for the Kambari speakers, and 
offer a wide scope of neoterm uses. 

3. Derived nouns. Neoterms produced following natural derivation patterns have a 
strong pre-recognition factor when the neoterm’s intended meaning is close to the 
natural meaning. This factor is recognized by Jastrab as the primary element in term 
selection for the United Nations, ‘…a term should be etymologically motivated, i.e. 
compositionally understandable (from the parts it is made of); it should follow from the 
morphological system of the language under consideration; …’ (1985:30). With derived 
neoterms, the receiver treats the information as a natural form to be interpreted in the 
same manner as any other lexically built structure would be interpreted. 

(Agwara) 

(22) kasapangi ‘preposition’ from sapangu  ‘point’ (verb) 

The most common preposition in Kambari is a ‘to/at’ as in (23). 

(Agwara) 

(23) M banai aaaa kpaꞋa 
 ‘I went to the house.’ 
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 N cinai yi aaaa kuwala  
 ‘I met him at walking.’ (He was in the middle of his walk when I met him.) 

The Agwara neoterm for ‘preposition’ is a naturally derived noun based on the 
semantic content of the most common preposition, which points at a location or 
activity.10 

In the area of metalanguage, Auna team members utilized two nominalizations with 
opposing intrinsic meaning to capture visual elements of the Auna orthography. 

(24) marukpi ‘punctuation’ from rupka ‘fall’ 
 maꞋimkpatsu ‘glottal stop’ from imkpa ‘fly’ (verb) 

These nominalizations base their metaphors on the location of the marks in relation to 
the base line used in writing. A glottal stop, (a sound in the Kambari alphabet) written 
<Ꞌ> in the Kambari orthographies, is up, or flying, above the base line. Nearly all the 
punctuation marks are placed on the base line, thus are viewed as having fallen down. 

MaꞋimkpatsu, and a structurally similar neoterm from Auna, mashamkpatsu 
‘period/full stop’ from shamkpa ‘stop’ (verb) both illustrate the power of derivational 
morphemes and conceptual noun class values for the neoterm developer. As mentioned 
earlier, the ma- class is themed on diminutive concepts. Both the glottal stop mark and 
the mark used for a period are small things. The -tsu suffix carries the concept of ‘item 
used for ….’ Thus the built meaning of maꞋimkpatsu, when interpreted via that manner, 
becomes ‘the little thing that flies and is useful for something.’ The built meaning of 
mashamkpatsu comes even closer to the functional role of a full stop: ‘The little thing 
that is used to stop things’. 

4. Coined neoterms. A fourth strategy, pure coining, i.e. filling lexical gaps, was not 
invoked by KLP. From the perspective of Relevance Theory, pure coinage results in a 
term which lacks any intrinsic clues as to its meaning, therefore relying completely on 
contextual inference, guess-work, or research by the receiver to determine relevant 
meaning. As this cannot be illustrated from the Kambari data, I will do so from a 
personal experience with coined terms in English. 

Allow me to initiate my example of coinage with a question. What is a dingle? Dingle 
fills a lexical gap in English, especially in its use as a noun. It follows normal English 
phonological rules. It has, to my knowledge, no existing morphemes in its structure.11 
In a telephone conversation with a computer consultant, I was forced to ask the very 
question with which I opened this paragraph. In short, faced with a neoterm, I 
attempted all the lower cost options to obtain a relevant meaning, and as it was crucial 
to my purpose at the moment and I could not simply ignore the word, I undertook 
research. My associate had offered to provide me ‘… a very nice PCMCIA modem that 
does not have a dingle.’ In response to my question, he explained that a dingle was the 

                                                   
10 The primary purpose of the KLP terminology project for metalanguage was for initial literacy 
instruction. Advanced grammatical concepts, such as demonstrative and deictic have not yet been 
addressed. 
11 Some dialects of English accept dingle as an adjective, as in dingle bobs or dingle balls, where dingle is 
the adjectival variant of the verb dangle ‘to hang down’. 
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connector and wire which ‘… dangles out from the modem and is the source of most 
PCMCIA modem problems.’ My research not only clarified the meaning for me, it gave 
me a glimpse into the source of the neoterm. It was a phonological variation on a 
physical description of the term. Even though, once I knew the meaning, I could 
estimate the etymology of dingle, nothing in the term itself enabled me to achieve 
relevant interpretation short of research.12 

Language planners, when choosing pure coinage for neoterms, must take into 
account the lack of intrinsic meaning, and provide extra interpretive clues in the 
process of introducing the terms to the public. 

5. Summary of nominal factors. A survey of the nominal neoterm strategies 
employed by KLP in the terminology project shows that an emphasis was placed on use 
of existing structures with similarity of meaning to the intended neoterm meaning. KLP 
avoided pure coinage and the only non-natural elements present in KLP neoterms were 
word length and vowel co-occurrence violations in NP-reductions. Even these two 
violations were shown to have a degree of naturalness in that they also occurred, 
though in limited numbers, in the natural lexicon of Kambari. 

One of the primary claims made here, that neoterm developers can intentionally 
utilize the semantic basis of the noun classes and their markings, gains support from 
the work of Hansford and Hansford on borrowed words in Chumburung. 

There is sometimes difficulty in assigning a loanword to a specific class. The humanness, 
animacy and size of the referent are the most important motivating factors, with the 
presence of prefixes a secondary feature. Should these features be other than those of an 
existing noun class singular/plural pair, an anomaly will arise and there will again be 
difficulty in assigning a pronoun and using a numeral (1989:47). 

Such difficulties indicate a semantic reality to the noun class factors in Chumburung 
which, if in conflict with the form/meaning composite of the borrowed word, create 
interpretation and usage dilemmas. Furthermore, some borrowed words in 
Chumburung have evolved utilizing the same borrowed nominal root combined with 
the semantic theme of a noun class to produce different words in the Chumburung 
lexicon. 

Class F (an arbitrary identification label) nouns are animate and class G inanimate. … 
‘doctor’ � /dɔkɔtaa/ with two meanings and hence two different plurals—/à-dɔkɔtaa/ 
‘doctors’ and /è-dɔkɔtaa/ ‘hospitals’, the motivation being the animacy of the referent 
(Hansford and Hansford 1989:48). 

Kambari languages behave differently in regard to borrowing. Most borrowed words 
occur in the singular without a prefix indicating noun class, and utilize an i- prefix in 
the plural. The plural forms suggest that borrowed nouns function as members of the 

                                                   
12 An interesting application of Relevance Theory’s position that interpretation involves the entire 
communication experience of the receiver developed as a result of this conversation. Months later, while 
attempting to implement a data transfer using new software, I was given an error message, ‘Could not 
transfer data: is the dongle attached?’ Dongle is also a neoterm that is pure coinage. In this instance, the 
previous experience with dingle, the phonological similarity and the similarity of contexts, led me to 
speculate that a dongle was a type of connecting cable. In this later incident, I was without reference 
sources where I could undertake research, and so was left with only my guess. 
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vV noun class 4 where the singular forms that match plural i- are vV. This is further 
confirmed by the noun class marker vu- generated on modifiers with singular borrowed 
nouns. 

(Agwara) 

(25) burodi vu savu vu te 
 bread NCM new NCM one ‘one loaf of fresh bread’ 

 iburodi i savu i taꞋatsu 
 breads NCM new NCM three ‘three loaves of fresh bread’ 

5.2.2 Adjectives 

As mentioned previously, adjectives play a very small role in the natural Kambari 
lexicon. Accordingly, they were given a small role in the terminology project also. No 
new adjectives were formed. Only two adjectival concepts came into Kambari as 
adjectives, and both were by meaning-extension. The religious concept of 
‘pure/holy/clean’ and the opposite ‘unclean’ were treated as meaning extension of the 
existing Kambari words for clean and unclean. (Auna) 

(26) sarara ‘clean’ (neoterm ‘holy’) 
 ‘The word sarara means pure, something that is not dirty. If a shirt is dirty and is washed, it 

will become sarara ‘clean’. If a dirty compound is swept, it will become sarara ‘clean’.’ 

(27) ashinda ‘dirty’ (neoterm ‘unclean’) 
 ‘Ashinda means ‘dirty, any thing that is not pure, which is contaminated.’ It is an opposite 

word to sarara ‘clean’.’ (Explanations by a mother-tongue Auna speaker.) 

Concepts which are expressed adjectivally in English, such as ‘plural’ and ‘singular’ 
were often expressed nominally via collapsed noun phrases in Kambari. 

(Salka) 

(28) eetele ilita i ɗa 
 bone singular NCM EQ ‘Bone is a singular form.’ 

 etele iliyabunda i ɗa 
 bones plural NCM EQ ‘Bones is a plural form.’ 

Compare the following two examples, 

(29) irana uꞋyewu u ɗa 
 dry.season dry.one NCM EQ ‘Dry season is a dry time.’ 

 malyo akin a ɗa 
 weed fire NCM EQ ‘The weed is a destructive one.’ 

in which natural Kambari N1-N2-NCM-Equative constructions translate into English as 
adjectival constructions. The second noun is clearly a noun as the class of the NCM 
before the EQ matches the class of N2, showing N2 is the grammatical subject. 
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5.2.3 Clause structure and word formation 

Many Kambari traditional names are formed by compressing full sentences into a single 
word. It is informative for terminology creation to be aware of which elements remain, 
which are removed, and the motivation for such activity. 

(Salka) 

(30) sulaɗa from Asula a ɗa 
  God NCM REL ‘It is God (implied: who did it.)’ 

(Agwara) 

(31) Sangamashi  from Vu sangai mashi ma va ‘you prevented my tears’ 
 Shilekinai from Kashile ka i nannai ‘God, he is like that’ 
 Shilekani  from Kashile ka n ni God the with his ‘God has his plans’ 

These examples indicate that the stative and relative (a form of stative in Kambari) 
are the most popular constructions for name formation. There was only one transitive 
construction in the six names given here. The target length for the contrived word is 
four syllables or less. In the transitive construction, both the subject and the indirect 
object were dropped entirely, leaving only the verb and its direct object. When ‘God’ is 
the subject of stative constructions, the initial syllable of the word is removed, and 
vowel elision occurs. If any conceptual material follows the verb, the final syllable of 
the conceptual information is retained. Many times the conceptual information is 
simply implied, retrievable by mother-tongue speakers only via convention and cultural 
knowledge. There is no trace of a number of the original content morphemes in the 
contrived term. 

We should briefly look at phrase reduction neoterms formed by the KLP 
terminology teams, and compare them structurally to the naturally occurring reduction 
found in the inventory of proper names. 

In regard to word length, the KLP neoterms were slightly longer than natural 
reduction forms. Syllable counts for the reduction neoterms from all three sets of 
neoterms showed seven three syllable words, four four-syllable words, eleven five-
syllable words, three six-syllable words and one seven-syllable word. The five-syllable 
and six-syllable words, while longer than most Kambari words, are still within the 
range of natural lexical forms. The longer words may not be well received, and it is 
possible that in the future they will be given phrasal status or further syllable elision 
will take place. The single seven-syllable term is not expected to be used widely in day 
to day conversation, as it has a very specialized meaning, ‘the Antichrist’. 

(32) tokulalakiristi ‘Antichrist’ from 
 utokulala u Kiristi 
 enemy NCM Christ 

We can see the initial syllable has been removed, and internal vowel elision applied. It 
might be possible to remove one of the la syllables, creating tokulakiristi, but the 
terminology team felt it was more advantageous to retain enhanced content recognition 
than to sacrifice the recognition to achieve a six-syllable term. Utokulala ‘enemy’ is an 
existing noun in Auna that is derived from the nouns utoku ‘partner’ and tsilala ‘enmity’. 
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If the neoterm is reduced to six syllables, the central conceptual root, lala ‘enmity’ 
would be easily confused with the verb la ‘surpass’. 

5.2.4 Kambari verbs and verb phrase structure 

The role of the verb phrase in the Kambari term project proved to be very limited. 
When a verbal concept, such as ‘to read’ was the source, meaning extension of existing 
verbs was the preferred strategy. 

(Agwara) 

(33) kece ‘read’ from kece ‘count’ 

Another very active role for verbs was as the root for a newly coined 
nominalization. Neither of these strategies involves a creative use of the entire verb 
phrase in any manner. 

Some sentence reduction neoterms were used for verbal concepts. 

(Salka) 

(34) ɗenuna ‘read’ from ɗe nu una ‘call (imperative) with mouth’ 

(Auna) 

(35) kaneshi ‘read’ from kana n eshi ‘catch (imperative) with eyes’ 

Both of these words exhibit irregularities. The Salka verb ɗenuna, when affixed with 
the iterative suffix -sa, becomes ɗesununa, with the -sa suffix morpheme acting as an 
infix attached to the verbal element of the original phrase. No amount of persuasion or 
exemplification would bring speakers to accept ɗenunasa. The Auna verb kaneshi ‘read’ 
is the only verb in the language that ends with -i in its unaffixed form. The addition of 
the completive suffix -i results in a form indistinguishable from the unaffixed form. This 
is often resolved by nominalizing the verb kaneshi to ukaneshi, and placing it in a verb 
phrase, yain ukaneshi ‘did reading’. 

5.2.5 Kambari word level phonology 

The word level phonological factor most relevant to Kambari neoterms is the vowel co-
occurrence restriction of Kambari, that no two different [-hi] vowels can occur within a 
word. When examining neoterms for this factor, only those specially created as single 
lexical items merit attention. Neoterms formed by meaning extension of existing words 
are already in conformity to the phonological rules of the language. Neoterms formed 
by phrases are exempt from word level restrictions in the phonology. 

(36) Neoterms which conform to vowel co-occurrence rules 
 Agwara data: ilinabundai  ‘plural’   IsaraꞋila  ‘Israel’ 
 Auna data:  Kafarishi  ‘pharisee’   maɓolomgboni  ‘hyphen’ 
 Salka data:  aaciyadanshi  ‘title’   iliyazuva  ‘glottal stop’ 

The only exceptions to the vowel co-occurrence rules in natural speech are proper 
names that are formed by sentence reduction and certain borrowed terms that resist 
phonological adaptation. The presence of such exceptions allowed the Kambari 
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terminology project to propose a number of terms that violate the normal phonological 
word construction. In these cases, it was felt that the violation would draw attention to 
the word, causing people to think more carefully about it and therefore gain the 
meaning more easily. 

One phrase reduction neoterm that violated vowel co-occurrence restrictions is: 

(Agwara) 

(37) sainnayi  ‘vowel’ from sai n ayi  ‘only with it’ 

Some of the ‘violation’ terms have been in public use for more than four years. In 
1999 and 2000 they were used in literacy classes involving over 3000 people. There 
has been no adverse reaction to the violation of vowel occurrence restrictions. I 
attribute this to two factors. First, the existence of some natural forms paved the way 
for these terms. Second, in the highly oral environment of the Kambari community it is 
phrase level phonology that is more salient in the mother-tongue speaker’s mind, since 
single word utterances are rare in natural speech. 

5.3 Harmonization between the languages 

In a project such as KLP, working simultaneously in related languages, there is 
opportunity to undertake harmonization in the selection of terms. Harmonization could 
be in the sense of using the same or nearly the same spellings for each source term. It 
could be in the sense of using the same term strategy for each term. It could be in the 
sense of using the same metaphoric imagery for the terms being developed. 

In KLP term development efforts, these aspects of harmonization were discussed 
between the term developers. The office facilities of KLP provided a central work place 
where speakers of the three languages interacted daily. A free exchange of creative 
concepts, a common cultural background, and a degree of lexical similarity led to a 
certain degree of harmonization, primarily in the area of metaphoric imagery. 
However, the linguistic differences, and (to my mind the more significant) cultural 
sense of ‘same but different’ produced a conscious, unanimous decision on the part of 
the KLP staff to select the most appropriate form for the neoterm without being 
constrained by the decisions in the other languages. 

In the Kambari setting, there is no felt need to merge the languages, and in fact the 
linguistic distance would make it nearly impossible to do so. While there is a sense of 
working together and sharing resources for the common benefit of all, there is also a 
desire to retain the privilege of independent decision making. Due to these social and 
linguistic factors, no intentional harmonization of terminology occurred in the KLP 
terminology project. In other settings, consideration of harmonization of terms could 
merit a much higher investment of resources. 

5.4 Summary 

Beginning with four possible areas of term development, medical, government, 
metalanguage and religion, the KLP term project ultimately focused on the latter two, 
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since professionals in the areas of medicine and government showed a low level of 
interest, while work in the domains of metalanguage and religion received positive 
responses. The metalanguage response was attributed to the fact that Kambari literacy 
is a self-selecting activity for mother-tongue speakers, and the need to accommodate 
non-Kambari speakers does not exist. The positive response in the area of religion is 
attributed to the desire of those involved to have maximum persuasive impact, and to 
limit negative reactions to their message stemming from negative attitudes toward 
Hausa. 

The structure of the neoterms developed follows very strongly along natural word-
formation patterns for Kambari. In fact, most of the terms, the majority are from either 
meaning extensions of existing words, or are based on fully natural derivations that 
would previously be understood via built-word decoding. Even the neoterms that at 
first seem to violate phonological rules, such as vowel co-occurrence restrictions, fit 
with a small subset of naturally occurring lexical items that also violate these 
restrictions. 

Harmonization, attempting to make the created terms similar across the three 
languages, was rejected by the KLP teams. This decision came primarily from the 
‘different’ portion of their social perception of the nature of being Kambari, i.e. ‘we are 
the same but different’. 
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6 
Oral Dissemination 

In order for a neoterm to become a functional element in the lexicon of the community, 
something must occur to cause people to use it. In the instance of newly introduced 
concrete items, the presence of the item is the trigger event. For abstract concepts 
something else must occur. This something else has traditionally been the publication 
of materials to promote the neoterms. 

Consideration of the distinction between oral-oriented and text-oriented societies 
brought me to the conclusion that in the Kambari communities, traditional 
dissemination methods such as publishing word lists or writing articles to explain the 
intended meaning, could not in and of themselves perform the task of community-wide 
term dissemination. Although such methods have merit, in oral-oriented communities 
reliance on text-based dissemination fails to activate a powerful existing information 
network. 

Malmstrom, in her defense of cassette-based information distribution, stated: 

More often than not the sender selects a channel with which HE is most comfortable or 
familiar instead of selecting a form more culturally suited to the receiver. In the Western 
world, a large percentage of people have received information through the printed page. 
They, in turn, take books to third world countries where oral communication is the 
traditional information medium. There they place a strong emphasis on written 
communication, which isolates a critical mass of illiterate, oral people. (1991:37) 

In that statement I believe Malmstrom captured the subconscious factors driving 
most of the decisions regarding neoterm dissemination, factors which result in the 
neglect of the most dynamic communication system in many of the target cultures. I 
therefore proposed an oral-based approach to informing the communities regarding the 
neoterms of the KLP terminology project.13 

6.1 Two related studies 

Klem (1982)14 describes a translation of a section of the New Testament book of 
Hebrews into a Yoruba poetry style and the subsequent presentation in the community 
around the city of Igbaja. After an excellent presentation of oral factors in a 
multilingual community, Klem stated his null hypothesis as: ‘Whether Hebrews 
chapters one to six is circulated in written form or oral form there is no difference in 
the amount of information retained’ (1982:168) . A null hypothesis is a research 

                                                   
13 In promoting true oral systems, I do not intend to minimize or deny the role of print-based or cassette-
based material. The existing problem is not so much one of doing the wrong thing, as it is one of failing 
to include an excellent thing in the entire package. 
14 Klem’s book is an excellent presentation of cross-cultural communication in its entirety. Anyone 
interested in oral literature, multilingual societies, and related topics will find it informative and 
insightful. 
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technique requiring a negative statement which can then be disproved if the research 
data indicates a positive result. 

Klem conducted controlled tests using oral-only presentations, text-only 
presentations, and a mixture. His research groups were categorized by schooled 
(literate in Yoruba) and unschooled (illiterate in any language). He concluded: ‘The fact 
that the very best scores for schooled and unschooled alike occurred in response to a 
singing method indicates the positive value of using songs among the Yoruba people to 
communicate factual information…’ (1982:176). Klem’s data did indeed indicate a 
difference in the amount of information retained, thus disproving his null hypothesis 
and establishing the point he hoped to make, i.e. the oral format is superior in that 
particular cultural setting. 

Malmstrom’s work (1991) on the use of cassette-based material in community 
development is primarily a ‘how to’ guide for the development of cassette-based 
information transfer. She cites various oral projects from around the world. All of them 
ultimately end up with recorded materials. While in many ways a cassette is closer to 
oral literature than is written material, it is also far from identical with oral 
presentations. Cassettes and oral literature are similar in that no special skill is required 
of the receiver. Anyone who can understand the spoken language can understand a 
cassette tape. They both allow the expressive power of voice inflection, timing, and 
intensity shifts to be exploited by the communicator. They are dissimilar in that a true 
oral performance is feedback governed, never identical with a previous performance of 
the same material. (To some extent this criticism also applies to Klem’s work.) True 
oral performance includes facial expressions, use of props (‘the tree was like that one 
over there’), and the spontaneous variations of the text and discourse features. One 
Auna Kambari storyteller, when he heard his audience chuckle at kuryamgam 
expressing the sound of drums, began repeating and repeating kuryamgam, kuryamgam, 
kuryamgam until laughter nearly drowned out his voice. In comparing the processes 
suggested by Malmstrom with those undertaken in the KLP term dissemination efforts, 
it can be seen that cassette programs still fail to fully utilize the power of the oral 
factor in oral-oriented communities. 

6.2 Explanation of the project 

The oral approach developed in the KLP terminology project consisted of: a) identifying 
skilled storytellers among the population, b) recording natural discourse produced by 
the storytellers, c) informing the storytellers of the neoterms and their associated 
meanings, d) creating new stories to illustrate the intended neoterm usage, e) 
requesting that the storytellers begin to tell these stories to the general public, and 
f) analyzing the texts to compare the natural and contrived stories. 

6.2.1 Identifying the storytellers 

Identifying the skilled storytellers was the task of the KLP staff. Through their personal 
knowledge of the community, and through inquiring from other community members, 
KLP invited three or four men from each of the three languages to come and take part 
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in the project. In addition, through their study of the language and constant creative 
use in the course of their professional responsibilities, the members of the KLP staff 
have developed considerable skill in storytelling and language use. This allowed the 
staff to take part both as creators of stories and as creators of the terms. 

6.2.2 Recording natural text 

The recording of the natural texts, and the subsequent production of the term-
introducing texts, both occurred on the same day. Analysis was reserved for a later date 
(step f) since the conceived purpose of the analysis was not to structure the contrived 
texts, but to compare natural and contrived oral texts. ‘Contrived’ is here used in the 
sense of ‘created intentionally for a purpose’. It should not be read with any negative 
connotation. 

An unanticipated development did eventually result in the analysis being used to 
prepare a sample text in English which served not as a source for translation, but as a 
model of a method of introducing neoterms in folktales. This will be developed more in 
the evaluation discussion. 

6.2.3 Conveying the concepts 

The stage of informing the storytellers as to the neoterm concepts revealed an 
important principle for such an endeavor: the storytellers must first be comfortable 
with the concept before they are willing to undertake the creation of illustrative stories. 
This became apparent as the terms were selected to be utilized in the stories. The 
recruited storytellers were all older adult males, with limited amounts of formal 
education and no direct instruction in grammatical concepts. They were, however, 
familiar with the concepts expressed by the religious neoterms. In fact, in multiple 
instances they commented on their pleasure at encountering Kambari words for the 
concepts that previously had required Hausa terms. The familiarity with the concept 
through second language exposure allowed them to capture the desired elements of the 
neoterm meaning in their contrived texts. Not a single recruited storyteller undertook a 
folktale illustrative of a metalanguage term. I attribute this to a lack of familiarity with 
the concepts involved in the metalanguage terms because of the very limited formal 
education of the storytellers. 

However, the KLP staff did accept the challenge of putting metalanguage neoterms 
into folktales. Of all the mother-tongue speakers of Kambari languages, these men rank 
among the most experienced in dealing with structural elements of the language. 
Through their work, they have become very comfortable with the concepts expressed 
by the metalanguage neoterms. They have also frequently used these terms in day to 
day discussion in their work, in the preparation of literacy materials, especially teacher 
guides for primers, and while leading workshops for training literacy volunteers. 

Thus, in both literacy and religious terminology, pre-acquired knowledge of the 
concepts involved was necessary for successful inclusion of a neoterm in oral discourse 
structures. This indicates that others undertaking a similar project should either plan 
on an extensive training period to familiarize the storytellers with the intended 
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concepts, or (more economically time-wise) seek storytellers who have previously 
acquired familiarity with the concepts involved outside of the term-dissemination 
effort. 

6.2.4 Recording the stories to illustrate the neoterms 

The creation of contrived oral texts occurred on the same day as the recording of the 
natural example texts. Both sessions were done in a group environment, with a 
minimum of seven mother-tongue speakers present. While most oral literature in the 
Kambari communities is performed at night, after the evening meal, the group 
environment of the recording session simulated to a certain degree the natural setting 
for oral literature. By constructing the contrived texts on the same day as the natural 
text recording, the immediacy of the natural text experience was present at the time of 
conceiving the illustrative texts, contributing to the naturalness of the contrived items. 
This applies directly to the texts created by the recruited storytellers. It applies 
indirectly to the metalanguage texts of the KLP staff in that they had listened to and 
transcribed the natural texts in the period preceding their creation of the metalanguage 
texts. 

6.2.5 Community dissemination 

In the development of the KLP terminology project, a ready vehicle was on hand to 
implement oral dissemination of metalanguage neoterms: the KLP literacy program. It 
brings volunteer instructors together for three days of training by KLP staff, and 
includes on site supervision visits by KLP staff and volunteer literacy coordinators. The 
KLP staff used the developed neoterm-introduction stories in training literacy teachers 
and the teachers were encouraged to make use of the stories in their classes. Follow-up 
supervision provided an avenue for feedback on the effectiveness of the strategy. In the 
area of religious terms, no organized framework existed for the initiation of neoterm 
storytelling and this played an important role in the different results achieved in the 
two areas. 

6.3 Evaluation 

6.3.1 Evaluation of the creation process 

Two significant issues arose in the creation of the oral items to present neoterms. The 
first was the necessity for the storytellers to have a thorough grasp of the concept. The 
second relates to methods of linking the old concept to the new. 

In the initial round of creating oral stories for illustrating neoterm concepts, the 
contrived texts either used only the original sense of the word, or only the new sense. 
In none of the first-round texts did both senses occur in appropriate contexts. This does 
not negate the value of the early texts. Stories using the words in the original sense can 
be told to bring the metaphorical base into the conscious mind of the receiver, and 
then discussion or natural usage of the neoterm in its intended sense can immediately 
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follow the folktale. This allows the receiver closer access to the metaphors intended. 
The second form of first-round stories presented the neoterms in situations where the 
terminological sense was the only possible meaning that had relevance to the 
communication setting. These stories assist the receiver to make the link between 
neoterm and introduced concept, by providing a communication environment that 
predisposes the receiver toward the intended meaning. This second type of story is 
much closer to what I had envisaged when I proposed the oral dissemination strategy. 

In light of this division of new and old senses, I began to consider the aspect of 
linking one idea to the other. Some of the suggestions given above regarding using 
these stories came from that consideration. 

I cannot say that I was either surprised or disappointed by what occurred in the 
initial creation sessions, since in the process of implementing the strategy I was 
intentionally vague as to what I expected. I outlined the result I wanted to achieve, i.e. 
using folktales to help people learn the new words, and provided very little guidance 
beyond that. This allowed the maximum degree of creative freedom and limited the 
level of cross-cultural overlay upon the natural Kambari structures. To further enhance 
this creative freedom and reduce the foreign influence that I, as a cultural outsider, 
might exert, I had previously instructed the KLP staff as to the goals of the production 
session. They conducted the entire session in the mother tongue. I was present as an 
observer during portions of the session, primarily because I enjoy the stories also, but 
at times would be called out for various purposes. My presence or absence did nothing 
to interrupt the flow of the production session. 

However, after analyzing the contrived texts, I decided to prepare a sample folktale 
using the neoterms in both senses within a single story. I did this in English, telling a 
story about Rabbit and Dog, how both went to school, and why Dog in the end learned 
more than Rabbit (see appendix C). This sample folktale could not serve as a source for 
translation, since the relevant metaphors are drawn from the neoterm list of all three 
languages, and no single one of the three utilizes all of the relevant metaphors. It did 
serve as a conceptual model for the KLP staff, from which they went on to create their 
own stories incorporating both senses for the selected neoterm. 

6.3.2 Evaluation of naturalness 

One of the basic assumptions of this study is that a word is more easily recognized in a 
natural context than it is in a non-natural one. I do not attempt to defend or test this 
assumption, but in accepting it, one must then ask if the contrived oral texts used to 
present the neoterms are indeed natural contexts. To examine this question, discourse 
factors found in the study of over two hundred natural Kambari texts served to provide 
a benchmark to which the contrived texts may be compared. The natural text corpus 
has been collected over the twelve years my wife and I have been studying the Kambari 
co-languages. The natural text structures presented here represent a distillation of our 
joint findings. The basic model for discourse analysis used is taken from Longacre 
(1983). This is not intended as a full study of Kambari discourse, but simply as a 
comparison to determine if the contrived texts are in conformity to or in violation of 
natural structures. 
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Recognizing that various genres will have differing discourse characteristics, I have 
selected the folktale genre for examination based on the following: folktales are the 
most common form of Kambari oral literature, while proverbs, songs and history play 
only a minor role in Kambari oral literature. The majority of contrived texts created for 
the KLP terminology project take the form of folktales. The corpus included some 
personal experience narrative and some explanatory texts, but far and away the folktale 
was the genre utilized by the majority of the participants. Finally, the contrived 
folktales allowed the greatest degree of creative control over the setting and context for 
use in introducing the neoterms. 

6.3.2.1 Basic discourse features. Most Kambari folktales are short. It is common to have 
natural folktales finish in five to six minutes. The longest narrative in the corpus was 
under twenty-five minutes, and the majority of around ten minutes duration. The 
contrived texts all fell within the mid-range of duration. No contrived text was under 
five minutes, and the longest was approximately twelve minutes. 

Many, but not all, natural Kambari folktales begin with a formulaic opening, and 
finish with a formulaic closing. This is controlled by the desire of the storyteller. The 
same story may be told with or without the opening and closing by the same person at 
different tellings. There are several possible openings: calling the word ‘story’ with 
sound effects, commanding ‘spread your ears’, or a phrase that states ‘This may be true 
or not’. Each opening expects a formulaic response from the listener before the story 
continues. In the ‘This may be true’ formula, the listeners respond ‘Lies, Lies’. The 
ending deals with the story being filed away; in Salka it ‘enters the gap between the 
water pots’, which is a favorite escape route for mice. In Auna, a story simply ‘enters 
under’. 

The pairing is always maintained. If the opening is used, so is the closing. If the 
opening is omitted, so too is the closing. The contrived texts also varied in the 
occurrences of the opening and closing, but were more frequently without the 
formulaic material than were the natural texts. As these features are easily added by 
the storyteller, the omission of the formula during the creation process was not 
considered a significant variation from the norm. 

Use of ideophones, descriptive sound effects, and songs of both meaningful and 
nonsense words is another feature of Kambari folktales. The frequency and content 
vary widely from telling to telling. Separate tellings of the same story may or may not 
have the same songs. One of the main uses of songs is to announce the event that 
disrupts the status quo: i.e. the monster has regularly disturbed the village. On the 
night that the boy kills the monster, the dialogue between boy and monster is in song. 
Another use of songs is the imitation of drumming. Drums are the primary instrument 
in Kambari festivals, and festivals make good elements to include in stories. Thus, the 
sound of drums frequently is part of the oral text. The contrived texts were significantly 
lower in the use of ideophones, sound effects and songs than would be expected in 
natural texts. 

6.3.2.2 Characters in discourse. One of the most striking discourse factors to appear in 
the study of Kambari folktales is that a relatively small cast of characters appears in 
any given story, often no more than two major characters. Others come in from time to 
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time and act as ‘props’, i.e. characters that are needed to move the story forward but do 
not, by their will or actions, alter the flow of events. Hereafter, the term ‘characters’ is 
used to refer to those whom the story is about, and the term ‘props’ is used to refer to 
minor characters that are simply present to explain actions of the main characters. 

The main characters are nearly always introduced in the first sentence following the 
opening formula and subsequent references to the characters are almost exclusively 
pronominal. In shorter texts, the characters may be named only a single time. In longer 
texts, the name is restated at the first re-appearance when a character has not been 
active for some time, but then pronouns are used as long as that character remains 
active. Props are referenced by full nominal reference at their first appearance, and 
quite frequently by full nominal reference in following statements. Pronominal 
reference to props occurs only in very close to the nominal reference in the story flow. 

In the contrived texts the introduction of the characters and the 
pronominal/nominal reference patterns to characters and props followed natural 
Kambari folktale patterns. 

A second feature of natural Kambari discourse is a chiastic presentation of the 
characters. The pattern of introduction and removal of characters from the story line is 
an ABCCBA pattern. For instance, if Hyena and Lizard are the two main characters, 
their wives are mentioned next, then a farmer who owns a field where the characters 
steal beans, the final mentions of characters in the story will be in the reverse order of 
their presentation. First, farmer will exit the story, then the wives, leaving Hyena and 
Lizard at the end, just as at the beginning. 

The chiastic form is at times maintained by mention of a character or characters 
that is unmotivated by the event structure of the narrative. One folktale begins, ‘There 
was a boy and his sisters.’ In the first part of the story the sisters are an active part of 
the plot. About the middle they drop out of the picture, and there is an extended 
interaction between the boy, the king, and a monster bird. In this section the king is a 
prop, only the boy and the bird are characters. The boy kills the bird, winning half the 
kingdom for himself. At this point, the storyteller adds ‘the sisters found husbands and 
moved out.’ The boy remains at the end of the story. The pattern: introduce boy and 
sisters, then bird: remove bird, end with sisters and boy. Not every folktale follows this 
without exception, but the pattern is far too frequent to be a mere coincidence. 

The contrived texts were not as strong in the character chiasmus as would be 
expected in a similar number of natural texts, although the chiastic structure was 
present to some extent. One of the goals for the contrived texts is that through repeated 
tellings in public, they will enter the body of Kambari oral literature. Though it is 
beyond the scope of this study, it would be interesting to record performances of these 
texts after they have been in the community for some years, and examine them for a 
change in the character chiasmus from the original story to its public domain form. 

6.3.2.3 Conceptual linkage in discourse. Kambari folktales utilize a large degree of tail-
head event linkage in the body of the story. The following three sentences illustrate tail 
(the end of a sentence) head (the beginning of a sentence) linking: 
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(38) Taking their calabashes, the women arrived at the river. When they arrived there, they began 
dipping water. While dipping water, one of them brought out a terrible fish. 

These constructions occur in the developmental stages of the plot. Each event linked 
to the next with a repetition of the action creates a steady flow of events drawing the 
listener along as the plot develops. The contrived texts also utilized the tail-head 
linking of events in the developmental stage of the story. 

6.3.2.4 Episode marking. Kambari folktales make prominent use of two strategies to 
mark the beginning of a new episode in the development of the plot toward the climax 
(or peak). The first is the time phrase ‘One day.’ This phrase, occurring frequently at 
the beginning of paragraphs, indicates the passing of an indefinite period of time since 
the last event, and thus signals a new episode of the story. The second strategy is use of 
the phrase, ‘from there’, which can refer to genuine location, or simply to an event. 

(39) The boys went to market. From there they traveled to Sokoto. 

 Or: 

 The boys finished preparing the farm. From there they started looking for wives. 

The ‘from there’ phrase replaces a tail-head link. There is no repetition of the 
previous event verb. Unless other factors are present, tail-head linking occurs within an 
episode, with either a tail-head link or a ‘from there’ phrase marking the shift to a new 
set of events. This pattern was common to both the natural and the contrived texts. 

6.3.2.5 Verbal factors. Serial verb constructions in Kambari are, for the most part, 
limited to two verbs, the combination adding an adverbial sense to the second action 
listed: ( [ ] indicates the serial verb construction.) 

(Agwara) 

(40) ɗa kadi ka [ka banai ka yikpai] 
 then monster the [NCM go.CMPL NCM fall.CMPL] 

 a kpaꞋa 
 at house ‘The monster immediately landed on the house.’ 

The occurrence of serial verbs and the number of verbs allowed in a single 
construction both increase in the peak section of the discourse, in both the natural and 
the contrived texts. 

6.3.2.6 Summary of discourse considerations. The significant discourse characteristics of 
natural Kambari folktales were present in the contrived texts. The primary structural 
characteristics—character chiasmus, tail-head linking, and episode marking—were very 
similar between the two sets of stories. The aspects that could be considered as those 
that add fun to the listening experience, i.e. songs, ideophones, etc., while present in 
the contrived texts, were not present to the same extent as they were in the natural 
texts, which could be due to the degree of concentration necessary for the storyteller to 
keep track of events in a less familiar (contrived, not yet often repeated) discourse. If 
indeed some of the contrived texts enter the public domain of Kambari oral literature, I 
anticipate the frequency of the fun factors in discourse will rise to the norm of 
frequency in natural texts. 
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6.3.3 Evaluation of the dissemination results 

6.3.3.1 Religious neoterms. The effort to promote neoterms in the area of religion was 
undertaken as a ‘natural process’, i.e. no workshops or special training was provided in 
the use of the stories beyond the initial development of the stories themselves. At the 
development session for each language, the three or four storytellers and the KLP staff 
were present. The concepts were explained, and the participants began telling stories. 
These original, freshly created stories were heard by the six or seven mother-tongue 
speakers present. The natural process approach assumed that the stories would be 
repeated by these people, and then repeated by their hearers, until the contrived stories 
became standard elements in the body of oral literature in the community. 

Six months after the development session there was no significant evidence of the 
contrived stories having become part of the community’s body of oral literature. Upon 
my direct request, KLP staff has retold some of the religious term stories, and the 
audiences at the time have been appreciative and will immediately enter discussion 
which indicates the intended concepts were correctly apprehended by the listeners. In 
short, I have evidence that the oral term introduction concept is practical, but that, at 
least in the case of the Kambari, it is not self-starting. 

6.3.3.2 Metalanguage neoterms. The promotion of metalanguage neoterms, with the 
framework of the KLP literacy program, provides a high contrast to that of religious 
neoterms. In January-February 2000 approximately one hundred and forty literacy 
teachers heard the neoterm-introduction stories during their teacher training. These 
teachers returned to their homes and utilized the stories in classes reaching over 3000 
students. It is important to keep in mind that these neoterm-introduction stories were 
not given to the teachers in written form. Their only exposure to them was the oral 
presentations by the KLP staff. 

The stories have been retold, the essential elements of plot and characters 
remaining intact, in nearly all the classes. This shows that the oral distribution of 
material is feasible in the Kambari setting. In addition, some of the teachers have 
undertaken creation of new stories to explain terms not included in the oral texts 
developed in the initial story development stage. This shows that the concept of this 
study is a viable, natural element in the culture. 

One of the teachers created a story to introduce the word kuwa ‘teaching box’ 
(Auna), which is a semantic extension of kuwa ‘house’. In his story, a family built a 
house out in the bush (forest). Others came along and told them to leave their house, 
and sleep in the bush. The people refused, saying ‘We have to stay in our house. There 
are snakes in the bush. There are lions in the bush. The house keeps us safe.’ The story 
continues using various other inducements to leave and remain, all of which help fix 
the role of a box (kuwa) drawn around letters on the primer page as a ‘house’ that 
keeps things together in one place. 

Another teacher attempted to develop a story to teach mapeshe ‘twins/colon’, and 
found himself at a loss to come up with a plot. The KLP literacy coordinator brought 
his request for help to me. Such requests indicate that the concept of story-based 
analogy for introducing terms is being embraced by the community. To help with 
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mapeshe ‘twins/colon’, I drew on the visual image which motivated the term, identical 
elements one above another. The story went like this: 

A very short man had twin boys. This man was a trader, but he was not successful. Other 
traders could easily attract buyers, but this man was too short. He wondered what he 
could do. When the twin boys were small, they would not go out together, only one 
would go out of the house at a time. Because they looked alike, no one realized the man 
had two sons. Everyone thought it was the same boy all the time. One day, the man took 
both boys to market. He arranged his goods, and then instructed his boys to stand in 
front of his market stall, one standing on the shoulders of the other. People were 
amazed. Here are two boys, each alike, one on top of the other! When people stopped to 
look at the two boys, the man was able to sell all his goods. 

While there is nothing in this story that directly invokes the neoterm meaning of 
mapeshe ‘colon’, the motivational basis of the term is emphasized, and people can 
remember the association of visual images created. 

6.3.3.3 Other oral literature elements. From the entire spectrum of possible oral 
literature, the Kambari culture has developed chiefly the short folktale, illustrated 
above, and a leader-response song style. The KLP terminology project utilized the 
traditional music pattern to introduce the letters of the alphabet, including the created 
neoterms for glottal stop, which is a letter in the Kambari alphabet. The song, 
composed by John Basuna of KLP, can be sung either leader-echo style or straight 
through the entire alphabet in stanzas. The melody and rhythms are indigenous, and 
the song can easily be accompanied by traditional instruments. 

The alphabet song was introduced as part of teacher training in January of 2000, 
where the teachers were encouraged to sing it with their students. It was also sung at a 
community dedication ceremony for KLP vehicles. Within a few weeks, the song had 
spread on its own throughout the language areas. Early in the morning, children can be 
heard singing the song to the accompaniment of drums. As one visits different villages, 
the alphabet song can be heard coming from inside the walls of the compounds. The 
instantaneous success of the alphabet song indicates possibilities for further 
development of neoterm introduction via music. 

6.3.3.4 Other acceptance indicators. While the focus of this study has been oral 
introduction of neoterms, it is well to keep the ultimate aim in mind: regardless of the 
pathway utilized, the end goal is for the community to be equipped to comprehend 
new concepts and discuss them in terms that are effective in conveying those concepts. 
Community acceptance of the terms can be seen in a number of indicators. 

Chalk writing is often seen on the plastered walls of houses in the area. Since the 
introduction of the term project, several of the created terms have begun to appear in 
this venue. The most common of these is the phrase ɗenuna Tsishingini ‘read Kambari’, 
which includes the newly developed Kambari word for ‘read’. This is significant in that 
the word for reading had previously been expressed via borrowing from Hausa. Lexical 
replacement of a borrowed word with a developed word is more difficult than 
introducing a new concept and the developed term simultaneously. 

Speakers of the Kambari languages who are professionals in the fields of education 
and religion have indicated widespread approval for the developed terms. Most of these 
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individuals were not part of the initial development of the terms, and expression of 
their disapproval would be a negative mark against the KLP terms. Just the opposite 
has occurred; these individuals have embraced the terms, and are beginning to use 
them where appropriate in their professional fields. A similar approval factor comes 
into play with the traditional rulers of the area. These men do not deal with either 
terminology field directly in their day to day activities, but have supported the work of 
KLP overall and have agreed to the terms as presented to them. 

Increasing written communication in the Kambari languages is another factor 
showing the acceptance of the work of KLP, and acceptance of the developed neoterms 
as they are being utilized in the written messages arriving at the KLP office. (See 
appendix D for samples.) 

While it is impossible to separate the impact of the oral-introduction texts from the 
larger environment of language development undertaken by KLP, from the perspective 
of this study it should be kept in mind that no printed materials have been published to 
promote the developed terms beyond the teacher guides for each primer. These guides 
provide an overview of classroom techniques and a lesson by lesson explanation of the 
points to be taught and examples to use. The metalanguage neoterms are incorporated 
in the normal flow of the text. Indeed the terms grew out of the need to express the 
concepts needed in the teacher guides. In addition, the cover of the teacher guides 
provides a table with the terms in the language and their English equivalent. Only fifty 
copies of the teacher guides in each of the languages were produced, so the bulk of the 
dissemination of the KLP neoterms has indeed been oral, whether directly or indirectly 
involving the contrived introduction texts. 

6.4 Summary 

The thesis that the oral literature tradition in a community could be intentionally 
activated for the purpose of promoting the use of newly created terminology formed 
the basis of this undertaking. The Kambari Language Project selected men known in the 
community to be respected storytellers and requested that they create new stories to 
illustrate the intended meaning of the created terms. The success of this creation 
process depended on the level of comprehension of the new concept on the part of the 
storyteller. In short, they could not create stories for ideas they did not comprehend. 
Thus the creation of good stories depends on people who are both skilled storytellers 
and knowledgeable in the target discipline. 

The contrived stories were all constructed in line with the natural discourse 
structures of the Kambari co-languages. Monitored retellings and follow-up discussions 
revealed that the listeners did in fact make the analogical comparisons intended, and 
the meanings of the neoterms were thereby more accessible. 

Promulgation of the developed texts was attempted via two paths. The ‘natural’ 
path entailed asking a few people to retell the stories whenever there was opportunity. 
The other involved promotion of the stories using the infrastructure of KLP literacy 
classes, and special training and supervision in the use of the stories for a large body of 
participants. The ‘natural’ effort showed little evidence of effective distribution of terms 
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over a six month period. In contrast, the promoted efforts produced widespread 
positive results in less than three months, and have shown definite signs of the stories 
beginning to enter the public domain as elements in the overall body of Kambari oral 
literature. It seems clear that the effort expended to promote the telling of neoterm 
stories is worthwhile, as the promoted stories produced the desired effect while the 
natural approach failed to do so.
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Implications for Language Planning 

Regardless of the level of theoretical knowledge or the number of hours spent in 
academic discussion, terminology development ultimately must end up as a real world 
activity. From linguistic analysis to deciding a career, any real world activity must deal 
with multiple, and often conflicting factors. What follows is an attempt to provide a 
theoretical basis for choosing a specific terminology strategy in the process of 
developing terms for people to use in the course of their normal activities. 

7.1 Decision factors in term development 

Terminology development should look ahead to the time when the neoterm is 
widespread, firmly established in the lexicon of the language and in effect, no longer a 
neoterm, but simply a term. In doing so, terminology development must take into 
account the following factors. 

1) Who will be using the terms? 

2) With whom will they use them? 

3) What is the nature of the information? 

4) What settings will they be used in? 

5) What word-formation strategies are prevalent in the language? 

6) What word-formation strategies can be found in existing neologisms? 

7) What resources are available to promote the neoterm? 

These factors have all been examined in the section of chapter five dealing with 
term decision factors. 

7.2 The potential of oral literature 

7.2.1 The comprehension potential 

Oral literature provides a vehicle with three inherent advantages for conveying the 
intended meaning of neoterms. The first advantage is that the entire context is on hand 
to establish the intended meaning. This can be done either by highlighting the original 
meaning and bringing to conscious thought the motivation for selection of that 
particular term for the new concept, or by providing an entire discourse environment 
in which only the intended new meaning has relevance. The second advantage of oral 
literature is the high degree of cultural acceptability that is built in. Listeners are in 
familiar territory, the only new element is the intended usage of the neoterm. The third 
advantage, truly unique to oral literature, is the immediacy of feedback between 
storyteller and audience. This feedback allows the storyteller to ensure the mental 
participation of the listeners by appropriate alterations in the delivery of the story. It 
also allows the storyteller to increase the impact of the metaphors by alterations in 
story structure to make the narrative more relevant to a particular audience. An 
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example would be, if using the story of twins given earlier (see under metalanguage 
neoterms in chapter 6) with a women’s class, to change the gender of the parent. 

These advantages, along with low cost and low time demands in implementation, 
indicate that oral literature has a strong role to play in language development efforts, 
and that its use should be explored, implemented and documented to a much greater 
degree than is currently the case. 

7.2.2 The dissemination potential 

The potential of oral literature to carry the intended meaning of a term throughout a 
community is apparent and proven. This study has shown that this potential does 
indeed need some level of external impetus if it is to achieve significant results, but the 
overall cost in money and time must surely compare favorably to printed text-based 
systems for neoterm dissemination. 

The apparent failure of the ‘natural’ approach to dissemination of religious terms 
could easily be rectified by utilization of various existing infrastructures in the 
community: Bible schools, Sunday School teacher training, annual district-wide 
meetings, and special ministry workshops for religious leaders instantly come to mind 
as available mechanisms for encouraging oral terminology dissemination. 

Further areas for potential implementation of oral methods for term dissemination, 
not technically available in the Kambari area or excluded by the time limitations of this 
research project, include audio and video cassette recordings of the neoterm stories. 
Live and recorded use of the stories in public media such as radio and television is 
another unexplored area. Children not only love to hear stories, but also are 
enthusiastic retellers of stories. Government schools and other youth organizations 
could implement an oral literacy element, and include in the corpus of stories those 
that introduce neoterms. 

There is a proven potential in oral literature, and there remains much work in the 
utilization of this avenue for the achievement of language planning goals. 

This study has emphasized oral literature. There are of course, text-based 
applications which can benefit from consideration of the term development and 
dissemination principles proposed here. Published folktales are widely accepted nearly 
everywhere. Inclusion of neoterms in contexts which help readers assimilate the 
intended meanings would help raise awareness of the terms. The comparison of oral 
versus print-based mediums should never be seen as a choice of either/or, but one of 
selecting the strategies with the appropriate characteristics in a given setting. Print, for 
instance, is freed from the limitation of requiring the immediate presence of the 
storyteller, and allows editing and refining in a manner unavailable in an oral setting. 
And I have expounded the strengths of the oral medium, i.e., immediacy, flexibility to 
audience needs, and spontaneous creativity. 
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7.3 Closing remarks 

The overarching concern of this study has been to find ways to create new words for 
introduced concepts that will enhance the possibility of appropriate interpretation of 
the words used to express these concepts. Tubiana pointed to the dangers of not 
seeking optimal ways of communicating new concepts: 

…it is to be feared that such misunderstandings as may occur in the apprehension of 
new concepts borne by new words will result in any country in the widening of the 
cultural and social gap between the educated élite and the uneducated masses. This is 
certainly not the wish of the élite. Thus one should be extremely cautious in coining and 
circulating new words, in order to avoid unpredictable distortion of the concepts to be 
popularized. (1986:92) 

Tubiana provides no guidelines on how one should proceed to develop new words 
while maintaining the recommended level of caution. I hope this study provides some 
of those guidelines, and so speakers of many languages will find help in forming 
adequate methods of expressing the multitude of new concepts facing all of us in this 
ever-changing world. 
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Appendix A Metalanguage terms 

Agwara metalanguage terms 

English English English English 

SourceSourceSourceSource    

Agwara TermAgwara TermAgwara TermAgwara Term    Term sourceTerm sourceTerm sourceTerm source    Source glossSource glossSource glossSource gloss    StrategyStrategyStrategyStrategy    

ink pen kayakiɗani kayaꞋa ki iɗani arrow NCM 

writing 

descriptive-phrase 

blackboard makungulu makungulu plank meaning-extension 

book katagarda (Hausa takarda) paper borrowing 

book cover kapalatsu kapalatsu cover meaning-extension 

box kpaꞋa kpaꞋa house meaning-extension 

chalk kaɓisaka kaɓisaka  talc/mineral-

chalk 

meaning-extension 

colon kepeci kepeci divider meaning-extension 

comma kuvuka kuvuka rest meaning-extension 

conjunction koɓolongi ka 

kadanshi 

koɓolongi ka 

kadanshi 

joiners NCM 

speech 

descriptive-phrase 

consonant kagimi kagimi scrap meaning-extension 

dot/dots udyawishi udyawishi dot meaning-extension 

exclamation 

mark 

mereve mereve surprise meaning-extension 

flashcard kagbati ka 

katagarda 

kagbati ka 

katagarda 

piece NCM book descriptive-phrase 

full stop 

(period) 

kashamkpatsu kashamkpatsu stander meaning-extension 

glottal stop kapasukpatsu ka-pasukpatsu NCP-jump-over-

INSTR 

nominalization 

grammar uɓolongi ɓolongu join nominalization 

grammatical 

word 

kashatangi shatangu fill something nominalization 

introduction kuɓayuwa ɓayuwa open nominalization 

key sentence kaciɓiki ku 

udani 

kaciɓiki ku udani reminder of 

word 

descriptive-phrase 
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Agwara metalanguage terms (cont.) 

English SourceEnglish SourceEnglish SourceEnglish Source    Agwara TermAgwara TermAgwara TermAgwara Term    Term sourceTerm sourceTerm sourceTerm source    Source glossSource glossSource glossSource gloss    StrategyStrategyStrategyStrategy    

key word kaciɓatsu ciɓa remember nominalization 

lesson kupiꞋisa piꞋisa learn nominalization 

letter kagitatsu gita-tsu begin-INSTR nominalization 

line kakariki kakariki row meaning-extension 

NCM  

(short form) 

koɓolongi ɓolongu combine/ 

join 

nominalization 

plural ilinabundai ili n abudnai thing with plenty NP-reduction 

preposition kasapangi sapangu point nominalization 

pronoun kulatsu kulatsu so and so meaning-extension 

punctuation koyotsongi yotsongu show/teach nominalization 

question mark keci ece ask nominalization 

quotation 

mark 

kudansika ku-dana-sa-ka ING-say-IT-

DAT 

meaning-extension 

read kece kece count meaning-extension 

review/ 

revision 

uranasaka urana second hoeing meaning-extension 

semi-colon kupanasuka ku-pana-sa-ka ING-listen-IT-

DAT 

meaning-extension 

sentence ushani u 

kadanshi 

ushani u kadanshi filled item NCM 

speech 

descriptive-phrase 

singular ilite ili i te thing NCM one NP-reduction 

space kabanga kabanga  empty space meaning-extension 

spelling vuɗani-vuɗani iɗani writing reduplication 

story arabali (Hausa alabari)  borrowing 

subject vuzavulinga vuza vu ulinga person of work NP-reduction 

syllable katigi tiga press nominalization 

test kukondo kondo test/check-

on/taste 

nominalization 
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Agwara metalanguage terms (cont.) 

English English English English 

SourceSourceSourceSource    

Agwara TermAgwara TermAgwara TermAgwara Term    Term sourceTerm sourceTerm sourceTerm source    Source glossSource glossSource glossSource gloss    StrategyStrategyStrategyStrategy    

underline ukari kara draw nominalization 

verb kayaꞋin yaꞋan do nominalization 

vowel sainnayi sai n ayi only with it word-reduction 

word udani udani saying/adage meaning-extension 

write ɗana ɗana make marks meaning-extension 

writing iɗani iɗani mark meaning-extension 

 

Auna metalanguage terms 

EnglishEnglishEnglishEnglish    

SourceSourceSourceSource    

Auna TermAuna TermAuna TermAuna Term    Term sourceTerm sourceTerm sourceTerm source    Source glossSource glossSource glossSource gloss    StrategyStrategyStrategyStrategy    

ink pen makoronki ma 

mini 

makoronki ma 

mini 

writing-thing 

NCM water 

meaning-extension 

blackboard kagbagala ka 

ikorongi 

kagbagala ka 

ikorongi 

plank NCM 

writing 

meaning-extension 

book tagarada (Hausa)  borrowing 

box kuwa kuwa house meaning-extension 

chalk makoronki ma-korongu-ka NCP-write-DAT nominalization 

colon mapeshe mapeshe twin meaning-extension 

comma matsukpi matsukpi breath meaning-extension 

consonant mashete kashete not-full/half class-shift 

cover kakimbatsu kakimbatsu cover existing-meaning 

dictation ikaꞋakorongu ika a korongu call they write nominalization 

dot udyoɓi udyoɓi dot meaning-extension 

exclamation 

mark 

ugbaɗuma ugbaɗa u uma shaking NCM life NP-reduction 

flash card makiɗi ma 

tagarada 

makiɗi ma 

tagarada 

cut-piece NCM 

book 

meaning-extension 
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Auna metalanguage terms (cont.) 

EnglishEnglishEnglishEnglish    

SourceSourceSourceSource    

Auna TermAuna TermAuna TermAuna Term    Term sourceTerm sourceTerm sourceTerm source    Source glossSource glossSource glossSource gloss    StrategyStrategyStrategyStrategy    

full stop / 

period 

mashamkpatsu ma-shamkpa-tsu NCP-stop-INSTR nominalization 

glottal stop maꞋimkpatsu ma-imkpa-tsu NCP-fly-INSTR nominalization 

grammar tasani tasa pick/select nominalization 

grammatical 

word 

udani u tasani udani u tasani  word NCM 

grammar 

meaning-extension 

hyphen maɓolomgboni ma-ɓolomgbono NCP-join together nominalization 

introduction ukukpa u 

kadyanshi 

ukukpa u 

kadyanshi 

opening NCM 

story 

meaning-extension 

key sentence ukuna u 

maciɓigi 

ukuna u ma-ciɓa-

ka-i 

matter NCM 

remember DAT-

CMPL 

meaning-extension 

key word maciɓigi ma-ciɓa NCP-remember nominalization 

lesson uwenishike uwenishike teaching meaning-extension 

letter uɗyani iɗyani marks meaning-extension 

letter (missive) ukanikorongi akani a ikorongi message NCM 

writing 

NP-reduction 

line kabaru kabaru line existing-meaning 

conjunction maɓolongi ma 

udani 

maɓolongi ma 

udani 

joiner NCM 

words 

meaning-extension 

noun kala kala name meaning-extension 

noun class 

marker (NCM) 

maryoci uryoci sign/symbol meaning-extension 

preposition kasapunki kasapunki pointer meaning-extension 

pronoun kazoli ka kala kazoli ka kala servant of 

noun/name 

meaning-extension 

punctuation marukpi ma-rukpa NCM fall nominalization 

question mark maweciki ma-wece NCM ask nominalization 

quotation 

mark 

matonshiki ma-tonsuko NCM tell / 

review 

nominalization 
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Auna metalanguage terms (cont.) 

EnglishEnglishEnglishEnglish    

SourceSourceSourceSource    

Auna TermAuna TermAuna TermAuna Term    Term sourceTerm sourceTerm sourceTerm source    Source glossSource glossSource glossSource gloss    StrategyStrategyStrategyStrategy    

revision 

sentence 

ukuna u 

matonshiki 

ukuna u utonsuko matter revising meaning-extension 

semi-colon mapeshe ma 

uwunja 

mapeshe ma 

uwunja 

twin NCM tail meaning-extension 

sentence ukuna ukuna matter/topic meaning-extension 

shape utyakpani takpana differentiate nominalization 

space kabala kabala space existing-meaning 

spelling ikasakorongi ikasa i ikorongi calling NCM 

writing 

NP-reduction 

story alabari (Hausa)  borrowing 

subject kayain kayain doer meaning-extension 

syllable kalatu kalatu stem joint meaning-extension 

test kondo kondo test existing-meaning 

verb udanumanyan udani u manyan word NCM work NP-reduction 

vowel utigi katigi brave one class-shift 

word udani dana say nominalization 

write korongu korongu make marks meaning-extension 

writing ikorongi korongu make marks nominalization 

 

Salka metalanguage terms 

EnglishEnglishEnglishEnglish    

SourceSourceSourceSource    

Salka TermSalka TermSalka TermSalka Term    Term sourceTerm sourceTerm sourceTerm source    Source glossSource glossSource glossSource gloss    StrategyStrategyStrategyStrategy    

ink pen maɗanutsu ma 

mini 

maɗanutsu ma 

mini 

scarification 

knife NCM 

water 

descriptive phrase 

blackboard akpatalima akpata a lima plank NCM 

black 

NP-reduction 

book aatagada (Hausa)  borrowing (H) 

chalk uruku uruku white substance meaning-extension 
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Salka metalanguage terms (cont.) 

EnglishEnglishEnglishEnglish    

SourceSourceSourceSource    

Auna TermAuna TermAuna TermAuna Term    Term sourceTerm sourceTerm sourceTerm source    Source glossSource glossSource glossSource gloss    StrategyStrategyStrategyStrategy    

colon mepishe mepishe twins meaning-extension 

comma wivuwun wivuwun resting meaning-extension 

consonant aataɓu ataɓu naked meaning-extension 

cover aapalutsu aapalutsu covering meaning-extension 

dictation ɗewi ɗewe call nominalization 

discourse 

/story 

aalabari (Hausa)  borrowing 

dot madaɓi madaɓi dot/tiny spot meaning-extension 

eraser kimusutsu kimusutsu cleaning cloth meaning-extension 

exclamation 

mark 

ɗekpara U ɗe ta kpara He calls out loud 

enough. 

sentence-reduction 

flash cards matagada ma-atagada NCP-book class-shift 

full stop / 

period 

wisawun wisawun stopping  meaning-extension 

glottal stop iliyazuva ili a zuva thing at up NP-reduction 

grammar moɓolomadanshi moɓolo ma adanshi joiner NCM 

speech 

NP-reduction 

grammatical 

word 

danshimoɓolo danshi moɓolo word joiner NP-reduction 

hyphen wizan wizan tail meaning-extension 

introduction ucuɗuwusa cuɗuwa explain nominalization 

key sentence aadanshi o 

ucira 

aadanshi o ucira speech NCM 

power 

meaning-extension 

key word danshi vu ucira danshi vu ucira word NCM 

power 

meaning-extension 

lesson uritosu uritosu teaching meaning-extension 

letter ɗani ɗana write/make 

designs 

nominalization 

line aakaru aakaru line/scratch meaning-extension 
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Salka metalanguage terms (cont.) 

EnglishEnglishEnglishEnglish    

SourceSourceSourceSource    

Salka TermSalka TermSalka TermSalka Term    Term sourceTerm sourceTerm sourceTerm source    Source glossSource glossSource glossSource gloss    StrategyStrategyStrategyStrategy    

underline aakaru a zala akaru a zala  line NCM under meaning-extension 

margin words 

/conjunction 

moɓoli mo-ɓolo-i NCP-gather  

/combine 

nominalization 

noun aala aala name meaning-extension 

noun class 

marker 

ciꞋin ciꞋin clay/mortar meaning-extension 

preposition shitowin shiton fill nominalization 

pronoun aajiyala aajiyala king’s 

representative 

meaning-extension 

punctuation rocowi roco-i show-Nom nominalization 

question yeci yeci (from ece) question nominal 

from ‘ask’ 

existing-meaning 

quotation 

mark 

mokoɗo ma 

aadanshi 

mokoɗo ma 

aadanshi 

cutting NCM 

speech 

meaning-extension 

read ɗenuna ɗe nu una call with mouth sentence-reduction 

review kambisa kamba-isa return-once meaning-extension 

semi-colon mawizan mawizan small tail meaning-extension 

sentence aadanshi aadanshi speech meaning-extension 

singular ilita ili i ta thing NCM one NP-reduction 

space aabala aabala space meaning-extension 

spelling maɓatsa ma 

danshi 

maɓatsa ma danshi splitting NCM 

words 

meaning-extension 

subject yiwin yiwin hard worker meaning-extension 

syllable kunku kunku block meaning-extension 

teaching box makpati ma-akpati NCM-box class-shift 

title aaciyadanshi aaci a danshi head NCM 

speech 

NP-reduction 

verb mayan ma-yuwan NCP-do nominalization 

vowel lingi lingi hard worker meaning-extension 
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Salka metalanguage terms (cont.) 

EnglishEnglishEnglishEnglish    

SourceSourceSourceSource    

Salka TermSalka TermSalka TermSalka Term    Term sourceTerm sourceTerm sourceTerm source    Source glossSource glossSource glossSource gloss    StrategyStrategyStrategyStrategy    

word danshi adanshi speech class-shift 

write ɗana ɗana make marks meaning-extension 

writing iɗana iɗana marks meaning-extension 

‘ING’-form uyuwusan u 

mayan 

u-yuwan-sa u 

mayan 

ING-do-IT NCM 

work 

descriptive-phrase 
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Appendix B Religious terms 

Agwara religious terms 

EnglishEnglishEnglishEnglish    

SourceSourceSourceSource    

Agwara TermAgwara TermAgwara TermAgwara Term    Term sTerm sTerm sTerm sourceourceourceource    Source glossSource glossSource glossSource gloss    StrategyStrategyStrategyStrategy    

angel kalingata kalingata messenger meaning-extension 

anointed one vuza vu uzagbi vuza vu uzagbi person NCM 

chosen 

meaning-extension 

Antichrist vurala vu Yesu vurala vu Yesu enemy NCM 

Jesus 

meaning-extension 

Apostle azusuki aza usuki  people sent  descriptive-phrase 

baptism kusumbu ka 

akucina 

kusumbu ka 

akucina 

bath NCM 

swearing 

/promise 

descriptive-phrase 

believe neke kaɗu neke kaɗu give heart meaning-extension 

bless/blessing una u singai u zuwai wu una u 

singai 

He put him mouth 

NCM good 

existing-meaning 

body ikyamba ikyamba body existing-meaning 

Christ Kirisiti Kishi (Christ) k-isa-i NCP-save borrowing / NP 

corpse keven keven corpse existing-meaning 

covenant uzuwakpa ni 

wu una 

uzuwakpa ni wu 

una 

NCP-put with 

NCM mouth 

existing-meaning 

cross maɗanga ma 

atakaci 

maɗanga ma 

atakaci 

tree NCM 

suffering 

meaning-extension 

curse una u 

gbanigbani 

una u gbanigbani mouth NCM evil existing-meaning 

disciple makumitoni maku ma itoni child NCM 

follower 

NP-reduction 

evil spirit wunlai u 

gbanigbani 

wunlai u 

gbanigbani 

wind NCM evil existing-meaning 

feast of 

unleavened 

bread 

kaɗiva ko 

buroji vu 

molokoi 

kaɗiva ko buroji 

vu molokoi 

feast NCM bread 

NCM hurrying 

descriptive-phrase 

forgiveness kucinukpa ku-cinukpa NCP-forget existing-meaning 
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Agwara religious terms (cont.) 

EnglishEnglishEnglishEnglish    

SourceSourceSourceSource    

Agwara TermAgwara TermAgwara TermAgwara Term    Term sourceTerm sourceTerm sourceTerm source    Source glossSource glossSource glossSource gloss    StrategyStrategyStrategyStrategy    

Gentile aza a na a 

kpaɗa yi 

kuyeve Kashile 

aza a na a kpaɗa 

yi kuyeve Kashile  

people NCM REL 

NCM unable him 

knowing God 

descriptive-phrase 

glory kucikpa ku-cikpa NCP-praise existing-meaning 

gospel kadanshi ka 

Kashile 

kadanshi ka 

Kashile  

speech NCM God meaning-extension 

heaven gaɗi gaɗi sky meaning-extension 

hell kpaꞋa ka akina kpaꞋa ka akina house NCM fire meaning-extension 

just vuza singai vuza singai person good meaning-extension 

kingdom of 

God 

tsugono tsu 

Kashile 

tsugono tsu 

Kashile 

kingdom NCM 

God 

meaning-extension 

Lord Vuzavaguɗu vuza va aguɗu person NCM high phrase-reduction 

love ucigi ucigi love/want existing-meaning 

mercy asuvu a yali asuvu a yali inside NCM pity meaning-extension 

miracle ili i mereve ili i mereve thing NCM 

surprise 

meaning-extension 

parable ili i kuyotsongu ili i kuyotsongu thing NCM 

showing 

meaning-extension 

Passover kaɗiva ka 

kupasamgbanai 

kaɗiva ka 

kupasamgbanai 

feast of crossing 

over 

descriptive-phrase 

Pharisee (PL) nlum n kuyeve nlum n kuyeve teacher-PL NCM 

knowing 

meaning-extension 

preach kudana uma 

kadanshi ka 

Kashile 

kudana uma 

kadanshi ka 

Kashile  

telling people 

speech NCM God 

descriptive-phrase 

priest ganu ganu traditional priest meaning-extension 

prophet vuma vu 

Kashile 

vuma vu Kashile person NCM God meaning-extension 

pure singai singai good existing-meaning 
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Agwara religious terms (cont.) 

EnglishEnglishEnglishEnglish    

SoSoSoSourceurceurceurce    

Agwara TermAgwara TermAgwara TermAgwara Term    Term sourceTerm sourceTerm sourceTerm source    Source glossSource glossSource glossSource gloss    StrategyStrategyStrategyStrategy    

redeem kishi ku unushi kishi ku unushi NCP-save NCM 

offense 

meaning-extension 

repent kushika unushi kushika unushi crying offence meaning-extension 

Sabbath Ashibi (Hausa)  borrowing 

sacrifice alyuka alyuka sacrifice existing-meaning 

Sadducee aza a kanananai aza a kanananai people NCM 

argument 

meaning-extension 

Satan Kalijani kalijani Satan existing-meaninga 

save kisa ku-isa ING-receive/save meaning-extension 

scribe (PL) nlum mi iɗani nlum mi iɗani teacher-PL NCM 

writing 

meaning-extension 

a This term can be traced to Arabic jin ‘genie/spirit’ via Hausa. However, it has been 
thoroughly adopted, with Kambari morphology and phonology applied, and is not 
acknowledged as a loan word by Kambari speakers. 

Auna religious terms 

EnglishEnglishEnglishEnglish    

SourceSourceSourceSource    

Auna TermAuna TermAuna TermAuna Term    Term sourceTerm sourceTerm sourceTerm source    Source glossSource glossSource glossSource gloss    StrategyStrategyStrategyStrategy    

angel katsumate ka 

zuba 

katsumate ka zuba messenger 

NCM up 

class-shift 

anoint tsungu tsungu pour existing-meaning 

Antichrist tokulalakiristi utokulala u Kiristi enemy NCM 

Christ 

NP-reduction 

apostle kamonzo (Hausa)  borrowing 

baptize lyuɓugu lyuɓugu dip under 

water 

meaning-extension 

believe pityanangu pityanangu lean-on meaning-extension 

bless una u shinga una u shinga mouth of good existing-meaning 

body ikyamba ikyamba body meaning-extension 
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Auna religious terms (cont.) 

EnglishEnglishEnglishEnglish    

SourceSourceSourceSource    

Agwara TermAgwara TermAgwara TermAgwara Term    Term sourceTerm sourceTerm sourceTerm source    Source glossSource glossSource glossSource gloss    StrategyStrategyStrategyStrategy    

Christ Kiristi Kawauwi (Christ) 

 ka-wauwa 

Christ NCP-

save 

borrowing / 

nominalization 

clean sarara sarara clean meaning-extension 

corpse kakushe kakushe corpse existing-meaning 

covenant kayamgbani kayamgbani agreement meaning-extension 

cross mawandamgbani ma-wandamgbana NCP-lay 

across 

nominalization 

curse yan una yan una do mouth existing-meaning 

disciple katoni katoni follower meaning-extension 

father/lord asheku asheku father meaning-extension 

glory tsupige tsupige bigness existing-meaning 

gospel kadyanshi ka 

shinga 

kadyanshi ka 

shinga 

story NCM 

good 

meaning-extension 

heaven zuba zuba up existing-meaning 

hell akina akina fire meaning-extension 

Holy Spirit Kulu keri kulu ku eri shade/spirit 

NCM white 

NP-reduction 

Israel IsaraꞋila (English)  borrowing 

Jew Yahuda (Hausa)  borrowing 

judgment afada (Hausa)  borrowing 

just mai mai good 

/appropriate 

meaning-extension 

kingdom of 

God 

tsugono tsu 

Kashila 

tsugono tsu 

Kashila 

kingdom 

NCM God 

existing-meaning 

mercy iyali iyali pity existing-meaning 

parable agisani agisani illustration meaning-extension 

Pharisee kafarishi (English)  borrowing 
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Auna religious terms (cont.) 

EnglishEnglishEnglishEnglish    

SourceSourceSourceSource    

Agwara TermAgwara TermAgwara TermAgwara Term    Term sourceTerm sourceTerm sourceTerm source    Source glossSource glossSource glossSource gloss    StrategyStrategyStrategyStrategy    

priest makoshi ma 

kuwa ku 

Kashila 

makoshi ma kuwa 

ku Kashila 

Elder of the 

room of God 

descriptive noun 

phrase 

prophet matsumate katsumate messenger meaning-extension 

soul uma uma life meaning-extension 

temple kuwa ku Kashila  kuwu ku Kashila  room NCM 

God 

meaning-extension 

unclean ashinda ashinda  dirty meaning-extension 

love uciga uciga want / desire existing-meaning 

world likimbab likimba world existing-meaning 

Zealot Kanani (Hausa)  borrowing 

b Likimba ‘world’ is a re-introduced term. It is known to the older generations, but was not 
in use among the younger generations until KLP chose to promote the word. It is a noun 
class shift cognate with Tsikimba ‘Auna Kambari language’ and Akimba ‘tribal autonym’. 

 

Salka religious terms 

EnglishEnglishEnglishEnglish    

SourceSourceSourceSource    

Salka TermSalka TermSalka TermSalka Term    Term sourceTerm sourceTerm sourceTerm source    Source glossSource glossSource glossSource gloss    StrategyStrategyStrategyStrategy    

angel malingata ma 

Asula 

malingata ma 

Asula  

messenger NCM 

God 

meaning-extension 

anoint tsun tsun pour existing-term 

Antichrist rala va Yesu rala va XXX enmity NCM 

someone 

meaning-extension 

apostle aajiya aajiya representative meaning-extension 

baptize rumbu rumbu dip under meaning-extension 

Beelzubub BaꞋalzabu (English/Hausa)  borrowing 

belief ushi usu answer-NOM nominalization 

believe usu usu answer existing-meaning 

bless zuwa abaꞋun zuwa abaꞋun put blessing existing-meaning 
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Salka religious terms (cont.) 

EnglishEnglishEnglishEnglish    

SourceSourceSourceSource    

Salka TermSalka TermSalka TermSalka Term    Term sourceTerm sourceTerm sourceTerm source    SourceSourceSourceSource    glossglossglossgloss    StrategyStrategyStrategyStrategy    

blessed (one) za va abaꞋun za va abaꞋun one (person) 

NCM blessing 

existing-meaning 

blessing abaꞋun abaꞋun blessing existing-meaning 

body lipu lipu body meaning-extension 

Christ Kristi 

Zamawawa 

(Christ) za 

mawawa 

one saving 

(people) 

borrowing/phrase-

reduction 

clean cece cece clean meaning-extension 

corpse aakwakwa aakwakwa  corpse existing-term 

covenant alikawali (Hausa)  borrowing 

cross aakpata aakpata plank meaning-extension 

curse yuwan una yuwan una  do mouth existing-meaning 

Cyrene Kurani (Hausa)  borrowing 

disciple otoni otoni follower meaning-extension 

flesh mpasa mpasa blood meaning-extension 

heaven zuva zuva up meaning-extension 

hell akina akina fire existing-meaning 

Holy akiza kizakiza neat word-reduction 

Israel IsraꞋila (English)  borrowing 

Kingdom of 

God 

tsugono tsa 

Asula 

tsugono tsa Asula  kingdom of God meaning-extension 

lord mogono ma 

gbain 

mogono ma gbain king NCM big meaning-extension 

love icigi icigi love existing-term 

miracle asalama asalama a surprise existing-meaning 

Mount of 

Olives 

Masasan ma 

Zetun 

(Hausa) mountain NCM 

olives 

NP / borrowing 

myrrh mur (English)  borrowing 

Pharisee Mafarishi (English)  borrowing 
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Salka religious terms (cont.) 

EnglishEnglishEnglishEnglish    

SourceSourceSourceSource    

Salka TermSalka TermSalka TermSalka Term    Term sourceTerm sourceTerm sourceTerm source    Source glossSource glossSource glossSource gloss    StrategyStrategyStrategyStrategy    

preach lazuwa lazuwa ATR spokesman 

for someone 

meaning-extension 

repent vadala vadala turn around meaning-extension 

soul asuvu asuvu insides meaning-extension 

spirit ululu ululu shade existing-meaning 

synagogue/ 

church 

aaꞋisa aaꞋisa prayer house meaning-extension 

Temple aaꞋisamapaɗa aaꞋisa a mapaɗa prayer house 

NCM 

slaughtering 

(sacrifice) 

NP-reduction 

unclean ushindalu ushindalu  impure existing-meaning 

world uvaɗi uvaɗi world meaning-extension 
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Appendix C Sample teaching folktale 

Come, come. There are some words. 

They may be something, they may be worthless. 

Lies, Lies, Lies. 

There was a time in the forest that all the animals were very poor. Lion did not 
know what to do. Before, everything had been very nice, with no problems, but things 
had changed. Before, the people would only walk, or sometime ride camels and 
donkeys. But now, people would climb into boxes and disappear. The boxes would 
move very fast, and sometimes they would return later and the people would reappear. 
Sometimes it was the same people, sometimes different people. Everything in the world 
had changed since Lion was a small boy. 

Lion called all his advisers. They talked and talked. Not one of them knew what to 
do. Their talking was just noise, blah da blah da blah blah blah. After he grew tired of 
the talking, Lion stopped them all and said, ‘I may not be very wise, but I am wise 
enough to know that I am not wise. I will send two of my subjects to school.’ He looked 
all around his kingdom, and called Rabbit and Dog to come to the palace. 

‘Rabbit and Dog,’ Lion told them, ‘You have been selected for a special purpose. You 
are to go to the school with people and learn all of these new things. Then you will 
return and teach us so that we will not be poor forever.’ 

So Rabbit and Dog went to school. Lion gave them uniforms and books and pens 
that mark with water and pencils that mark without water, and everything they 
needed. Rabbit and Dog enjoyed the school. They made many friends. In the afternoon, 
they were the very best ones playing football, because they were very fast runners. At 
the end of the year, they took exams. 

Rabbit received his marks. They were not the best marks. They were not the worst 
marks. Rabbit was happy. The marks were good enough. 

Dog received his marks. From among all the pupils, Dog had the lowest marks. Dog 
cried and was afraid to go back to the forest. He truly wanted to learn. The teacher saw 
that Dog was sad, and called him. 

He said, ‘Dog, I know you work hard in the school, but you do not work wisely. 
Perhaps, before the next session you should go and talk to Jagaba, that old old man 
who used to farm plenty. He is wise.’ The teacher tried to encourage Dog, ‘You work 
hard but do not do well on exams. Rabbit he does not work at all, and passes the 
exams. Next session the work is more difficult. Go see that farmer, and we will know at 
the end who will surpass whom. 

Rabbit went to the forest and talked and talked. Dog did not return to the forest. He 
went to the house of Jagaba with all his books and work from the school. He stayed 
three months with Jagaba. The man was so old he never left his house. 
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Dog explained everything to the old man. He did not reply anything; he only sat 
thinking and thinking. After a long time he asked Dog, ‘Will you do farming for me?’ 
The dog agreed. ‘Good,’ said the old man. ‘Tomorrow you will go to the place by the 
river, where they stay long that nobody does farming.’ 

That night, the old man did not sleep. When Dog was sleeping, he left the house 
very quietly. He went to the place by the river and he worked all night. He gathered 
large stones and put them in different places in an uncultivated field. Before light came 
he returned to the house. 

That morning, Dog prepared to go to the farm. The old man told him to make one 
section (ugesu), starting near the junction of the paths, then he should come home. 

Dog arrived at the farm and began work. Near the junction there was a very big tree 
stump. He could not start the section right at the edge, he had to move and leave a 
space at the start. He began working the first row. He made that ridge and started on 
the second row. The sun was already hot. Before he finished the second row, he 
stopped a moment and wiped the sweat from his head. He immediately returned to 
work. Near the end of the second row, he met a stone. He had to stop hoeing and move 
the rock. Then he returned to hoeing. He did not take any serious rest, but from time to 
time he would wipe his head, or have to stop to move a stone. When he finished the 
section, he returned to the house of the old man. 

At the house, Jagaba asked Dog to tell everything that happened at the farm. He 
should not forget to tell any part of it. Dog started to talk. 

‘I reached the place, and met that big tree. I had to leave a space before I could start 
the first row. In the second row, I rested a moment to wipe my head. Near the end of 
that row, I met a rock. The rock stopped me. I moved it and continued. It happened 
like that several times. Sometimes I would find a rock before I wiped my head; 
sometimes I would wipe my head between rocks. Then I finished one section and came 
home.’ 

The next day the same thing happened. And again the next day. Each day Dog 
would make one, two, or three sections, just as the old farmer said to do. Then Dog 
finished the farm. 

When Dog finished the farm, the old man said, ‘Good. Go and bring your books.’ 
Dog brought the books. ‘Open the book.’ Dog opened the book. ‘Before you read, tell 
me again about what happened at the farm.’ 

Dog told the story again. He told about starting the section with a space from the 
edge. He told about the pause to wipe his head. He told about the stones that made 
him stop. He told how that he worked without any serious rest until the end of the 
section. He told how he would start a new section and work the same way. 

‘Good’, said the old man. ‘Now, look at the book and remember the farm. Do not 
read yet, only tell me what you see.’ Dog was surprised. He saw the farm. He saw the 
space before he started the first row. He saw the place where he wiped his head. There 
was a mark at that place. It was the mark his teacher called ‘wivuwun’. He saw the 
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place where he had met stones to stop him. He even saw small round dots that were 
the ‘wisawun.’ He saw the book had many sections. 

‘Jagaba!’ Dog was excited. ‘I understand! When I read it is like the work of the farm. 
There are sections, there are rests, and there are stoppers. I know I have to read a 
complete section before any serious rest.’ 

Dog returned to school for the following session. Rabbit returned also. Rabbit did 
like before, and did not work hard. Dog remembered about the farm. He saw and heard 
many words at school that made him think of other things. By the end of the term, Dog 
was the best pupil. Rabbit was the lowest in the class. 

They returned to the forest. Lion saw all that Dog had learned, and all that Rabbit 
had not learned. Dog stayed for a time and taught the animals. Life in the forest 
improved. Lion called Dog to the palace. ‘You have done well.’ he said. ‘I have a special 
work for you. Go and live with the people. Learn how they do. From time to time you 
come and teach us.’ So Dog did that. 

That is how Dog came to live with people, and why Dog loves to run in the bush. 

The story scurries under the water pots. 
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Appendix D Sample letters 

The letters reproduced here are taken from the correspondence files of KLP. The first is 
from a teacher requesting classroom supplies such as kerosene, chalk, and exercise 
books. The second is from a workman who has provided much of the maintenance 
labor needed for the KLP facilities. He is requesting financial assistance for the occasion 
of naming his newborn daughter. The terms utilized are indicated with boxes and 
glossed in the margins. 

 

reading 
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Mepepelume ‘butterfly’ 
used here for paper/letter. 
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Appendix E Kambari structure 

This presentation of the phonological and grammatical structures common to the three 
Kambari co-languages (Agwara, Auna, and Salka) focuses on constructions that are 
relevant to the formation of neoterms and the discussion of oral dissemination. For 
simplicity of reference, I will use ‘Kambari’ when referring to elements that are 
common to all three. The reader should bear in mind that the actual database for these 
claims is not the entire Kambari cluster. However, it is a fair assumption that elements 
common to the three languages represented here will be similar in other Kambari co-
languages. 

E. 1 Kambari phonological patterns 

The phonological framework is one of the areas of greatest similarity between the three 
co-languages considered in this study. The three languages share the same phonemic 
inventory, word structures, and phonological processes. The phonological 
distinctiveness of each co-language is maintained by each language assigning 
prominence to a distinct subset of the patterns. The underlying unity among the co-
languages is quite striking in formal analysis. However, the observation of aural data, 
cognate percentages, and the inability of mother-tongue speakers to communicate 
across the co-languages leads to the conclusion that they are indeed separate 
languages. 

The phonological presentation below is illustrated with Agwara Kambari data. 

E.1.1 Word and syllable patterns 

The most common word patterns are the following: 

 V [à] ‘they’ 
CV [nà] ‘here’ 
VCV [ómò] ‘monkeys’ 
NCV [ḿ̩mà] ‘mother’ 
CVCV [kəɗú] ‘heart’ 
VCVCV [èdèlè] ‘gourd-PL’ 
NCVCV [ǹ̩lálà] ‘sheep-PL’ 
CVCVC [kòɓòm] ‘bush paw-paw’ 
CVCVCV [kànákà] ‘cow’ 
N [n̩]̀ ‘I’  

(Syllabic nasals are homorganic with the following sound, so that the example above 
could also be [m] or [ŋ] in appropriate environments; [n] is the default value for 
reference in this work.) 
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The most common syllable patterns are the following: 

 V [ ó.mò ]  ‘monkey’ 
 CV [ sù.má ] ‘run’ 
 CVC [ kò.ɓòm ] ‘bush paw-paw’ 
 N [ m̩̀.pásà ] ‘blood’ 

E.1.2 Phoneme charts 

Tables 1 and 2 show the phonemes of the languages. The language has six vowels and 
twenty-six consonant phonemes. 

 

 Front Central Back 

 Unround Round 

Close [+hi] i  u 

Half-close [–hi –low] e ə o 

Open [+low]  a  

Table 1. Kambari vowel phonemes 

The schwa is written <a> in Kambari orthographies. 

 

 Bilabial Labio-
dental 

Alveolar Palatal Velar Labio-
velar 

Glottal 

Plosive p    t    k  kp ʔ 

 b    d    ɡ  ɡb  

Implosive ɓ    ɗ        

Fricative   f  s  ʃ     h 

   v  z        

Affricate     ts  c      

       j      

Nasal m    n        

Approximant w      y      

Lateral      l ř       

Table 2. Kambari consonant phonemes 
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E.1.3 Vowel discussion 

E.1.3.1 Nasalization 

Nasalized vowels occur in two positions in the language. First, nasalization spreads 
from right to left from a nasal consonant, and will spread through continuant 
consonants (which for Kambari includes glottal stop). For example: 

[cãǹúkú]  ‘take’ 
[fəb̀ə̃ǹə]̀  ‘take by force’ 
[ãỳi ̃ǹvíkì]  ‘breath’ 

This nasalization is a natural phonological process; no contrast can be found between 
oral and nasal vowels in this environment. 

[cãǹúkú] ‘take’  *[canuku]15 does not occur, etc. 

The second place nasalized vowels occur is word final. In the word and syllable 
patterns section above (E.1.1), a …CVC# word pattern was established. In fact, the 
only consonant occurring word-finally is /m/. One would expect /n/ to also occur, 
making the natural class of nasal consonants available for the word-final consonant 
slot. However, /n/ never occurs word-finally. Nasalized vowels occur word-finally, but 
no contrast exists between an /n/-final word and a nasalized vowel word finally: 

[kádã]̀  ‘fish’ *[kadan] does not occur. 

Furthermore, if a word ends with a nasalized vowel, the same right-to-left spreading 
occurs: 

[i ̃ẁã]̀  ‘refuse’  [ɡãʔ̀ã]́ ‘good’ 

These facts allow analysis of a word-final /n/ that activates a nasalization process on 
the appropriate vowels, and then is deleted by a separate phonological process. Thus 
all instances of nasalized vowels are treated as allophones of oral vowels occurring in 
the presence of nasal consonants: 

U.F.  /cànúkú/  ‘take’ 

Nasal spread  cãnuku  

/n#/ deletion  ------  

S.F.  [cãǹúkú]  

U.F.   /kádàn/   ‘fish’ 

Nasal spread   kadãn  

/n#/ deletion   kadã  

S.F.   [kádã]̀ 

                                                   
15 The examples of non-occurring forms will not be tone marked, as there is no reference from which to 
draw the tone data. 
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U.F.   /ìwàn/   ‘refuse’ 

Nasal spread   ĩwãn  

/n#/ deletion   ĩwã  

S.F.    [i ̃ẁã]̀ 

In the remainder of this work, the material in phonemic representation (i.e. between 
forward slashes) will assume the above analysis and no direct indication of nasalized 
vowels will be given. 

E.1.3.2 Length 

Kambari has a limited number of lexical items distinguished by vowel length, and a 
greater number of items with phonetic vowel length where there is no contrastive 
lexical item. Unless directly related to the point in question, lexical vowel length will 
not be indicated in data examples.16 There are a number of single vowel morphemes 
that combine to form double vowel constructions, realized phonetically as length. 
These are represented in the data as two identical vowels. 

E.1.3.3 Diphthongs 

Nearly all the occurrences of diphthongs in Kambari come about by combinations of 
morphemes. For this reason diphthongs are not listed in the phoneme chart, and are 
represented in data by adjacent vowels. 

E.1.3.4 Vowel co-occurrence restrictions 

Kambari exhibits a system that limits which vowels can occur together in a word. The 
[+hi] vowels /i, u/ can occur freely, at any place in a phonological word and in any 
combination with any other vowels, including each other. The [-hi] vowels /e, o, a, ə/ 
cannot occur with each other inside of a phonological word. A word may have any 
number of instances of any single [-hi] vowel and any number of either or both of the 
[+hi] vowels. Thus, the following words are acceptable Kambari forms: (Agwara) 

/àwàyà/ ‘beans’, /mùkú/ ‘children’, /màkú / ‘child’, /bònó / ‘return’, /èʃèkù / ‘fathers’, /kòmòcì/ ‘stranger’, 
/əǹək̀ù/ ‘mother’, /mòɡònò/ ‘king’ /kàʃìnà/ ‘farm’, /ɡìtə/́ ‘begin’ 

The following forms would be unacceptable, rejected by the vowel co-occurrence 
restrictions: 

*/awəya/ */ameko/ */oʃeku/ 

                                                   
16 The KLP orthographies reflect lexical vowel length only on words which could be confused in normal 
communication contexts. Perhaps a dozen words are marked for lexical vowel length in each 
orthography. 
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With minor variations between the three languages,17 the same process controls the 
vowel combinations allowed within a given phonological word. The allowable 
combinations are summarized in table 3. 

X = the pair occurs 0 = the pair does not occur 

  Vowels that follow 

  i u e o ə a 

Initial i X X X X X X 

Vowels u X X X X X X 

 e X X X 0000    0000    0000    

 o X X 0000    X 0000    0000    

 ə X X 0000    0000    X 0000    

 a X X 0000    0000    0000    X 

Table 3. Vowel co-occurrence 

E.1.4 Consonant Discussion 

E.1.4.1 Length 

Lexical consonant length is treated both phonemically and orthographically in the same 
manner as vowel length. There are no grammatical constructions formed by a geminate 
consonant. 

E.1.4.2 Consonant modifications 

Labialized and palatalized consonants occur, but are not widespread in the lexicon. For 
this reason they are not listed in the consonant chart. A syllable pattern CSV could be 
posited with S representing semivowels. This would account for the relatively few 
occurrences without tripling the consonant phoneme inventory. 

E.1.4.3 Consonant distribution 

Nasal consonants occur in the syllable coda word medially as well as word finally. 
Sonorant consonants appear in the coda during stream speech, especially when the next 
consonant is homorganic. This is the result of vowel elision, not an underlying 
phonological structure. 

                                                   
17 The most prominent exception is that Auna nouns exclude the initial syllable that marks noun class 
membership, thus Auna allows words such as kagovu ‘axe’, which appear to mix /a/ and /o/ in a single 
word. In Auna, the vowel co-occurrence restrictions operate from the first vowel of the root, treating the 
noun class prefix syllable as a phonologically isolated preposed particle. 
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E.1.5 Allophones 

[n/ŋ]: [ŋ] only occurs before [k] and [ɡ]; [n] never occurs before [k] and [ɡ]. 
Therefore, [n/ŋ] are allophones of the phoneme /n/. 

 Velarization: /n/ � [ŋ] / ____ C [+velar] 

UF  /dènɡé/ ‘sell’  /bànká/ ‘take’ 

Velarization  deŋɡe    baŋka 

SF  [dèŋɡé]   [bàŋká] 

 

[u/ɨ]: [ɨ] only occurs when adjacent syllables (on either side of the phone) lack a 
[+labial] feature. 

 Vowel reduction: /u / � [ɨ] / [-labial]18 

(Salka)  

UF    /tsù-sáʔàn/ (NCP-NounRoot) ‘okra’ 

V reduction   tsɨ saʔan 

nasalization   tsɨ ̃sãʔã  

SF    [tsi ̃s̀ãʔ́ã]̀  

[o / ɔ] and [e / ɛ]: These two pairs of phones operate in limited free variation in 
Salka Kambari. The symbols /o, e/ are utilized to represent the phonemes in phonemic 
and orthographic data. 

 [ɔk̀ɔẃɔ]̀~[ɔk̀ówò]  ‘eggs’ 
[ɔl̀ɔ]́~[ɔl̀ó] ‘marry’ 
[kɔɗ̀ɔ]́~[kɔɗ̀ó]  ‘break’ 

 [ɛt̀ɛl̀ɛ]̀~[ɛt̀ɛl̀è]~[ɛt̀èlè] ‘bones’ 
[ɛǹɛ]́~[ɛǹé] ‘see’ 
[kɛd̀ɛl̀ɛ]̀~[kɛd̀ɛl̀è]~[kɛd̀èlè] ‘gourd’ 

Both pairs show a progression restriction; if there is an [ɛ] or [ɔ], it will come before 
the [e] or [o]. Thus *[koɗɔ], *[etɛlɛ] and *[ɛtelɛ] are disallowed. 

E.1.6 Tone 

The language has two contrastive tone levels. The following tone patterns are found in 
Kambari. 

                                                   
18 The traditional ‘_____’ in a formal rule is omitted to indicate the [-labial] environment is the 
phonological trigger whether it precedes or follows the phoneme. 
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On two-syllable nouns: 

 LL [mər̀ə]̀  ‘beer’ 
HL [ómò]  ‘monkeys’ 

On three-syllable nouns: 

 LHL [kəp̀əĺù] ‘flower’ 
LLL [mòtòkù] ‘chicken’ 

On verbs (in the simplest form, i.e. singular imperative): 

 LH [pàná]  ‘listen!’ 

While contrastive tone can be established by careful elicitation of minimal pairs, the 
total number of tone pairs is very small (at most 15–20 pairs of words in each 
language), and in nearly all instances words coming from different word classes are 
involved, e.g., 

[èné] ‘see!’ [ènè] ‘leg-PL’ 

Even when the words are from the same lexical category as in the case of [cìʔìn] 
‘clay/mud’ and [cìʔín] ‘belly/intestine’ the semantic content is so distinct as to make 
confusion in actual language context extremely rare. There is a small functional load 
for tone in Kambari. The mother-tongue speaker has a sense of ‘normal’ tone patterns 
for a word, similar to the sense of proper stress placement in English.19 Variations from 
the expected tone patterns will be understood correctly, eliciting a response of ‘I 
understand you, but that is not quite how we say it.’ Such ‘tone errors’ will not produce 
contrastive natural utterances, and are seen only as a foreign accent by Kambari 
speakers. 

These factors allow a practical orthography that does not mark tone, and does 
effectively convey the full meaning of the text to the reader. In the phonemic 
representations tone is marked as a convenience to the reader; it is not an essential 
element of the points being illustrated. 

E.1.7 Phonological considerations for /y/ and /w/ 

This description has passed lightly over the role of /y, w/ adjacent to consonants. A 
concise theoretical description of the behavior of the phones is possible using a 
metrical phonology approach that allows two V units in the syllable rhyme (see 
Goldsmith (1990:151)). 

This approach can eliminate /y, w/, all the palatalized and labialized consonants, 
diphthongs and long vowel phonemes, thereby producing a phonemic inventory of six 
vowels and twenty-two consonants. Combined with the vowel co-occurrence 
restrictions mentioned above, it explains the behavior of long vowels, syllable structure 

                                                   
19 The staff of KLP have had extensive linguistic training, and work with the language day to day. 
Nevertheless, when they are given the same word list to mark tone with a time interval of a few months 
or more, a number of the words will be marked differently on the two lists. 
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in multi-morphemic words, and tone patterns across strings of transcribed vowels. The 
analysis, briefly presented, is as follows. 

VV and CVV are added to the syllable inventory. All occurrences of [y, w] are 
treated phonemically as /i, u/. Semivowel conversion rules based on the qualities of 
surrounding morphemes and possible syllable templates create the surface 
[+consonantal] forms. All palatalized or labialized consonants are a result of a CVV 
syllable with a [+hi] vowel in V1. Diphthongs are simply VV syllables where V2 is 
[+hi]. Long vowels are also simple sequences of VV where V1 and V2 are identical 
vowels. VV filled by non-identical [-hi] vowels is prevented by vowel co-occurrence 
restrictions. 

In addition to the simplification of the phoneme inventory, it explains why no tone 
glides occur, even when there are adjacent vowels created by morpheme combinations. 
Each syllable has a single tone and since VV is a single syllable no tone combinations 
can occur to produce falling or rising tone. Such an analysis also conforms to the 
stress/timing factors of the language, where the majority of VV occurrences receive a 
single stress with slight temporal length, yet a few VV occurrences receive two stress 
realizations. These latter are analyzed as two V syllables occurring in sequence. 

Further consideration of the theoretical implications of this analysis is beyond the 
purview of this study. Pragmatic considerations in orthography design result in the 
metrical approach and the traditional many-phonemed approach producing identical 
standardized orthographies. The phonemic representation here will retain the 
traditional roles for /y, w/. 

E.2 A grammatical sketch of Kambari 

The examples are presented here in phonemic transcription to allow the representation 
of tone. Tone values of individual morphemes in context may vary from the tone values 
of the same morphemes in isolation, but this tone variation is never the only variation 
in the phrase, as other segmental elements also change. The tone variation does not in 
and of itself carry semantic content. The word division shown in the data is standard 
Kambari orthographic conventions. 

E.2.1 The phrase structure rules of Kambari 

Conventions:  

  ( ) = optional element 

  { } = choose one of the items contained therein 

  � = ‘is rewritten as’, the basic generative rule structure 

  [xx] = grammatical role carried by the element. 
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S � (T/S Marker) (NP[su]) VP (NP[io]) (NP[do]) (PP) (ADV) (NEG) 

NP � N ModP (ART) 

ModP � NCM {N, ADJ, Possessive-Pro, Dem} 

VP � {NCM, SubjPro} (Pre-Part)* V (Pro[do/io]) (Post-Part)* 

PP � P NP 

* Preposed and postposed particles provide tense/aspect/mood information  
at the phrase level. 

The S rule above is a compilation of all the possible grammatical units in a 
sentence, but no single natural sentence would incorporate every element. A common 
transitive sentence is: (Salka) 

/ɗáɗà  makùtù mà ɓàsùshí ìramba/ 
then leper NCM beat.IT blind.man 
(T/S Marker) (NP[su]) (VP ------------) (NP[do]) 

‘Then the leper beat the blind man. ~ Then the leper hit the blind man over and over.’ 

The basic noun phrase consists of a head noun, a noun class marker, and a modifier 
element. These modifier elements can be nouns (usually a genitive construction), 
possessive pronouns, other noun phrases, and a small set of adjectives. Numerals 
function grammatically as adjectives. 

The following NP, taken from a folktale, is unusual in its complexity, but 
exemplifies the NP and ModP structures, including embedding. (Salka) 

/ùbata ù mòɡònò má cìmbà mò ùdòrò/ 
place NCM king NCM farming NCM Udoro (a town) 

(NP----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------) 

 (ModP------------------------------------------------) 

   (NP----------------------------) 

    (ModP-----------) 

   (NP with NP head--------------------------) 

      (ModP--------) 

‘The house of the best farmer in Udoro’ 

A sentence segment from the folktale of the blind man and the leper illustrates a 
more complex VP and a PP. (Salka) 

/mák͍ùtù  má ɓàsà yì tà ͍ nà àkpàtà/ 
leper NCM beat him PERF with planks 
(VP)-------------------------------------------) (PP---------------) 
‘…the leper beat him with planks’ 

E.2.2 Word categories in the lexicon 

The lexicon, including the grammatical functors, requires the following word 
categories: Time/Sequence Marker, Noun, Article, Noun Class Markers, Adjectives 
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(includes numerals), Preposed Particles, Verbs, Postposed particles, Preposition, 
Adverbs. 

E.2.2.1 Verb transitivity 

Grammatically required transitivity classification does not occur in Kambari. Certain 
verbs by the nature of their semantic content will never have objects, and certain 
others, by the nature of their semantic content, will have conceptual objects that are or 
are not explicitly expressed at the option of the speaker. This factor allows a single 
lexical category, Verb, without any necessity to subcategorize. There is a transitivity 
increase obtained by suffixation that will be treated under the section on verbal 
morphology. 

E.2.2.2 Clause-margin elements 

A variety of information is expressed outside of the basic SVO clause. I refer to these as 
clause-margin constituents, and they express information relevant to the entire clause. 

The time/sequence marker position can be filled by a single time/sequence word 
(Auna aku, ‘then’, Agwara ɗa ‘then’) or a noun phrase (Auna kain ka te ‘day NCM one’). 

Traditional adverbial information can be conveyed in the clause margin. (Auna) 

 /ǹ̩  dènɡè ta ànàkà ɡba/ 
 I sell PERF cows all 
 ‘I sold all the cows.’ 

This could be translated to show the adverbial nature more strongly as ‘I completely 
sold the cows.’ 

E.2.2.3 Pronouns 

The Kambari pronoun sets are in a six cell format: 1st, 2nd, 3rd person, being expressed 
with separate singular and plural forms. All three languages have multiple pronoun 
sets, specific for various grammatical concepts. All three utilize subject pronouns, 
continuous subject pronouns, emphatic pronouns, possessive pronouns, and object 
pronouns. Unique to Auna is an equative pronoun set. These pronouns fill the 
appropriate phrase level positions for their grammatical content. 

E.2.2.3.1 Subject 

  Singular   Plural  

 Agwara Auna Salka Agwara Auna Salka 

1st  N N N tsu tsu tsu 

2nd  vu vu vu i i i 

3rd  u u u V a V 

Table 4. Subject pronouns 
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The 1st singular subject pronoun is a homorganic syllabic nasal, represented here by 
the capital letter N. In Agwara and Salka Kambari the 3rd plural pronoun, represented 
by the capital letter V in the tables, copies its vowel quality from the first non-high 
vowel (V[-hi]) found in the following word. If no V[-hi] is available, the vowel fills with a 
default value of /ə/. 

E.2.2.3.2 Continuous subject 

  Singular   Plural  

 Agwara Auna Salka Agwara Auna Salka 

1st  mV ma mVV tsV tsa tsVV 

2nd vV va vVV yV Ya yVV 

3rd  wV wa wVV ꞋyV a ka VV 

Table 5. Continuous subject pronouns 

The continuous pronoun set is a combination of the subject pronoun and the 
continuous aspect marker. Phonological processes made it preferable to combine these 
two morphemes in the orthography. Salka adds an orthographic second vowel because 
of the frequency of vowel-initial verbs. These verbs trigger phonological vowel 
processes by which the unmarked subject pronouns u ‘3rd sing.’ and a ‘3rd pl.’ come to 
the surface structure both phonologically and orthographically as wVV and VV. Without 
this second vowel being written, Salka would be ambiguous regarding the crucial 
aspectual information of simple subject versus continuous aspect subjects. Furthermore, 
both Agwara and Salka apply the vowel copying rule (explained after table 4) to this 
pronoun set. The following examples illustrate the semantic value of the two pronoun 
sets. (Agwara) 

/ǹ  cìɡa ta ìlíkùlyà/ 
1S want PERF food 
‘I want food.’ 

/ma cìɡa ta ìlíkùlyà/ 
1S.CONT want PERF food 
‘I am wanting food.’ 

E.2.2.3.4 Emphatic 

  Singular   Plural  

 Agwara Auna Salka Agwara Auna Salka 

1st  mpa mpa amu atsu atsu atsu 

2nd  avu avu avu aɗa eɗa aɗu 

3rd  ayi eyi ayi ele ele ele 

Table 6. Emphatic pronouns 
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Emphatic pronouns, conveying the sense of focusing attention on the person, can be 
used as subject in conjunction with the basic subject pronoun: (Agwara) 

/ayì  ù bànái à kàshínà/ 
3S.EMPH 3S go.CMPL to farm 
‘He was the one who went to the farm. ~ He himself went to the farm.’ 

Emphatic pronouns can also be used as object pronouns: (Agwara) 

/í  yévé ta vùzà nà ù kúfúɗá wà/ 
2S know PERF person that 3S ING.able 3S.CONT 

/kùnàkà  tsù  ayí/ 
ING.kill.DAT us 3S.EMPH 
‘Do you know anyone who is able to kill it (~that one) for us?’ 

When asked to name the pronouns in their language, most native speakers of Kambari 
will cite the emphatic set. 

E.2.2.3.5 Possessive 

  Singular   Plural  

 Agwara Auna Salka Agwara Auna Salka 

1st  va va va tsu tsunu tsu 

2nd  nu vunu wu ɗa ɗe ɗu 

3rd  ni ne yi le le le 

Table 7. Possessive pronouns 

The possessive pronouns only occur following noun class markers, i.e., what is 
possessed must be indicated. (Agwara) 

/ǹ̩  dénɡé ta kànákà ka va/ 
I sell PERF cow NCM my 
‘I sold my cow.’ 

Later in the discourse, a noun class marker serving as a pronominal reference could 
occur with the possessive pronoun. (Agwara) 

/mòkótsò  ù tsùlái ka va/ 
Mokotso he buy.CMPL NCM my 
‘Mokotso bought my [cow].’ 
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E.2.2.3.6 Object 

  Singular   Plural  

 Agwara Auna Salka Agwara Auna Salka 

1st  mu mu mu tsu tsu tsu 

2nd  nu/wu vu wu ɗa ɗa  ɗu 

3rd  ni/yi yi/ni yi le le le 

Table 8. Object pronouns 

In table 8 the cells with two entries represent choices controlled by verbal factors: 
Agwara chooses nu and ni when the pronoun follows a verb marked with -i ‘CMPL’. 

/mòkótsò ù bànká tə ́ yì/ 
Mokotso he went.with PERF it 
‘Mokotso has taken it.’ 

/mòkótsò  ù bànkái nì/ 
Mokotso he went.with.CMPL it 
‘Mokotso took it.’ 

Auna has ni for the direct object of plural commands (commands issued to more 
than one person), and yi for all other object references. 

/kàlòbò u wènéi yì/ 
boy he see.CMPL it 
‘The boy saw it.’ 

/àɗ͍à ͍ cànɡái ni/ 
2PL.EMPH carry.PL (imperative) it 
‘You, carry it!’ 

E.2.2.3.7 Salka object pronouns 

 Singular Plural 

 Salka Salka 

1st  numu ntsu 

2nd  nuwu nɗu 

3rd  niyi nle 

Table 9. Object/Aspect pronouns (Salka) 

Salka has the same grammatical pattern found in the Agwara nu/ni forms explained 
above, but with variations. First, Salka uses this special pronoun set to convey the 
completive aspect of the verb without also marking the verb. When the verb is marked 
with the completive aspect suffix -i, the pronoun is not expressed. A further difference 
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from the Agwara pattern is that all the possible pronominal cells have a unique 
completive form in Salka, whereas Agwara has special forms in only two cells. 

/mòkótsò  wè èné ta mù/ 
Mokotso he see PERF me 
‘Mokotso has seen me.’ 

/mòkótsò  wè èné nùmù/ 
Mokotso he see me 
‘Mokotso saw it.’ 

E.2.2.3.8 Equative (Auna only) 

 Singular Plural 

1st  mpa atsa 

2nd  aɗa eɗa 

3rd  aya alya 

Table 10. Equative pronouns (Auna) 

For Auna, the equative pronoun set combines the emphatic pronouns and the 
meaning of ɗa ‘equative’. To clearly see how this pronoun set works in Auna, one must 
look at how three separate functions are expressed in each of the three languages. 

The three functions are deictic expressions (pointing to a specific object among 
many), relative clauses (a clause modifying a head noun in an NP) and equative 
expressions (a simple equative or a clause constituent moved from its original location 
in the underlying construction.) 

Deictic expressions are realized with slightly different lexemes in the three 
languages, although all use a three-fold spatial distinction (nearby, mid-distant and 
distant) and similar syntax. 

(Agwara) 

/n̩ ̀ cìɡá tá ͍ kànákà kà nám pá/ 
I want PERF cow NCM that here (nearby) 
‘I want that cow.’ 

/n̩ ̀ cìɡá tá ͍ kànákà kà nán ló/ 
I want PERF cow NCM that there (mid-distant) 
‘I want that cow (over there).’ 

/ǹ̩  cìɡá tá ͍ kànákà kà nán ɗé/ 
I want PERF cow NCM that there (distant) 
‘I want that cow (way over there).’ 

(Salka) 

/ǹ̩  cìɡá ta ͍ nán ńdá/ 
I want PERF cow that (nearby) 
‘I want that cow.’ 
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/ǹ̩  cìɡá ta ͍ nán ńdòlò/ 
I want PERF cow that (mid-distant) 
‘I want that cow (over there).’ 

/ǹ̩  cìɡá  ta ͍ nán ńdèɗè/ 
I want PERF cow that (distant) 
‘I want that cow (way over there).’ 

(Auna) 

/ǹ̩  cìɡá ta ͍ kànákà kà nà/ 
I want PERF cow NCM this (nearby) 
‘I want that cow.’ 

/ǹ̩  cìɡá ta ͍ kànákà kà nálà/ 
I want PERF cow NCM that.there (mid-distant) 
‘I want that cow (over there).’ 

/ǹ̩  cìɡá ta ͍ kànákà  kà níɗé/ 
I want PERF cow NCM that.there (distant) 
‘I want that cow (way over there).’ 

To indicate relative clauses, Agwara and Salka utilize na (a morpheme with 
identical structure to the Auna deictic) to link the head noun to the clause. This na 
follows the NCM in the NP construction. (Agwara) 

/kànákà  kà nà ǹ  tsùlái kà ùràná ta/͍ 
cow NCM that I buy.CMPL NCM escape PERF 
‘The cow that I bought escaped.’ 

In Auna, this construction is realized using a member of a special relative NCM set. 

/ílyà í Ꞌyá ǹ̩  tsùlài í nànɡbài/ 
corn NCM that I buy.CMPL NCM spoil.CMPL 
‘The corn that I bought spoiled.’ 

Auna noun classes vary in the expression of NCMs in the relative clause environment. 
Auna has two noun classes, (ma-, ka-) in which the unmarked NCM also functions as the 
relative NCM with no other morpheme present. It has one class which has a unique 
relative NCM: the i class utilizes i Ꞌya. All other Auna noun classes utilize the NCM ɗa 
construction. The noun class markers used in this construction are identical with the 
noun class markers used in equative constructions, thus it leads us to the equative 
pronoun set unique to Auna. 

The equative construction is primarily realized by either a pronoun followed by ɗa 
or a NP construction with ɗa in the modifier slot. This is true for simple equatives as 
well as the equative which marks syntactic movement. If the antecedent is firmly 
established, a ModP without the head noun is grammatical. (Agwara) 

/ànákà   à ɗà/ 
cow.PL NCM EQ 
‘These are cows.’ 

Thus this Agwara sentence can establish ‘cows’ in a discourse, and later on, a ɗa ‘NCM 
Equative’ (cows it is/was) can occur if only cows and no other a- noun can be the 
antecedent. If the construction is pronominal, both Salka and Agwara use the emphatic 
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pronoun followed by ɗa. However, Auna has the unique equative pronoun set given 
above. The following two sentences illustrate this: 

(Agwara) 

/nátà  ù dànài àyì  ɗà  wú únái 
Rabbit he say.CMPL he.EMPH EQ he kill.CMPL 

mànù mà/ 
bird the 
‘Rabbit said he was the one who killed the bird.’ 

(Auna) 

/nàtà dànái àyà ù wùnái mànù mì/ 
Rabbit say.CMPL he.EQ he kill.CMPL bird the 
‘Rabbit said he (it was that) he killed bird that one.’ 

When the construction is nominal, the three languages vary in the realization of the 
filler for this slot. Salka has the most systematic construction: the standard NCM 
followed by ɗa. Agwara has two noun classes with special equative markers, the 
singular of the ka- class nouns utilize kaꞋa, and the singular of the ma- class nouns 
utilizes maꞋa. The remainder of the possible referents utilize the NCM ɗa construction. 

Auna also allows ɗa constructions as verbal focus markers (verb fronting). In this 
construction, the uninflected form of the verb is copied to the front of the clause, the 
ɗa follows the copied verb, then the complete clause, including the inflected verb, is 
present. This construction is allowed, but occurs infrequently in Agwara, and is not 
known in Salka. 

(Auna) 

/kècè  ɗà káná kècúʃèi àɡbán͍á/͍ 
count EQ Kana count.IT.CMPL bambara. nuts 
‘Kana counted the bambara nuts [one by one].’ 

The similarities and differences in these parallel morphemes may be seen in table 
11. 

 Deictic Relative Equative 

Auna NCM/PRO ____ 
(na/nala/niɗe) 

ka/ma/i Ꞌya/NCM ɗa 
Equative Pronouns 

 

Agwara NCM/PRO ____ 
(nam pa/nan lo/nan ɗe) 

na kaꞋa/maꞋa/NCM ɗa 
PRO ɗa 

Salka NCM/PRO ____ 
(nda/ndolo/ndeɗe) 

na NCM/PRO ɗa 

Table 11. Deictics, relatives and equatives 
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E.2.2.4 Noun classes (Agwara data) 

A list of 969 naturally occurring Agwara nouns was examined, and the nouns sorted by 
a computer generated class grouping. The counts listed should be considered 
approximate as phonological processes and exceptional forms could not be adequately 
programmed. For example, mini ‘water’ is an mV[-hi] class noun, as it generates a ma 
NCM, and kpaꞋa ‘house’ is a ku- class noun as it generates a ku NCM. The computer 
could not count these correctly as it was searching for the specified structure of the first 
syllable of the noun. These exceptions illustrate the principle used to arrive at seven 
noun class groupings, i.e. when dealing with nouns that have an initial syllable other 
than those listed in the NCM group names, place the noun in a natural phrase, and 
group it according to the NCM used. 

The presentation of the noun classes is in the singular/plural format. 

E.2.2.4.1.1 Noun class 1. kV[-hi]- / V[-hi]- 

The kV[-hi]- noun class in Agwara is the default noun class. By far the largest number of 
nouns, 408 out of 969, come from this class. Examples of kV- class nouns are: 

/kàbàɡì/ /àbàɡì/ ‘banana / bananas’ 
/kàcímbì/ /ácímbì/ ‘farmer / farmers’ 
/kàɗàkù/ /àɗàkù/ ‘guinea fowl / G. fowl-Pl’ 

E.2.2.4.1.2 Noun class 2. mV[-hi] - / N- 

This class, with 228 members listed, carries a basic conceptual element of ‘diminutive’. 

/kàɡúndàrì/ ‘drum’ /màɡúndàrì/ ‘little drum’ 
/kàtàlì/ ‘stone’ /màtàlì/ ‘little stone’ 
/kàcákà/ ‘stick’ /màcákà/ ‘little stick/whip’ 

E.2.2.4.1.3 Noun-class 3. u- / (no plural) 

Noun-class 3 contains 64 nouns from the sample list, including many derived from 
verbs whose nature creates a ‘-ness’ sense noun, such as: 

/ùnìshì/ ‘offense’ from /nùsá/ ‘offend’ 
/ùɗékpù/ ‘dryness’ from /ɗèkpé/ ‘dry’ 
/ùbókì/ ‘thievery’ from /bòkó/ ‘steal’ 

This ‘-ness’ sense is also seen in nouns which have no verbal equivalent in the 
language: 

/ùlyòpì/ ‘miserlyness’ 
/ùɡbòjì/ ‘wisdom’ 
/ùnàtà/ ‘filthyness’ 

Among the nouns that are not verbal derivatives, the central concept of this class is 
a bit elusive. However, one is struck with the number of items that relate to skin or 
leather. 

/ùləɡ̀əɡ̀ì/ ‘blister’ 
/ùkútù/ ‘leprosy’ 
/ùjìkà/ ‘bag’ (any bag, but in the past all bags were leather) 
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The nouns of this class that have conceptual plurals (such as una ‘mouth’) utilize the 
same form for both singular and plural. 

E.2.2.4.1.4 Noun class 4. vV[hi]- / i- 

Of the 84 members in class 4, 38 occur in plural only. The class has a semantic base of 
things that, in nature, come in large numbers. The plural only forms tend to be mass 
nouns, where one unit is almost never dealt with singularly. 

/vìcúꞋù/ /ìcúꞋú/ ‘seed/seeds’ 
/vìkèbè/ /ìkèbè/ ‘money-sg/pl’ 
/ìwèlè/  ‘rice’ 
/ìlíkùlyàꞋà/ ‘food’ 

E.2.2.4.1.5 Noun class 5. ku- / V[-hi]- 

Noun class 5 contains 63 nouns in the sample list, many formed by the addition of the 
ku- ‘ING’ prefix to a verb root. These verbs cannot be grouped by an underlying 
semantic concept. 

/kùnéꞋè/ ‘gift’ from  /nèꞋé/ ‘give’ 
/kùtámbù/ ‘hunting’ from  /tàmbá/ ‘hunt’ 
/kùzùwà/ ‘livestock’ from  /zùwá/ ‘put’ (put animals in the house) 

However, the true nouns (those not derived from verbs) in this class group around 
the idea of tubular shape, i.e., 

/kùnè/ ‘leg’ 
/kùmíꞋì/ ‘tree trunk’ 
/kùnù/ ‘room’ (traditional rooms are round) 

Many of ku-class nouns have plural forms identical with the kV- class plural form 
(kV- class = anaka ‘cows’, ku- class = atanu ‘razor blades’), and others form the plural 
by removal of the initial k, (kula ‘name’ ula ‘names’). The class membership of the a- 
plural forms becomes clear in the singular where class 5 always retains the vowel 
<u> in the noun class prefix (cf. kanaka/anaka ‘cow/cows’ in kV- class 1, but 
kutanu/atanu ‘razor blade/blades’ in ku- class 5). 

E.2.2.4.1.6 Noun class 6. tsu-/ (no pl.) 

Noun class 6 contains 46 nouns in the sample, with a central concept of ‘essence’. 

/tsùɡònò/ ‘kingship/kingdom’ cf. /mòɡònò/ ‘king’ 
/tsùɡbàyìn/ ‘greatness/bigness’ cf. /ɡbàyìn/ ‘big’ 
/tsùkàyà/ ‘ancestorship’ cf. /àkàyà/ ‘grandparents’ 
/cìshìnɡìni/ ‘language name’ (vowel copying and palatalization alter the underlying  

/tsu-shingini/ form) 

As ‘kingdom’ illustrates, these nouns are often abstract, non-tangible concepts. Of 
the nouns listed that referred to concrete items, many have to do with leafy plants. 

/tsùkúlù/ ‘rafia palm leaf’ 
/tsùkpéꞋè/ ‘okra’ 
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E.2.2.4.1.7 Noun class 7: specific people 

There is no discernible structural unity to the members of class 7, which contains 
kinship terms and other people-oriented nouns. They form the plural with a separate 
word anan, as in anan baba ‘babies’. The word anan is also used in nominal constructions 
to mean ‘people’, as in 

/kpàꞋà kù ànàn mòkòtsò/ 
‘house NCM PL Mokotso’ 
‘the house of Mokotso and his people’ 

Counting the members of this class seems irrelevant, as it includes proper names, which 
can occur in infinite variety. 

E.2.2.4.2 Salka and Auna noun classes 

Having illustrated the principle of central concept for a noun class, it is appropriate at 
this point to simply list the structures of the noun classes in Salka and Auna Kambari. 
Table 12 provides a concise presentation.20 

E.2.2.4.3 Noun class indicators 

The first syllable of the noun itself (NCP) and the later representations via the 
replicated syllable (NCM) do not always have identical shapes. The generalization to an 
underspecified vowel whose full features were determined by the phonological 
environment allowed the structural groupings to become feasible. 

The decision to separate the noun class markers in the Kambari orthography was 
based on syntactic criteria, as a large number of grammatical categories may follow the 
NCM. 

                                                   
20 The table was taken from Janie P Stark (2000) and modified slightly. The entries were specially 
selected by her to provide the same root across the three languages. Cognate percentage across the three 
languages is much lower than it would seem from this data. 
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Noun Agwara  Auna  Salka  

class SG PL SG PL SG PL 

1 

kV- 

kV[-hi]- 

kopoɗo 

‘toad’ 

V[-hi]- 

opoɗo 

‘toads’ 

ka- 

kapoɗo 

‘toad’  

a- 

apoɗo 

‘toads’ 

VV[-hi]- 

oopoɗo 

‘toad’ 

V[-hi]- 

opoɗo 

‘toads’ 

2 

mV- 

mV[-hi]- 

mogono 

‘king’ 

manu 

‘bird’ 

N- 

ngono 

‘kings’ 

nnu 

‘birds’ 

ma- 

magono 

‘king’ 

manu 

‘bird’ 

N- 

ngono 

‘kings’ 

nnu 

‘birds’ 

mV[-hi]- 

mogono 

‘king’ 

manunu 

‘bird’ 

N-/mu- 

ngono 

‘kings’ 

nnunu 

‘birds’ 

mununu 

‘baby birds’ 

3 

u- 

u- 

ucigi 

‘love’ 

no plural u- 

ucigi 

‘love’ 

no plural u- 

ucigu 

‘love’ 

no plural 

4 

vu- 

vu- 

vuciri 

‘locust bean 

seed’ 

i- 

iciri 

‘locust bean 

seeds’ 

u- 

uciri 

‘locust bean 

seeds’ 

i- 

iciri 

‘locust bean 

seeds’ 

null- 

ciri 

‘locust bean 

seeds’ 

i- 

iciri 

‘locust bean 

seeds’ 

5 

ku- 

ku- 

kutanu 

‘razor blade’ 

 

kuvon 

‘war’ 

V[-hi] 

atanu 

‘razor blades’ 

no plural 

--- 

ku- 

kutanu 

‘razor blade’ 

 

kuvon 

‘war’ 

a- 

atanu 

‘razor blades’ 

no plural 

--- 

u- 

utanu 

‘razor blade’ 

 

uvon 

‘war’ 

null- 

tanu 

‘razor blades’ 

no plural 

--- 

6 

ts- 

ts- 

tsugono 

‘kingship’ 

no plural ts- 

tsugono 

‘kingship’ 

no plural ts- 

tsugono 

‘kingship’ 

no plural 

7 

null 

null prefix 

‘specific 

person’ 

anan XX 

‘plural 

people’ 

null prefix 

‘specific 

person’ 

an XX 

‘plural 

people’ 

null prefix 

‘specific 

person’ 

anan XX 

‘plural 

people’ 

Table 12. Kambari noun class sets 

Further weight for this decision was added by the pragmatic element of obtaining a 
constant visual image for a given morpheme in written materials. Orthographic 
separation allowed all the content-word concepts to retain a single spelling, hence a 
single visual image, regardless of where they occur in a construction. 
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E 2.2.5 Grammatical particles 

The conjunction particle in Agwara and Auna is n (a syllabic nasal that is homorganic 
with the following consonant of consonant-initial words, and acts as the syllable onset 
if followed by a vowel-initial word). For Salka, it is na. This is used as a multi-purpose 
conjunction, joining two clauses or two noun phrases for a variety of semantic reasons. 

The particle a ‘to/at’ carries both a locative meaning, (Agwara ) 

/ù yáwa tá ͍ à lìkùcì/ 
He arrive PERF at (the) town 
‘He has arrived at the town’ 

and a sense of continuous aspect: 

/à kùbáná ù cínái àdàm͍ù/ 
at ING.go he meet.CMPL Adamu 
‘While going, he met Adamu.’ 

which could also be translated ‘During the journey…’ 

The time/sequence marker (Agwara) ana ‘when’ often works in conjunction with ɗa 
‘then’ to provide the time setting for the significant event. (Agwara) 

/ànà  ù  yáwái ɗà  ù  cínái mòɡònò  ma/ 
when he arrive.CMPL then he meet.CMPL king the 
‘When he arrived, he met the king.’ 
(Auna: an…aku, Salka ana avu) 

The morpheme adama ‘because’ is grammatically a simple noun. Several 
grammatical functors are borrowed from Hausa: amma ‘but’, ko ‘if’, kafu ‘before’, etc. 

The definite article in Kambari is an NP final clitic that, in Agwara and Auna, is 
noun class specific. In Agwara, the initial consonant of the relevant NCM is followed by 
/a/, mogono ma ‘the king’. However, the natural noun class marker is mV[-hi], which 
would default to /ə/ if there is no appropriate control vowel for the copy process, i.e. 
(Agwara): 

/mòɡònò  mà/ 
king the 

/mòɡònò  mà ͍ lìkùcí  mà/ 
king NCM town the ‘THE king of the town’ 

In Auna, the construction is the same, but the form of the morpheme is the initial 
consonant of the appropriate NCM followed by the vowel <i>(Auna): 

/màɡònò mí/ 
king the 

Whereas the normal NCM from magono is ma (Auna): 

/màɡònò  mà  ìlyùcì/ 
king NCM town ‘the king of the town’ 

/màɡònò mà  ìlyùcì  mí/ 
king NCM town the ‘THE king of the town’ 
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In Salka, the definite article is produced by reduplicating the final vowel of the last 
word in the NP, and attaching it with a glottal stop between the source and the 
reduplication. The Agwara example given above would be realized in Salka as: 

/mòɡònò-ˈó/ 
king-the 

/mòɡònò  mà ͍ lyùcì-ˈí/ 
king NCM town-the ‘THE king of the town’ 

*/mòɡònòˈó mà ͍lyùcì/ 
/lyùcì  ì  mòɡònò-ˈó/ 
town NCM king-the 
‘the king of THE town ~ THE town of the king’ 

E.2.2.6 Negation 

Negation of a clause is by a clause final morpheme. Many times in daily conversation 
one will hear the negative marker at both the beginning and the end of the clause. This 
is a direct influence from Hausa, and has no basis in natural Kambari grammatical 
structures. Example (108) is the uninfluenced Kambari negative construction. (Agwara) 

(108) /ìlí  í  nà vù cáˈí à kùlú ì 
 thing NCM that you plant.CMP at shade NCM 

 màtsá ba/ 
 give.birth not  
 ‘The things you planted in the shade will not produce a good harvest.’ 

E.2.3 Verbal morphology 

Tables 13 and 14 (from Janie P Stark 2000) represent the entire verb phrase (less the 
obligatory subject agreement covered in the discussion on pronouns and NCMs). The 
components presented are, by both phonological and syntactic criteria, a mix of affixes 
and free standing particles. 

E.2.3.1 Basic verb morphemes 

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 

repeated 

action 

verb 

root 

iterative transitivity 

increase 

completive object 

pronoun 

perfective 

aspect 

pluperfect 

(translates 

‘already’) 

tsu  sV kV (etc.) i  ta ɗe 

Table 13. Verbal morphology 
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E.2.3.2 Morphemes of ku- ‘ING’ form verbs 

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 

ING verb root iterative transitivity 

increase 

object 

pronoun 

perfective 

aspect 

ku  sV   ta 

Table Table Table Table 14141414....    ‘ING’ verb ‘ING’ verb ‘ING’ verb ‘ING’ verb morphemesmorphemesmorphemesmorphemes    

For illustrative purposes, I will cite Agwara. The other languages have similar 
structures, but will vary slightly in form and usage. 

E.2.3.3 -i ‘completive’ and ta ‘perfective’ 

The -i ‘completive’ (slot 5/Table 13) suffix also functions as a simple past tense 
morpheme. 

/ù  bánài/ 
he go.CMPL ‘He went.’ 

The ta ‘perfective’ marker (slot 7/ Table 13 and slot 6/Table 14) carries a sense of 
completed action with enduring results. 

/ù  bánà tá/͍ 
he go PERF ‘He has gone.’ 

The completive and perfective morphemes are mutually exclusive, but occur in 
separate slots in the verb phrase, as can be seen from the location of the object 
pronoun relative to the two morphemes in table 13. 

E.2.3.4 tsu ‘repetitive’ 

The tsu ‘repetitive’ morpheme (slot 1/ Table 13) carries the idea of doing something 
often, or regularly. 

/ù  tsù  bánà/ 
he REP go ‘He often goes.’ 

E.2.3.5 -sV ‘iterative’ 

The -sV ‘iterative’ morpheme (slot 3/) Table 13) provides the idea of regularity, doing 
the same thing over and over with no delay between repetitions. 

/ù  bánà-sà /� [ù bánsà] 
he go-IT ‘He regularly goes.’ 

The iterative can combine with the –i ‘completive’ 

/ù  bánà-sà-i /� [ù bánsài] 
he go-IT-CMPL ‘He always went.’ 
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E.2.3.6 Transitivity increase 

The -kV morpheme (slot 4/ Table 13) creates a conceptual indirect object, though the 
Kambari speaker has no obligation to express the nominal concept. The three sentences 
below are all grammatical sentences. 

/ù  tsúlái mòtòkù/ 
He buy.CMPL chicken 
‘He bought a chicken.’ 

/ù  tsúlá-ká-i mòtòkù/ 
He buy-TRANS-CMPL chicken 
‘He bought a chicken (for someone).’ 

/ù  tsúlá-ká-i mòkótsò mòtòkù/ 
he buy-TRANS-CMPL Mokotso chicken 
‘He bought a chicken for Mokotso.’ 

This morpheme (-kV) and others like it, function to add instrumental or benefactive 
concepts to the clause. Reciprocal action can be considered a special type of 
transitivity, and Kambari has specific morphemes to indicate reciprocal action. As they 
do not come into neoterm formation, the exact treatment of the reciprocal falls outside 
the purview of this work. 

E.2.3.7 Other verbal morphemes 

The Kambari verb phrase is very rich in expressive power. Elements other than those 
already described do not play a major role in neoterm formation. However, the 
conditional construction occurs frequently in Kambari texts, and so deserves a brief 
description. 

In Agwara and Auna, conditional action is marked by baci in the perfective (ta) slot 
(slot 7/ and slot 6/). These morphemes are both semantically and grammatically 
mutually exclusive. Salka places the conditional morpheme (na) before the subject. 

(Agwara) 

/ù  tsúlá tá ͍ mòtòkù/ 
he buy PERF chicken  ‘He bought a chicken.’ 

/ù tsúlà bácì mòtòkù/ 
he buy COND chicken  ‘If he buys a chicken, …’ 

(Salka) /nà ͍vù ùsú …/  ‘if you agree’ 

E.2.3.7.1 ku- ‘ING’ 

The ku- morpheme (slot 1/ Table 14) comes very close to being a derivational 
morpheme, and in fact at times ku- forms act exactly like nouns. A common use of the 
ku- form would be to provide a setting for another action. 

/wì  tá ͍ à kùyáwá ànà ù cínái mòkótsò/ 
he.is PERF at ING.arrive when he meet.CMPL Mokotso 
‘He was arriving when he met Mokotso.’ 

/wì tá ͍ à lìkùcì ànà ù cínái mòkótsò/ 
he.is PERF at town when he meet.CMPL Mokotso 
‘He was at the town when he met Mokotso.’ 
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The constructions are identical. Similar to English, these forms can also be the nominal 
form of an action. Kutambu ‘hunting’ can be either a noun or a continuous action verb 
in both English and Kambari. As explained in the section dealing with noun class, these 
nouns belong to the ku- class, and generate a ku NCM. 

E.2.3.7.2 Object pronouns 

When grammatical objects occur in nominal form, they follow the final element of the 
VP. However, when those same items are expressed pronominally, the pronoun is 
placed immediately before /tá/͍ in the verb phrase (slot 6 and slot 5). 

/ù tsúlá tá ͍ mòtòkù/ 
he buy PERF chicken  ‘He bought a chicken.’ 

However, 

/ù tsúlá yí tá/͍ 
he buy 3SgObj PERF ‘He bought it.’ 

E.2.3.7.3 Serial verb constructions 

Serial verbs tend to convey concepts such as causative, movement, desire, 
initiation/termination of action, ability, etc. The Kambari serial verb (indicated by [ ] 
in the examples below) construction involves back to back VPs, each complete with its 
subject agreement marker with the final verb optionally a ku- form. (Agwara) 

/[à  làzài à ͍ kàs͍àk͍pài͍] àkàpà è lè ɗè/ 
[they depart.CMPL they leave.CMPL] pottery.shards NCM theirs there 
‘They went leaving their pottery shards there.’ 

/ùmà  [ò dòkú à cíɡá kùyónɡò] ǹ ày͍ì bà/ 
people [they again they want ING.stay] with her not 
‘People do not want to stay with her again. ~ In addition to other things, people do not want to stay 

with her.’ 

E.2.3.7.4 i stative 

The Agwara stative verb is unlike other Kambari verbs in that it is made up of only one 
phoneme, /i/. Nonetheless, like other verbs, it has an obligatory subject slot filled by a 
pronoun or NCM. The phonological constraint to preserve CV structure as much as 
possible results in underlying forms such as /u i/ ‘he is’ coming to the surface as [wi]. 
From this came the decision to create a stative pronoun set in the orthography. The 
Auna stative is /a/, so the forms are different.  

  Singular  Plural 

 Agwara Auna Agwara Auna 

1st  m+i=mi m+a=ma  tsu+i=ci tsu+a =tsa  

2nd  vu+i=vi vu+a=va i+i=yi i+a=iꞋa 

3rd  u+i=wi u+a=wa a+i=i a+a=aꞋa 

Table 15. Statives 
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In Salka the stative is an entirely different form, ri. The ri form occurs most often in 
negative constructions. 

/ù  rì  kèné  mìnì shì/ 
he is fetch water not ‘He is not fetching water.’ 

Positive constructions in Salka nearly always have the ta ͍marker as part of the verb 
phrase, followed by either na ͍‘with’, the concept ‘has’, or a verb for the concept ‘is 
doing’. Phonological processes result in a surface form of tV where V represents a 
vowel slot filled by vowel copy rules. (ri+ta=tV). 

/ù  rì-tá ͍ nà ͍ mànùnù/ � [ù tə ́nə ̀mànùnu] 
He is-PERF with bird ‘He has a bird.’ 

/ù  rì- tá ͍ kènè mìnì/ � [ù té kènè mìnì] 
he is-PERF fetch water ‘He is fetching water.’21 

E.2.4 Word boundary factors 

Words, as separate entities in the minds of the speaker, are largely the result of the 
existence of a standardized writing system for the language. That is not to say that 
when a language exists only in oral form, its speakers are not highly aware of 
individual words; certainly they can call out much of their lexicon in single word form. 
But natural oral communication rarely calls on a speaker to isolate words. 

For a fuller treatment of word division in Kambari phonology and orthography, see 
Janie P Stark. (2000). 

E.3 Summary 

In appendix E I have presented the basic structure of Kambari languages, illustrated 
with data from the three co-languages under consideration here, showing Kambari 
languages to be SVO in basic clause structure. The nouns are grouped into seven 
classes, most classes exhibiting a singular and a plural form, and a conceptual center 
can be proposed for each class. The class membership of the nouns is reflected in the 
noun class markers that link various modifying elements to the head nouns and also 
stand in a pronominal role in many constructions. The verb phrase has an obligatory 
subject agreement slot filled by a pronoun or NCM, followed by various mood and 
aspect morphemes. The verb root, easily seen in the singular imperative form, occurs 
medially in the verb phrase. 

                                                   
21 Conceptually, future and present action are grouped together in Kambari. A native speaker would 
likely gloss this as ‘He will fetch water.’ 
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